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The first illustration
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shows a
technician holding a 300 mm wafer of
silicon on which several hundred
chips will be fabricated.

The second
2

is a Cirrus Logic chip
incorporating an ARM920T core,
enlarged from its actual size of about a
centimetre square. Over 600 such
chips — each containing tens of
millions of transistors — could be
fabricated on one 300 mm wafer.

The third
3

is an electron micrograph
showing the layered structure of a
chip built up in the 20 or so stages of
the fabrication process. Most obvious
are three layers of metal interconnect,
but field-effect transistors are visible
at the lowest levels towards the
bottom left corner. The image is 
highly magnified. 2002 technology
allows the strips of metal interconnect
to be no more than 200 nanometres
wide, about one five-hundredth of the
thickness of the paper on which this
Report is printed. At the same
magnification, the image of the whole 
300 mm wafer would be nearly 4
kilometres across and that of the
Cirrus/ARM920T chip would be about 
125 metres across.
1 International SEMATECH: Austin, TX, 2001.
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SECOND REPORT SESSION 2002–03

By the Select Committee appointed to consider Science and Technology.
ORDERED TO REPORT:

CHIPS FOR EVERYTHING:
Britain’s opportunities in a key global market

CHAPTER 1: EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

INTRODUCTION
1.1 The United Kingdom has a bigger stake than generally appreciated in the computer

chip business that underpins information and communication technology (ICT)1 — one
of the world’s largest2 (and still growing3) industries. Although, like most Western
countries, we no longer have any significant ownership of chip manufacturing, we have
under–regarded strengths in chip design. The main message of this Report is that, as
the existing technology matures, there will be a yet greater market for UK chip design
as new applications are developed. There will also be UK opportunities arising from
the search for more powerful technologies.

1.2 Electronic computing is now so much a part of our lives — at work, at home and in
society — that we generally take it for granted. Indeed, much of the computing we use
is not obvious, being embedded in a wide variety of machines and equipment such as
car engine management systems, mobile phones and washing machines.

1.3 The transistor–packed integrated circuits or computer chips that put such power at our
fingertips embody an astonishing range of technological achievements. Computing
performance will increase further, at reducing prices. This will not only pave the way
for computing to become an integral aspect of everyday living (“ambient computing”)
but also facilitate applications yet to be conceived. Our future will be increasingly
electronic. It will be powered by transistors even smaller than today’s, of which half a
million would fit on the full stop at the end of this sentence4.

1.4 Engineers have found ways of making transistors ever smaller since their invention in
the middle of the last century. However, on present trends — and assuming that various
manufacturing obstacles can be overcome — the physical limits of the present
technology will be reached within the next 20 years. If we are to continue to enjoy the
progress to which we have become accustomed, we need to be planning for the future
now.

1.5 Government, industry and universities need to make the most of the opportunities in
this increasingly important field. As a nation, we need to recognise the possibilities,
nurture the talent, encourage research, and facilitate the progress of worthwhile
innovations to the global market. Our Report makes recommendations to help achieve
these objectives.

                                                                                                                                                                    
1 ICT encompasses computing and telecommunications, both of which are now highly dependent on

computer chip technology.
2 2001 spending was US$2.4 trillion according to Digital Planet 2002: The Global Information Economy,

World Information Technology and Services Alliance — see www.witsa.org/dp2002execsumm.pdf
3 See www.eto.org.uk/eustats/ict.htm
4 There would be rather fewer in this area of a silicon chip since space is also needed for interconnections.
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SUMMARY OF THE REPORT
1.6 Chapter 2 notes the origins of this Report in an October 2001 briefing by the Royal

Society, and describes the way Sub–Committee II conducted its Inquiry. Aspects of the
written evidence from a wide variety of sources were explored in greater depth in a
series of public hearings between April and July 2002. That evidence was
complemented by specially commissioned seminars in London and California, the
latter during a visit to major computing interests in Silicon Valley. Visits were also
made to the National Physical Laboratory (NPL) in Teddington and the Inter–
university Microelectronics Centre (IMEC) in Belgium.

1.7 As general background, Chapter 3 briefly reviews the development of computing over
the years and outlines some of the key developments (transistors and integrated
circuits, the latter commonly known as silicon chips) that have led to today’s electronic
digital computers. What generally drives the market for computers is not the machinery
(hardware) itself but the applications (the programs5 or software) that it will run. Faster
computers are able to run bigger and more user–friendly applications. However,
performance may not be only about speed. For some applications, and particularly
mobile devices, low power consumption may be more important.

1.8 The engine of a computer is its silicon chips. Nowadays, chips with dimensions of
millimetres house tens of millions of microscopic transistors that do the actual
computing. Chapter 4 describes the complicated process for manufacturing chips and
the ways in which, thanks to a variety of technological advances, it has been possible to
continue miniaturising the already small components. This has about doubled the
density of components on a chip every two years over the last four decades, greatly
reducing the unit price of components and increasing the speed at which they can be
operated.

1.9 That trend has been dubbed Moore’s Law, and the global computing industry now
tailors its investment to maintain the momentum. However, limits to the development
of the dominant CMOS6 chip technology are likely to be reached in the next 10 to 15
years. This will be because either the individual components would, if any smaller,
become too small to operate reliably or, before then, the cost of the ultra–high–
precision plant needed for fabrication of those chips becomes too high.

1.10 Reaching those limits will not spell the end of CMOS: as a mature and very powerful
technology, it will continue to be the relatively inexpensive workhorse of computing.
There could be opportunities for other computing technologies, perhaps particularly in
niche areas as a complement to CMOS. Nevertheless, the computing industry and
others are likely to find themselves in a quite different business environment after the
next decade or so.

1.11 Chapter 4 concludes by briefly reviewing possible alternative chip technologies,
together with the generic areas of lithography, metrology (where the United Kingdom’s
expertise could be more effectively deployed) and nanotechnology that are needed for
fabrication almost regardless of the physical nature of the chip technology.

1.12 Chapter 5 complements Chapter 4 by considering design and architecture — that is,
how the components on a chip are organised to do the actual computing. Increased
computing power has resulted from not only the greater speed available from
increasingly miniaturised components but also the more sophisticated designs that are
possible as more and more components become available per chip. As discussed,
different considerations arise in designing chips for various purposes. However, there
are generic issues concerning the verification and testing of any chip design. The
Chapter concludes by considering some current and future design challenges.

                                                                                                                                                                    
5 We follow the standard practice of using the American English spelling for a computer program.
6 Complementary Metal–Oxide–Semiconductor — see paragraph 4.9.
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1.13 Chapter 6 discusses the ways in which the power of individual computers has been
enhanced by networking with other machines, and ways in which this networking
might be extended, perhaps most significantly through the development of wireless
technologies. It then outlines some of the aspirations that may be realised by new
computer applications and devices. Indeed, one of the objectives of the new European
Union (EU) research programme is the development of “ambient” computing. Such
applications will be underpinned by developments in design and architecture — in turn,
drawing on improvements in the underlying microprocessor technology.

1.14 Chapter 7 continues the tour of the general background by first noting that, although
the United Kingdom’s stake in chip manufacture has declined, the earlier work has
provided the base a for a significant capability in microprocessor design and
architecture. Much of this has developed comparatively recently as a result of many
local and uncoordinated initiatives. This UK industry sector — 40% of the EU total —
merits much wider recognition.

1.15 Chapter 7 concludes with a sketch of the present framework for research and
development (R&D) funding in the United Kingdom. The four main sources are:

(a) the Research Councils, where more could be done to spot and facilitate
interdisciplinary activities that characterise computer engineering;

(b) the Government, through direct funding to a few Government Laboratories, such
as NPL, to enable them to carry out research in specific domains;

(c) the EU, in whose programmes UK industry is said to participate at a significantly
lower level than its European counterparts; and

(d) industry itself, although UK industry seems to pay insufficient attention to the
need for sustained and sufficiently long–term investment in R&D.

1.16 Turning then to the policy matters that are central to our Inquiry, Chapter 8 discusses
the opportunities open to the United Kingdom in the field of microprocessing. It is too
late to regain a place for the United Kingdom in mainstream and nearly mature CMOS
manufacture, although niche opportunities to enhance that manufacture will remain.

1.17 The focus for research on devices should be on alternatives (or complements) to
CMOS. As this field is still very open, the research should be blue sky in nature. There
is already valuable UK research in these areas, but this lacks co–ordination. A focus for
such work might usefully be linked to one of the proposed new centres for
nanotechnology, with which likely future computer technologies have significant
commonality.

1.18 The main opportunity for the United Kingdom, however, is in chip design and
architecture which are needed not only to exploit the current CMOS technology to the
full but are also likely to be transferable to alternative technologies. Existing UK
strengths should be reinforced and intensified through the establishment of a single
national centre. This should be preceded (and subsequently supported) by a wider
national programme to stimulate activity in this area. With suitably sustained
commitment, we consider the fruits of such initiatives to have potential for significant
economic benefit.

1.19 In addition to those structural matters, a vital facilitator of research and development is
the availability of people with the necessary skills. Chapter 9 finds that the United
Kingdom is short of these. Building on earlier Reports, improvements are proposed
through: continuing the welcome emphasis on improving the take–up of science and
mathematics in schools; the provision of taught Masters programmes; and including
aspects of entrepreneurship and interdisciplinary work within Masters and PhD
programmes. There is, however, a crisis in the recruitment and retention of university
academic staff in computing and electronics. This will take some time to resolve with
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home–grown talent. It will also remain important to encourage a highly–skilled
immigrant workforce.

1.20 Although research has intrinsic merit, the hope must be that it will lead to products that
will yield commercial return to the United Kingdom. Taking account of other Reports,
Chapter 10 discusses means of smoothing the progress of what are sometimes arcane
and abstract computing products to the global market. We see the need to reduce the
confusing diversity of objectives and practice in exploiting intellectual property.
Clusters of related activity need to be developed so that technologists, experienced
managers and financiers can network effectively.

1.21 Such clusters might also be of assistance in resolving the wider problems of recruiting
management teams for high–technology companies and, building on the Enterprise Act
2002, in breaking down the unhelpful prejudice against able people who have learnt
valuable business lessons from unsuccessful ventures. The new high–technology
products that will attract the global market are at one or more remove from the chip
technology and design matters that are at the heart of our Inquiry. We see the need for
the UK computing industry and those who provide the funding to do more to inform
and enthuse others about future possibilities. They should work with them in
developing those new products. Moreover, there is scope for the Government to do
more to stimulate the industry — at the same time as meeting the public sector’s needs
— by taking a more strategic view of aggregate public sector procurement for
computing in all its forms.

1.22 Finally, Chapter 11 concludes the Report with some general remarks about our
Inquiry’s findings as a whole.

RECOMMENDATIONS
1.23 While we welcome, as noted at appropriate points, many positive actions taken by the

Government to strengthen the UK’s science base, there are further improvements
required in respect of computing if we are to make the most of the opportunities that
now beckon.

1.24 We make various detailed recommendations, addressed to the Government and others,
at appropriate places throughout this Report (where, for emphasis, they are in bold
type). These recommendations are repeated below. For ease of reference, these are
grouped together in a different order from the main text, under appropriate headings,
together with a note of the source paragraph.

The new industry
(a) To enable the UK’s new–style computer industry to be appropriately recognised

and fostered, we recommend that the Government urgently establish a task force
to bring greater coherence to their dealings with the industry, through the
implementation of the recommendations in our Report and otherwise. Further, we
recommend that the Government give wide publicity to the composition, remit and
contact arrangements for this task force. (Paragraph 7.8)

Design and Architecture
(b) We recommend that the Research Councils — in particular, the Engineering and

Physical Sciences Research Council (EPSRC) — should review the funding for
research into microprocessor design and architecture to ensure that both its level
and its delivery are matched to the strengths and needs of UK industry.
(Paragraph 8.27)

(c) So that UK strengths in computer design and architecture can be maintained and
developed within the global market, we recommend that the Department of Trade
and Industry (DTI) and EPSRC should urgently establish a single national
research institute for System–on–Chip design. (Paragraph 8.32)
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(d) We recommend that DTI and EPSRC establish a national programme for design
and architecture, along the lines of the e–Science initiative, for the three–fold
purpose of: providing an earlier focus for research and development in design and
architecture; wider support for the institute when established; and a framework for
potentially useful activities not central to the particular focus selected for the
institute. (Paragraph 8.40)

(e) We recommend that DTI and EPSRC should explicitly recognise that any new
funding initiative in this area would require sustained long–term commitment.
(Paragraph 8.43)

Microprocessor technologies
(f) We recommend that, within the funding allocated for research into computing

devices and manufacturing, DTI and EPSRC should place the emphasis on radical
developments in microprocessor technologies where there is a greater prospect
that UK industry could play a significant role long–term. Further, they should also
ensure that this work has appropriate co–ordination and focus. (Paragraph 8.5)

(g) Because of the significant commonality between nanotechnology and likely future
computer technologies, we recommend that DTI should include the exploration of
alternatives to CMOS in the remit of at least one of the proposed nanotechnology
centres. Further, we recommend that DTI should consider integrating into that
centre the semiconductor processing facility recently recommended by the
Foresight Defence and Aerospace Advisory Committee. (Paragraph 8.10)

(h) Given the vital role of metrology in chip fabrication, we recommend that the
National Physical Laboratory should urgently complete its review of the way it
co–ordinates its activities relevant to microprocessing, and implement a clear
strategy for developing and marketing its contribution to the global computing
industry. (Paragraph 4.42)

Skill needs
(i) We recommend that the Government and universities take specific action to

address the crisis in recruiting and retaining university academic staff in
computing and electronics. Further, we recommend that the Government should
consult universities and industry about ways of making the exchange of staff
between the sectors more straightforward and commonplace. As part of this,
particular attention will need to be paid to salary differentials and the current
emphasis on the importance of research output on the basis of publications.
(Paragraphs 9.9 and 9.15)

Assisting new ventures
(j) We recommend that the Government should revisit the general question of

exploiting intellectual property, with particular reference to the complicated field
of computing, and seek to establish principles that will lead to a greater uniformity
of approach between Government departments and agencies, industry and
universities. (Paragraph 10.7)

(k) We recommend that DTI should consult Universities UK, the British Venture
Capital Association, the CBI and the Institute of Directors to ascertain: the nature
and extent of the funding gap identified by a number of our witnesses; the lack of
suitable managerial skills available to new high–technology companies; and such
companies’ other support needs. (Paragraph 10.20)

Interdisciplinary work

(l) We recommend that those universities which wish to be at the forefront of
strengthening the United Kingdom’s stake in computing ensure that their
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structures and processes encourage interdisciplinary research collaboration
between departments. (Paragraph 7.25)

(m) We recommend that the Funding Councils and Research Councils take further
positive steps to ensure that interdisciplinary work in the field of microprocessing
techniques is not only actively encouraged but also manifestly assessed in an
even–handed manner. (Paragraph 7.27)

Promoting research
(n) We recommend that DTI should investigate the reasons for and the implications of

the apparently poor participation of UK industry in EU programmes (particularly
those relevant to microprocessing) and, as necessary in the light of the findings, to
take action to encourage greater participation. (Paragraph 7.31)

(o) We recommend that UK companies and the finance sector should pay more
attention to investing in R&D in the field of microprocessing. (Paragraph 7.35)

(p) We recommend that the Government should consider whether the aggregate future
public sector demand for computing capacity, in all its forms, can be articulated
and communicated in ways that better assist not only the public sector but also the
industry. (Paragraph 10.24)

(q) We recommend that Intellect, the British Venture Capital Association and others
they think appropriate should consider ways of better informing and enthusing UK
industry and the wider finance sector about projected advances in high technology,
with the aim of not only stimulating the necessary long–term support for these
advances but also, in a two–way dialogue, encouraging the development of new
products for the global marketplace. (Paragraph 10.26)

Keeping Parliament informed
1.25 All these recommended tasks are urgent, and some — for example, those listed in

paragraph 1.24(a), (j), (k), (n) and (p) above — will require attention over some years.
We therefore recommend that the Government, in addition to their formal
response to this Report, also provide Parliament (and, in particular, this
Committee) and other interested parties with regular reports on the progress of
this work, together with the conclusions and further action proposed.
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CHAPTER 2: BACKGROUND TO THE INQUIRY

THE DEVELOPMENT OF COMPUTING
2.1 If asked about computers, most people will call to mind the ubiquitous personal

computer (PC) found not only in almost every workplace but also in many homes.
These are astonishingly powerful multi–purpose machines. With the right applications
or software, people can manipulate text, pictures and sound; undertake complex
calculations; play games; and communicate around the planet.

2.2 Less obvious but even more pervasive is embedded computing — the dedicated
computing that underpins many items of scientific, medical or engineering equipment
and a whole variety of consumer products, such as: mobile phones, games consoles and
other gadgets; domestic appliances; and engine management and other safety systems
in cars. At the other end of the scale, there are high–powered supercomputers
supporting a wide range of science and engineering applications and servers that handle
internet traffic, hold large commercial databases, and so on.

2.3 The computing resource that we now take for granted would have seemed science
fiction even a generation ago. We are living through a digital revolution which has two
inter–related components. Firstly, we have found ways of representing many aspects of
the world in numbers (see Box 1). Secondly, we have developed machines and
techniques to manipulate those numbers and present the outcomes in ways that improve
our knowledge and understanding, our communications and our pleasure.

2.4 Computing performance has improved dramatically since the world’s first
programmable computer ran in Manchester in 1948. Thanks to continuing
technological advances, performance has about doubled every two years since then7.
The pace of change is illustrated by the fact that the performance of a modern PC
outstrips some of the most powerful supercomputers from only ten years ago.

2.5 This improvement has been achieved principally through ever more sophisticated
manufacturing techniques of the silicon chips that are at the heart of all present–day
computing applications. These have allowed the individual components of those chips
to be made smaller and smaller and, per unit of computational power, cheaper and
cheaper. These ever smaller devices can work either much more quickly or, as may be
crucial for some applications, with much lower power consumption. Moreover, the
greater concentration of individual components allows different ways of linking them
together to do computing more efficiently.

REASONS FOR THE INQUIRY
2.6 The standard technology for manufacturing present day computer chips is known as

CMOS, described further in Chapter 4. The miniaturisation of individual components
on computer chips has a physical limit. Below a certain size, the well–understood bulk
properties of CMOS are overtaken by the different characteristics of individual atoms.

2.7 During a meeting between the Select Committee and representatives of the Royal
Society in October 2001, Professor John Enderby8 noted that, at present rates of
miniaturisation, the physical limits of CMOS technology would be met in about 10 to
15 years. If the progress to which the world had become accustomed were to continue,
new devices or approaches would be required. He argued that, while there was much
useful work going on within the United Kingdom about such new devices and

                                                                                                                                                                    
7 This is literally exponential growth. Doubling every two years means quadrupling over four years,

increasing eight–fold over six years and so on. Over 20 years, the growth factor would be over a
thousand.

8 Physical Secretary of the Royal Society.
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approaches, this had insufficient co–ordination to give it critical mass or to exploit
opportunities within the global marketplace.

2.8 Given the already overwhelming yet increasing importance of computing in almost
every facet of our lives, the Committee decided that these matters merited fuller
consideration through this Inquiry.

BOX 1: THE WORLD IN NUMBERS
How can one machine handle documents, sounds and pictures? The answer is that ways
have been found to reduce all of these tasks to numbers. This is the digital revolution.

Sound
Speech and music are simply patterns of pressure waves over time. Measuring the air
pressure (using a microphone) enables the essential dynamics of the sound to be captured.
Converting, at very rapid intervals, the measured pressure into a number gives a series of
numbers which can be handled by computers and, when needed, converted back into sound
waves through a loudspeaker or earphone.

Pictures
A similar principle is applied to convert a picture into numbers. First, the picture is divided
into an array of tiny squares, each one of which is a picture element or ‘pixel’. Any colour
(or shade of grey) can be made from the right mix of the primary colours red, green and
blue. The average colour of each pixel can thus be represented by three numbers being,
respectively, the amount of red, green and blue. With numerical conventions to register the
end of each row, an entire picture can be represented by a (large) set of numbers. A film is
simply a rapid succession of such pictures — plus sound, converted into numbers as above.

Text
For computer purposes, the letters, numbers and punctuation in a document are simply a
series of numbers, each representing a specified character. For example, ‘A’ is character
number 65, ‘B’ is 66, and so on. Some of the numbers do not represent characters and may,
for example, indicate that the next few numbers deal with formatting commands (and, in a
spreadsheet, with the formulæ for calculations). While the main character coding is
effectively standard, formatting commands are not. There is thus generally no problem in
sending simple text by email from one computer to any other. A word–processed document
or spreadsheet can, however, generally be read only with a program that is equipped to deal
with its particular formatting commands.

Meaning
Inside a computer, everything is numbers. Those numbers can be processed as required
under the direction of the particular program (which is itself also a series of numbers)
selected by the user. The computer simply follows these commands. What the results of its
processing means or achieves is for those using the program to determine — not for the
machine.

THE SUB–COMMITTEE
2.9 The Inquiry has been conducted by Sub–Committee II, which prepared this Report.

The Sub–Committee membership and declarations of interest are set out in Appendix
1. Our Specialist Adviser was Professor Steve Furber FRS FREng, ICL Professor of
Computer Engineering at the University of Manchester. We are grateful for his
assistance in considering the many technical questions that arose during the Inquiry.

CALL FOR EVIDENCE
2.10 Against the background indicated above, the Inquiry was formally launched in

February 2002 with the issue of the call for evidence reproduced in Appendix 2.
Reflecting the Sub–Committee’s understanding of the subject at the time, this
concentrated on materials technology. As discussed later in this Report, we have come
to the view that the centre of gravity — at least for the United Kingdom — lies more in
design and application.
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EVIDENCE RECEIVED
2.11 We received written evidence from a wide range of sources, listed in Appendix 3. The

written evidence was complemented by oral evidence received at ten public hearings
between April and July 2002. The oral and written evidence is published in Volume II
of this Report. We are grateful to all those concerned for their help in clarifying and
exploring the technical and wider questions.

2.12 In addition, we explored our subject through a number of other activities.

(a) To help us prepare for reviewing the highly technical evidence that was to be
received, we visited NPL in March 2002 to familiarise ourselves with the
microscopically small matters with which we would be dealing. A note of that
visit is in Appendix 4.

(b) Also in March 2002, we commissioned a seminar enabling us to discuss matters
with leading experts from a wide range of disciplines. A note of that seminar,
which was kindly hosted by the Royal Society, is in Appendix 5.

(c) The United States of America (US) has an undisputed leading role in the global
computing industry. Having begun to understand the UK scene, we felt the need to
test our emerging views with the major US computing interests. For this purpose,
we visited Silicon Valley in the Bay Area around San Francisco in June 2002. A
note of that visit (which included a seminar, kindly hosted by Stanford University,
analogous to the Royal Society event mentioned immediately above) is in
Appendix 6.

(d) A number of those giving evidence to us argued that there would be advantage in
the United Kingdom’s having some centre for research into computing. The
exemplar most often cited was IMEC at Leuven in Belgium. We visited that
Centre in July 2002 to discuss with the leading figures there the factors that had
been critical to its undoubted success. A note of that visit is in Appendix 7.

We are most grateful to all those who hosted our various visits and contributed to the
two seminars for the generous contribution of their time and knowledge to our
deliberations.

THIS REPORT
2.13 Chapter 1 of this Report summarises the document as a whole and gives an overview of

our findings. These flow from our consideration — through the Inquiry outlined in this
Chapter — of a wide variety of inter–related technical and business matters. The rest of
this Report is structured to provide a coherent route through those matters, as outlined
in paragraphs 1.6 to 1.22.

ABBREVIATIONS
2.14 The abbreviations and technical terms used in this Report are generally explained only

the first time they are used. For convenience, they are all listed in Appendix 8 together
with a glossary of the main technical terms.
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CHAPTER 3: SETTING THE SCENE

INTRODUCTION
3.1 This Chapter provides a sketch of the development of computing over the years, and

outlines some of the key concepts discussed later in the Report. If desired, greater
detail on some of the technical matters is set out in Appendix 9.

COMPUTING OVER THE YEARS

Early computing
3.2 Strictly speaking, a computer is any device on which computation can be performed.

Throughout history, people have used tools or machines to extend their powers of
mental arithmetic. The abacus has ancient origins and remains in wide use in many
parts of the world.

3.3 In 1614, John Napier published a table of the logarithms he had invented. These
simplified the multiplication and division of numbers by the simpler task of adding or
subtracting their logarithms. He later produced an elementary calculating device based
on this principle using a series of rods known as Napier’s Bones. These were the
precursor to the slide rules that were the constant companion of scientists and engineers
before the electronic calculator.

Mechanical devices
3.4 In 1642, Blaise Pascal invented the first machine for addition and subtraction. Thirty

years later, Gottfreid Wilhelm von Leibnitz improved the machine so that it could also
perform multiplication and division.

3.5 The most ambitious mechanical devices were those conceived by Charles Babbage in
the early 19th Century. Concerned at the inaccuracies in manually (and laboriously)
calculated logarithmic and other mathematical tables, he designed in the 1820s a
mechanical Difference Engine to automate the generation of such tables. He pursued
this, and an even more ambitious general–purpose Analytical Engine9, until his death in
1871. None of his machines was completed in his lifetime10.

3.6 However, many sophisticated mechanical devices were developed for a wide variety of
specific tasks — particularly for financial accounting — as well as for more general
purposes. The general principle of all these devices was that an ingenious series of cogs
and levers would mechanically convert a variable starting position to the desired
output.

3.7 During the Second World War, the British code–breaking effort at Bletchley Park was
greatly helped by the calculating Bombe designed by the British mathematician, Alan
Turing, drawing on the thinking in his pre–war thesis about a universal computing
machine. This device was more electrical than mechanical: the linkage through cogs
and levers was replicated by the passage of an electrical current through electrically–
operated switches (or relays). While effective, this machine was relatively slow.

The arrival of electronics
3.8 Taking Turing’s pre–war thinking a stage further, experts at Bletchley Park and the

Post Office Research Centre designed and built Colossus. Commissioned in 1943, this
was the world’s first real computing device using electronics. The electro–mechanical

                                                                                                                                                                    
9 By common consent, this was the first real conception of a computer as we have come to understand it.
10 In 1992, to mark the bicentenary of Babbage’s birth, the Science Museum built the Difference Engine

No 2 to his original designs. It has 4,000 moving parts (excluding the printing mechanism) and weighs
2.6 tonnes.
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switching of the Bombe was replaced by much faster electronic switching using
thermionic valves that were then in common use for radios and other applications.

3.9 Wartime and post–war secrecy meant that, for many years, the significant advance
represented by Colossus was unrecognised — indeed, the machine and blueprints were
deliberately destroyed at the end of the war11. However, the wheel was reinvented, not
least by the US developers of ENIAC (commissioned in 1945 and used for calculating
artillery trajectories). After a number of test machines in the late 1940s, electronic
computing became a valuable part of advanced science.

3.10 For example, the Pilot ACE was built at NPL in 1950 and, for six years, was used for
advanced scientific and engineering work, including aeronautics, crystallography and
calculating bomb trajectories. The Ferranti Mark 1, closely based on developments at
Manchester University12, was the first commercial general–purpose computer when it
went on the market in 1951. That was the same year in which the LEO I computer,
developed by J Lyons and Company, ran the first routine office computer jobs.

3.11 Valve–driven computers were expensive to make, with much of the circuitry having to
be built by hand. They were also expensive to operate and maintain. As their name
suggests, thermionic valves need to be heated to work. The heating gave the valves
limited lives and also weakened the associated circuitry. These early computers used
tens of thousands of valves, and a machine might operate for only a few minutes before
yet another valve replacement or circuit repair was required.

Transistors
3.12 The power consumption and limited life of thermionic valves had inspired research into

ways of replicating their functions in solid–state devices. This was fuelled by the
increasing understanding of semiconducting materials that were beginning to be
produced to the requisite purity. The race was won by a team at the Bell Laboratories
in 1947, but their point–contact device was difficult to make.

3.13 Bell Laboratories went on to develop a more robust junction device, called a bipolar
transistor. Subsequent development led to the field–effect transistor (FET), now the
dominant type. Box 2 illustrates the structure of an FET and describes its operation.
Key points are the following.

(a) It consists of three zones of alternating types of semiconducting material, each of
which has been carefully doped with other substances to make it either electron–
rich (n–type) or electron–poor (p–type);

(b) The flow of electricity through the transistor — between the source and the drain
through the region under the gate — is regulated by a control voltage on the gate
(hence the name, “gate”).

(c) The smaller the distance that electricity has to travel across the gate, the quicker
the transistor can be operated. Transistors on modern chips are very small, with
gate–lengths of about 100 nanometres (nm)13 or about a thousandth of the
thickness of the paper on which this Report is printed.

3.14 It was not until the mid–1950s that transistors were made in quantity. As they run at
much lower voltages, do not have to warm up and are also much smaller, they quickly
replaced thermionic valves for all but a few specialised (and particularly high–power)
applications. One form of the thermionic valve that remains commonplace is the
cathode ray tube (CRT) used to display the image on a television or computer monitor;

                                                                                                                                                                    
11 The technical achievement that Colossus represented did not become public knowledge until the 1980s.
12 See paragraph 3.23.
13 A nanometre is a thousand millionth of a metre.
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only now are new technologies — liquid crystal display (LCD) and plasma screens —
beginning to displace the CRT.

3.15 Early transistors were made singly and thus had to be wired into circuits one at a time.
Many computers were built using individual transistors. A notable example was the
Ferranti Atlas (like the Mark 1, see paragraph 3.10, developed jointly with Manchester
University). When it first ran in 1962, this was the most powerful computer in the
world. While its commercial impact was limited, it left an inheritance of innovations
that are central to high–speed processors to this day: multiprogramming, pipelining,
interrupts, spooling and paged virtual memory were all first employed on the Atlas
computer.

BOX 2: A FIELD–EFFECT TRANSISTOR (FET)
In the n–type FET illustrated here, the electron–poor p–type gate material would normally
block an electric current trying to flow between the source and the drain.

Applying a positive voltage to the gate electrode changes things. While no current can flow
across the insulating layer, this is thin enough for the field exerted by that voltage to attract
the relatively few free electrons in the p–type gate material. These form a pathway across
the gate along which the current can flow between the source and the drain, turning the
transistor on.

FETs have two forms. The n–type is illustrated above. A p–type FET has a source and drain
of p–type semiconductor regions each side of an electron–rich n–type gate region, and is
turned on by applying a negative voltage to the gate electrode.

Integrated circuits
3.16 The next breakthrough came from Fairchild Semiconductor where, capitalising on the

process devised by Jean Hoerni in 1957 for creating a layered structure on a slice or
chip of silicon, Robert N Noyce developed the integrated circuit in which transistors
and associated circuitry were fabricated together. (A parallel breakthrough was made
by Jack Kilby at Texas Instruments.) The first commercial integrated circuits14 were
made in 1958. As these greatly simplified product assembly, such chips became the
standard building block for computer and other manufacturers.

Microprocessors
3.17 For some ten years, the market was dominated by customised and increasingly

complex chips. Robert N Noyce and his Fairchild colleague, Gordon E Moore, had
founded Intel to pursue these opportunities. In 1971, Intel fielded a bid for 13 complex
integrated circuits for scientific calculators. That was beyond what they could tackle, so
they met the demand by producing a single general–purpose chip which could perform

                                                                                                                                                                    
14 Early integrated circuits were based on bipolar transistors, but FETs are now the primary transistor

technology employed on computer chips.
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all 13 functions and more. This was the first microprocessor — the first computer on a
chip. The recent and future development of microprocessor technology is considered
further in Chapter 4.

ELECTRONIC COMPUTERS
3.18 Nowadays, the term computer is invariably taken to mean an electronic machine.

Moreover, it is also taken to mean a digital machine — that is, one which works by
manipulating numbers.

3.19 In the early days of electronic computing, there were analogue machines that
represented aspects of the physical world through continuously variable electric
voltage. These had some strengths, but their weakness was inflexibility and a degree of
imprecision depending on the accuracy with which voltage levels could be read. A
digital computer represents its subject matter wholly as numbers15. Moreover, those
numbers are managed in binary form16, and can thus be represented with complete
accuracy by transistor switches that are either off (for 0) or on (for 1).

3.20 Unless indicated otherwise, we use “computer” throughout this Report to mean a
binary digital electronic machine.

Hardware and software
3.21 While it is the underlying technology that is at the heart of our Inquiry, computers are

useful only for what they can facilitate. It is the applications that drive purchasers of
computing power. Users should not have to think about the chip technology itself.

3.22 The first electronic computers were “hard–wired” — that is, the way the machines
processed the input data was fixed by their circuitry. This was acceptable for dedicated
applications17, but changing the processing arrangements could require days of
rewiring.

3.23 Alan Turing’s vision in the 1930s was of a universal machine, the internal workings of
which were configured by a program. Essentially, part of the input data would
determine how the remaining input data would be processed, enabling the computer to
be operated by the programmer in effectively unlimited ways. That vision was first
realised by Freddie Williams and Tom Kilburn in the Manchester Baby machine which
ran the world’s first computer program on 21 June 1948. The following year, Maurice
Wilkes18 completed EDSAC in Cambridge, the first stored–program computer to
operate a regular computing service.

3.24 The physical elements of a computer (as noted in the next paragraph) are known as the
hardware. Programs — the electronic instructions loaded into a computer to make it
perform in the desired way — are known as software. The hardware, however, is not a
completely blank sheet. At the very least, a computer has to be hard–wired or pre–
configured so that, on being switched on, it awaits its first instructions and will
recognise what do with them. Generally, computer designers build in a range of basic
operations which the software is designed to exploit.

Elements of a computer
3.25 A computer has five basic physical components:–

(a) some means of accepting input and converting it into binary form — typically a
keyboard or sensor;

                                                                                                                                                                    
15 Some parts of digital computers may still include analogue aspects — for example, to convert analogue

sound signals to digital data and vice versa.
16 That is, in base 2 which uses only the two digits 0 and 1 — see paragraph 15 of Appendix 9.
17 Such as the Bletchley Park Colossus, see paragraph 3.9.
18 Sir Maurice remains active in the field. His written evidence to the Inquiry is on p 232.
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(b) memory in which to store program instructions and other data (whether as input or
the result of computation);

(c) a central processor unit (CPU) for executing the instructions and manipulating the
data;

(d) some means of producing output — typically a screen, printer or instructions to
some other device; and

(e) appropriate connections between the various components.

3.26 Our main interest is in the CPU — the device that does the actual computation —
where the most advanced chip technology is found. (Chips also provide a computer’s
main operating memory, and also help power its input and output devices.) However, a
fast CPU can make a computer fast only if it is supported by adequate memory and
sufficiently fast internal and external connections.

3.27 The design of CPUs and the general architecture within which they operate are
essential complements of the hardware itself. These matters are discussed further in
Chapter 5.

COMPUTING PERFORMANCE
3.28 At the machine level, a computer program is a series of numbers to which the CPU

reacts in appropriate ways. Computers have no intelligence. They need to be given
highly detailed instructions covering every single step of moving and manipulating
numbers around the machine to accomplish the outcome the programmer designed the
application to achieve. That computers appear clever is the result of well–designed
applications and the blistering speed at which CPUs work through the step–by–step
instructions — modern PCs deal with billions19 of instructions per second.

3.29 The greater the computer speed available, the more sophisticated the applications can
become. Speed can be increased in three ways:

(a) by making the transistors and other components on the chip smaller20 — the
consequently reduced gate–length21 means that they can switch more quickly and,
because the speed of electrical signals is effectively fixed, the smaller distance
between components reduces the time for signals to travel between them;

(b) by using the greater number of components per chip to design more powerful
CPUs; and

(c) by using multiple CPUs, appropriately configured for parallel processing.

The first is achieved by improvements in manufacturing techniques as discussed in
Chapter 4. The last two flow from improvements in design and architecture, discussed
in Chapter 5. (The parallel processing of the last also makes specialised demands on
the software, see paragraph 5.8.)

3.30 Driving CPUs at the highest possible speed provides top of the range performance.
This is highly desirable for supercomputers and other computers (such as internet
servers) handling large volumes of data. This is also proving essential for PCs: as users
find to their cost, machines more than a few years old cannot deal with the latest
applications.

3.31 However, for some purposes — particularly for dedicated computing that is built into
products22 — top speed may not be of the essence. In these cases, the miniaturisation of

                                                                                                                                                                    
19 Thousands of millions.
20 As noted in paragraph 4.24, the driving force for miniaturisation is more to do with reducing the unit

cost of components. Increased speed is an incidental benefit.
21 The distance across the gate of the transistor, see Box 2.
22 Commonly referred to as embedded computing.
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components means that the same speed can be achieved but at lower cost and power
consumption, with obvious advantages for, respectively, sales and battery life in mobile
appliances.
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CHAPTER 4: CHIP TECHNOLOGIES

INTRODUCTION
4.1 At the heart of every computing device is one or more chips that do the actual

computing. This Chapter describes the ways CMOS chips are made and the plans for
continuing into the future the miniaturisation achieved over the last 40 years. However,
limits to CMOS miniaturisation seem likely to be reached in about 10–15 years. The
already sophisticated CMOS technology will then be an even more powerful tool.

4.2 Nevertheless, there may be alternative technologies which can outperform CMOS,
even at that level of refinement. Whatever the chip technology, it will be enabled only
by advances in some generic manufacturing technologies, as considered at the end of
the Chapter. The implications of all this (and the related design matters considered in
Chapter 5) for the UK research effort are discussed in Chapter 8.

HOW A CHIP IS MADE
4.3 The starting point in the long and complicated chip manufacturing process is a slice of

crystalline silicon. Silicon is, after oxygen, the most abundant element on Earth but is
found almost wholly in compounds23 which are also tainted with impurities.

4.4 Pure silicon is obtained from source material by a series of chemical treatments.
Together with a small amount of material to give the desired semiconducting
properties, it is then melted and carefully cooled (so that the individual atoms settle
into a regular crystal lattice) in cylindrical ingots. When cool, the ingot is sliced into
circular wafers less than 1 mm thick. Each wafer is then polished to a near–perfect
smoothness.

4.5 Nowadays, ingots (and thus the wafers sliced from them) have a diameter of up to 300
mm. As each wafer yields multiple individual chips, larger starting wafers enable more
chips to be made at a time, thus reducing the unit cost. CPUs are among the largest
chips made. Although now containing over 40 million transistors, they are only about
15 mm square24, and a 300 mm wafer would yield about 200 such chips. Other chips
can be much smaller, enabling several thousand to be fabricated per wafer.

4.6 The manufacture (or fabrication25) of chips on a wafer involves about 20 steps — as
described in Box 3 — to build up the layers which form the individual transistors and
their interconnections. If the resulting chips are to work properly, each of these stages
needs to be completed to a very high degree of accuracy. A tiny error in repositioning26

a wafer for stepping under a mask pattern could wreck a whole wafer. One speck of
dust or minor impurity in the materials could render one or more components
ineffective and thus ruin at least one of the wafer’s multiple chips.

4.7 The completed wafer is stepped under a set of computerised probes that test whether
each chip works properly — as discussed in paragraph 5.23. A machine then dices the
wafer into the individual chips, discarding the non–working ones. Manufacturing
standards are so high that reject rates are generally well below 20%.

4.8 Each good chip is mounted on a packaging unit incorporating an array of pins or legs
for connection to the computer’s circuit board. In most cases, a wire bonder then links
the contact pins with the electrical contacts round the edge of the chip, although newer

                                                                                                                                                                    
23 Some beach sands are mainly silicon dioxide.
24 The complexity of a modern chip is illustrated on the front cover of this report.
25 In the industry, chip fabrication facilities are known as Fabs.
26 Tolerances can be as little as 5 nm — the space occupied by 25 silicon atoms.
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packaging technologies are emerging. With the addition of a protective cover over the
wired–up chip, the unit is then complete.

BOX 3: FABRICATING A CHIP
Multiple chips are fabricated on a polished wafer of silicon (as described in paragraph 4.4)
by the following multi–stage process.

a. The wafer is first heated in a furnace with an oxygen–rich atmosphere. The surface turns
to silicon dioxide, an insulator which prevents unwanted electrical contact between the
subsequently fabricated components.

b. When cool, the wafer is coated with a layer of a chemical photoresist which hardens on
exposure to light.

c. The chip design (see Chapter 5) is broken down into a series of patterned layers. These
are analogous to an architect’s floor plans which, when built on top of each other, result
in the desired completed building. Masks (effectively, photographic slides) are prepared
of the pattern required for each layer. The image of the relevant mask, reduced through a
lens to the size required, is projected on the wafer, hardening the photoresist in the
required pattern. Using a computer–controlled stepper, the wafer is moved under the
image so that this is exposed on the area of each of the many chips to be made on the
wafer.

d. The wafer is bathed in a solvent that removes the unhardened photoresist. This exposes
the silicon dioxide layer below in the intended pattern.

e. The wafer is next treated with acids that etch away the exposed layer.

f. The hardened photoresist is then removed with another solvent leaving the desired
pattern overlaying the previous layer(s).

g. On the first pass, the pattern left by the previous step is of silicon dioxide on the
underlying crystalline silicon. That underlying silicon is then doped with impurities to
give it the right semiconducting characteristics, often by firing a precisely–controlled
stream of electrically charged atoms (ions) at the appropriate areas of the wafer using
machines called ion implanters.

h. Together with the deposition of various insulating, semiconducting or conducting layers,
stages (b) to (f) are then repeated as necessary to complete the overall structure required.

CMOS TECHNOLOGY
4.9 The first chips based on field–effect transistors were made using either all n–type or all

p–type transistors27. Because the fabrication used Metal, Oxide and Semiconductor, the
chip technologies became known as NMOS and PMOS respectively. It was discovered
that more efficient designs were possible if chips contained both n–type and the
complementary p–type transistors. Although more complicated to fabricate, CMOS
(Complementary Metal–Oxide–Semiconductor)28 has become the dominant
technology.

MOORE’S “LAW”
4.10 In a celebrated 1965 article, “Cramming more components onto integrated circuits”29,

Gordon E Moore30 noted that the number of transistors and other components it was
possible to fabricate on a single chip at reasonable cost had doubled every 18 months to
two years year since their invention in the late 1950s. He expected this exponential
trend to continue for the next 10 years — to 1975.

                                                                                                                                                                    
27 See Box 2.
28 Also now expanded into Complementary Metal–Oxide–Silicon.
29 Electronics Vol 38 No 8.
30 Then Director of Fairchild Semiconductors’ R&D Laboratory. He co–founded Intel in 1968.
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4.11 This forecast proved remarkably accurate, not only to 1975 but beyond. Box 4
indicates the exponential growth of transistors per chip in Intel’s main range. Early on,
the press dubbed the trend “Moore’s Law” and the name stuck — although it is not, of
course, a natural law.

BOX 4: TRANSISTORS PER CHIP

Name of chip Year of introduction Number of transistors

4004........................................................ 1971....................................................... 2,250
8008........................................................ 1972....................................................... 2,500
8080........................................................ 1974....................................................... 5,000
8086........................................................ 1978..................................................... 29,000
286.......................................................... 1982................................................... 120,000
386™ processor ..................................... 1985................................................... 275,000
486™ DX processor............................... 1989................................................ 1,180,000
Pentium® processor ............................... 1993................................................ 3,100,000
Pentium II processor .............................. 1997................................................ 7,500,000
Pentium III processor ............................. 1999.............................................. 24,000,000
Pentium 4 processor ............................... 2000.............................................. 42,000,000

Source: www.intel.com/research/silicon/mooreslaw.htm

4.12 These figures are illustrated graphically in Box 5. The points are plotted using a
logarithmic scale on the vertical axis. Each division on a logarithmic scale is a multiple
(in this case, by 10) of the one immediately below. Such a scale enables exponential
growth to be plotted as straight line.

BOX 5: INCREASE IN TRANSISTORS PER CHIP

Note: Vertical logarithmic scale.

Data and source as in Box 4.

THE ITRS “ROADMAP”
4.13 As noted during our visit to NPL31 and subsequently by others, the chip industry now

actively plans ahead to continue the Moore’s Law exponential miniaturisation. The
umbrella for this planning is the International Technology Roadmap for

                                                                                                                                                                    
31 See Appendix 4.
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Semiconductors (ITRS), jointly sponsored by consortia of manufacturers in Europe,
Japan, Korea, Taiwan and the US. It reflects massive international consensus between
thousands of manufacturing firms.

4.14 Although the United Kingdom has taken some part in the formulation of the ITRS, it is
not represented on any of the major committees that form the Roadmap. The Institute
of Physics considered this to be a source of great embarrassment and regret (Q 150)32.
We share the Institute’s view that this is indicative of what has happened to the UK
semiconductor industry.

4.15 The 2001 ITRS33 is an extremely detailed document — the Executive Summary alone
runs to over 50 pages — covering every conceivable element of CMOS design and
manufacture. For each of those elements, the ITRS identifies the year by year
improvements (many of which are interdependent) needed to contribute to maintaining
the Moore’s Law progression. In each case, the Roadmap (a typical table from which is
reproduced on the back cover of this Report) identifies whether:

(a) manufacturable solutions exist and are being optimised;

(b) manufacturable solutions are known, if not yet implemented (which the ITRS
highlights in yellow); and

(c) manufacturable solutions are not known (which the ITRS highlights in red).

4.16 The point at which there are no known manufacturable solutions to most technical
areas has been called the red brick wall, with the aim of concentrating research on the
need for breakthroughs in those areas. The 2001 ITRS placed that red brick wall
between 2005 and 2007.

THE LIMITS TO CMOS MINIATURISATION
4.17 Given past experience, it is reasonable to assume that ways will be found through the

2005–2007 obstacles, but other physical and financial constraints will then come into
play.

Physical constraints
Manufacturability
4.18 Some of the solutions to those manufacturing obstacles identified as arising in 2005–

2007 may be relevant for many years to come. Others may be useful for only a year or
so, creating another red brick wall beyond 2007. More R&D would be needed on what
will be increasingly challenging problems, with the aim of securing the manufacturing
breakthroughs required to maintain the Moore’s Law miniaturisation.

Fundamental limits
4.19 Even if every future manufacturing challenge can be met successfully (which is not

certain), a limit set by the fundamental properties of matter is on the horizon. The 2001
ITRS pencilled this in for about 2015.

4.20 CMOS chip technology relies on the well–understood bulk properties of matter. As
dimensions diminish, the different properties of individual atoms and electrons come
into play. In Dr Cowburn’s memorable phrase, “a tenth of a fruit cake is still fruit cake,
but a thousandth of a fruit cake is a single currant” (p 80)34. The dimensions of
individual components on a CMOS chip are already almost unimaginably small. As
noted in paragraph 3.13(c), the gate–length of transistors (which limits the maximum

                                                                                                                                                                    
32 Q refers to a question number in the accompanying volume of evidence.
33 Available at http://public.itrs.net
34 p refers to a page number in the accompanying volume of evidence.
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speed at which they can be operated) is presently about 100 nm. Some of the layers
deposited during fabrication are only 1.5 nm — about 8 atoms35 — thick.

4.21 Theory indicates that it should be possible to make CMOS transistors with a gate–
length of 10–20 nm, in which the active part of the transistor is a body of only a few
thousand silicon atoms. Among these would be only a few tens of dopant atoms to give
the correct semiconductivity properties, and not more than one or two hundred
electrons would be available for conduction in the gate region for the actual switching
effect. Below a 10–20 nm gate–length, so few electrons would be involved in the
switching function that the need to be able to determine whether or not the switch was
on or off would be swamped by the unavoidable uncertainty about the behaviour of
individual electrons.

4.22 Although not fundamental in quite the same sense, some barriers are set by heat
generation from the electrical power consumed. As transistors get smaller, their
switching requires less electrical energy and can be done more quickly. Halving the
power consumption per operation but doubling the speed has an overall neutral effect
on power consumption per transistor36. However, halving the linear dimension of
transistors means that four times as many can be fitted in the same area, increasing the
maximum power consumption (and the heat generated as a result) per unit area by a
factor of four.

4.23 The CPU in a modern PC consumes about 75 watts — about the same as a traditional
heated–filament light bulb of medium brightness — in an area of some 200 mm2, or
about the size of an adult’s thumbnail. This requires fan–assisted cooling to avoid
overheating. Significantly greater power consumption per unit area would require chips
to be actively refrigerated in some way. Before the fundamental physical limits of
CMOS are reached, heat dissipation may mean that chips are run at less that their
potential maximum speed.

Financial constraints
4.24 As noted in paragraph 3.15, the first transistors were made singly. This was reflected in

the mid–1950s unit price of some US$45. The advent of integrated circuits enabled
multiple transistors to be fabricated together, greatly reducing the cost per unit. It is this
manufacturing and price efficiency that are the real engine of the Moore’s Law
progressive miniaturisation. According to the ITRS, the unit price of transistors on the
latest chips means that a US dollar would buy more than a million of them. This
historic trend (and its projection forward) is illustrated by the chart in Box 6.

4.25 The fact that more densely packed chips can be operated at faster speeds is a bonus.
However, the continuing availability of ever greater computing power at lower cost has
facilitated the development of new computerised applications. In turn, these have
helped expand the market for computing, thus generating the income needed to allow
investment in new plant for the fabrication of yet more sophisticated chips.

4.26 The investment required for fabrication is already very substantial. At the time of
writing, a state of the art fabrication facility costs about US$2 billion. The investment
required coupled with considerations of labour cost has already led to the concentration
of chip fabrication in a few centres in the Far East. It seems unrealistic to think that the
United Kingdom and others that no longer have state of the art fabrication facilities
could break back into the market.

4.27 As Dr Cowburn noted (Q 208), the cost of a chip manufacturing plant about doubles
every three years, following a trend that has been called Moore’s Second Law.

                                                                                                                                                                    
35 Atoms in a silicon crystal are spaced about one fifth of a nanometre apart.
36 In reality, the overall power consumption would increase slightly. Insulating properties decline with

smaller size so current leakage increases.
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Carrying this trend forward suggests that a single plant to manufacture CMOS chips at
their physical limits would cost anything from US$200–500 bn — i.e. about 15–35%
of the UK’s Gross Domestic Product (GDP)! While it is possible that significantly
more cost–effective ways forward might be found, there is a real question whether the
investment required for the most advanced CMOS plant could be economically viable.

BOX 6: UNIT COST OF TRANSISTORS

Notes: Vertical logarithmic scale. The outline points are projections.

Source: ITRS, with some interpolations from other sources.

CMOS AT THE LIMITS
4.28 For many years, CMOS chips have been climbing the steep part of the business S–

curve — see Box 7. As discussed above, the physical limits — and perhaps the earlier
financial ones — of CMOS technology are now within sight. The S–curve will flatten
out as growth slows and eventually reaches its practical limits. Does this matter?

BOX 7: THE BUSINESS S–CURVE
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4.29 Reaching the practical limits of CMOS miniaturisation does not mean that the
technology reaches the end of its useful life. CMOS is already a very powerful
technology. It will become significantly more so over the coming decade. It will then
be a mature, highly sophisticated and relatively cheap technology capable of not only
supporting many new and improved applications but also providing scope for many
further advances in chip design and architecture (as discussed in Chapter 5).

4.30 After so many years of exponential miniaturisation, the global computing industry will
need to find new strategies as CMOS technology reaches maturity. Consumers will no
longer be afflicted by the technological obsolescence of the chips in their machines.
The new markets seem likely to be for radical new products and applications using
(mainly) CMOS technology. For example, the highly innovative remote–sensing
wirelessly–networked Smart Dust being developed by CITRIS in California, about
which we heard during our visit to Silicon Valley37, requires little more than today’s
CMOS technology.

ALTERNATIVE CHIP TECHNOLOGIES
4.31 If the maturing CMOS chip technology is so good, is there any case for pursuing

possible alternative approaches? The answer has to be in the affirmative. We should
never be so complacent as to think that there is nothing left to discover. At the same
time, it seems unlikely that there will be any obvious crisis which mainstream
computer users will be clamouring to have resolved. Moreover, CMOS technology has
become dominant for good reason. Because of the massive financial, technical and
intellectual investment in this dominant technology, any alternative approaches will
need to show promise of quickly becoming very significantly better than CMOS in
terms of speed of operation, power efficiency, ease of manufacture (and thus cost) or
other functionality.

4.32 For at least the time being, it is hard to see CMOS being simply replaced by some
alternative technology. The most likely outcome is that alternatives would show their
merits mainly in niche areas and would thus be seen as complementing CMOS rather
than being a straight replacement. Against that background, we therefore consider that
there is a good case for proportionate investment in research into alternatives to
CMOS, as considered further in Chapter 8.

4.33 We have, of course, no way of forecasting where and how worthwhile breakthroughs
might be made. However, they seem likely to fall within one or more of the following
broad areas.

(a) Materials. The dominant CMOS chip technology is based on silicon, a
semiconducting element in plentiful supply. Other, more exotic, semiconducting
elements and compounds are available, some of which may offer improvements
over silicon in terms of greater switching speed, lower power consumption or ease
of fabrication.

(b) Medium. Electrical signals might be replaced by much faster optical ones, at least
for some interconnections.

(c) Ultra–miniature devices. As noted in paragraph 4.20, present transistors rely on
the bulk properties of matter. It is theoretically possible to construct switching
devices from fewer atoms than the minimum needed for CMOS operation. Large
molecules of carbon known as carbon nanotubes can demonstrate switching.
Switching devices could be made to exploit the magnetic or other properties of
individual atoms or even sub–atomic particles. Because such devices could
generate only a very weak signal, they may be more useful as ultra–compact
memory elements (which have only to register whether they are switched on or

                                                                                                                                                                    
37 See Appendix 6.
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off) rather than in a CPU’s logic components which have to signal with sufficient
strength to drive other parts of the CPU.

(d) Radical new approaches. Fabrication by conventional means would, to say the
least, be problematic at the sub–microscopic size of those ultra–miniature
components. Using the developing techniques in nanotechnology, there may be
scope for developing means of mechanical self–assembly. Alternatively,
biological organisms might be modified to grow into forms which could either
provide a template for ultra–miniature computing components or, even more
radically, to be the actual computers. Chips are currently made with only one layer
of transistors. Self–assembly could facilitate dense packing in three dimensions.
Although heat dissipation considerations38 suggest that the individual components
of three–dimensional devices would need to run relatively slowly, that could be
offset by the overall gain from such compactness.

(e) Radical new devices. The preceding possibilities shade into radical new devices
which, by definition, may be beyond our present imaginings. At this radical end of
the spectrum is quantum computing — see Box 8. The United Kingdom has
significant strengths in the theory of quantum computing, recently recognised by
the establishment of a Quantum Information Processing Interdisciplinary Research
Collaboration, see paragraph 7.19. Fujitsu noted (p 196) that UK strengths could
be seen as complementing Japan’s strengths in experimental quantum computing.
Professor Sir Maurice Wilkes (p 231), however, noted that there are serious doubts
about not only the practicality of quantum computing but also its utility for
general–purpose applications. If it can be realised, quantum computing would
have a major impact in specialised areas such as cryptography.

BOX 8: QUANTUM COMPUTING
Quantum computing exploits the ability of a single atomic particle, in certain circumstances
determined by the laws of quantum mechanics, to exist in a superposition of states.

While an ordinary binary bit of computer data is either 0 or 1, a quantum bit (or qubit) can
be both 0 and 1. Eight binary bits can represent any one number in the range 0 to 255
inclusive. Eight qubits can, in the shadowy quantum world, represent all numbers from 0 to
255 simultaneously!

Calculations can be undertaken before the superposition collapses to leave the right answer.
However, such calculations are undertaken in a quite different way from the step by step
approach of present computers and thus require innovative algorithms (the problem–solving
logic that underpins computer programs).

As we heard during our visit to Silicon Valley39, IBM had demonstrated 7 qubit computing
(numbers from 0 to 127) using specially designed molecules. That seemed around the
maximum feasible for that particular technology.

Devices offering significantly more qubits — and 500 qubits could handle numbers
exceeding the estimated number of atoms in the universe — would quite simply rewrite the
rules for computing.

GENERIC TECHNOLOGIES
4.34 Regardless of how chips are fabricated, other technologies will be also be needed. For

the purposes of our Inquiry, the most significant are in the areas of chip design and
architecture as discussed in detail in Chapter 5. Other key generic technologies are
considered below.

                                                                                                                                                                    
38 See paragraphs 4.22 and 4.23. Halving the linear dimension in a three–dimensional structure would

increase the maximum power density by a factor of eight.
39 See Appendix 6.
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Lithography
4.35 Unless there are advances in self–assembly (see paragraph 4.33(d)), chip manufacture

will continue to require the laying down of almost unimaginably fine patterns in a
process known as lithography. The complexity of the present operation (which
represents about 40% of the cost of chip manufacture) has been likened40 to drawing a
road map of the whole planet in an area the size of a fingernail. As noted in Box 2,
these patterns are projected onto the surface of the chip. However, the minuscule detail
required is already beyond the definition which can be achieved with visible light.
Ultra–violet (UV) light, which has a shorter wave–length, is used instead.

4.36 Even UV light cannot deliver the precision needed for the projected further
miniaturisation of CMOS chip components. The main candidates for meeting this
challenge were X–rays, extreme ultra–violet (EUV) light, ion–beams and electron–
beams. As we learned during our visit to Silicon Valley41, EUV has proved the winner.

4.37 The development of the prototype EUV machine took some 10 years while various
novel features were perfected. EUV is readily absorbed, so EUV lithography has to be
performed in a near vacuum. Instead of shining light through a mask and projecting the
reduced image onto the chip through lenses, EUV has to be managed by reflection
(requiring special surface materials that absorb very little EUV) off a patterned mirror
and via curved mirrors to reduce the image to the required size.

4.38 The work began in some of the publicly–funded US National Laboratories. However,
the cost of developing the new technology and the consequent need to ensure that the
investment would be recouped led to the establishment of an EUV consortium of all the
major companies to share the costs and the rewards. (We were pleased to find that a
British company, Exitech Ltd42, had established a stake in this work in providing state
of the art R&D tools.) The prototype EUV lithography machine worked entirely to
specification. Work was under way on production machines, planned to meet the
lithography requirements of miniaturisation down to the physical limits of CMOS
technology.

Metrology
4.39 Metrology is the science of measurement. Accurate and reproducible measurement of

length and thickness is essential at every stage of chip manufacture. Critical linear
measurements (for example, in projecting a lithography pattern over a preceding layer)
can be as small as 5 nm or 25 atoms.

4.40 DTI funds the National Physical Laboratory so that both the science research base and
UK high–technology industry have access to a world–class measurement institute. It is
regarded as one of the three leading centres internationally. Nano–scale metrology is an
increasingly important element of its activities. During our visit to NPL43 in March
2002 we saw much high–quality work, including a nano–scale metrology tool
(involving a combination of scanning tunnelling microscopy and X–ray interferometry)
that had been developed in conjunction with NPL’s German counterpart, the PTB. We
also noted that, although NPL’s expertise was highly relevant to computing
technology, its application is not apparently central to the NPL mission, which perhaps
explained why the effort was dispersed between several strands of activity.

4.41 When we received oral evidence from the NPL team, we were disappointed to find
that, although the Laboratory’s expertise had a wide range of potential applications in
the future development and manufacture of microprocessors, plans to develop

                                                                                                                                                                    
40 “Solid–state Century”, Scientific American, special issue 1998.
41 See Appendix 6.
42 See the company’s written evidence on p 194.
43 See Appendix 4.
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exploitation were still at a relatively early stage (Q 348). NPL argued that much of their
expertise was deployed through knowledge transfer to industry (Q 343), but Mr Gower
of Exitech Ltd had made more use of the work of the US and German National
Measurement Institutes (p 194). His observation that, while NPL had undoubted
expertise, it had little profile in the technologies relevant to the semiconductor industry
was borne out during our visit to Silicon Valley.

4.42 When we discussed this general matter with the Minister for Science, he agreed the
importance of NPL’s developing its presence and noted that there was a new three–
year strategy in place for this (QQ 489 & 490). Given the vital role of metrology in
chip fabrication, we recommend that NPL should urgently complete its review of
the way it co–ordinates its activities relevant to microprocessing, and implement a
clear strategy for developing and marketing its contribution to the global
computing industry.

Nanotechnology.
4.43 Nanotechnology is concerned with the application of material science at or around the

nanometre scale. It covers not only processes for working down to the almost sub–
microscopically small but also the exploitation of molecules and biological structures
to self–assemble tiny structures. The consequent fusion of Physics, Chemistry and
Biology holds immense promise across a wide range of potential applications. Some of
those applications may be in the field of chip fabrication. In return, many
nanotechnology devices will rely on advances in computing. The interplay of these two
matters is discussed further in paragraphs 8.8 onwards as part of our more general
consideration of ways of strengthening R&D in computing.
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CHAPTER 5: DESIGN AND ARCHITECTURE

INTRODUCTION
5.1 The previous Chapter described the way that silicon chips containing tens of millions

of transistors are fabricated. An integral part of each chip is, of course, the way in
which the individual components are laid out and connected together. This Chapter
reflects on the challenges presented to integrated circuit designers as they find ways to
make the best use of the very large numbers of transistors that can now be
manufactured on a chip and the even larger numbers that will become available in the
future.

5.2 Integrated circuit design covers the full range of activities that are required to take a
product specification and turn it into the masks needed for chip fabrication, as
described in Box 2. The term “architecture” is used to describe aspects of the higher
levels of the design process where the designer is concerned primarily with the flow of
information within the integrated circuit. There is considerable potential for
performance improvement through the enhancement of computer architectures, as
discussed in paragraph 5.7 onwards below.

THE IMPORTANCE OF DESIGN
5.3 As noted in paragraph 4.13, chip manufacturers plan to maintain the Moore’s Law

year–on–year increase in the number of transistors fabricated on a chip. As those
transistors are smaller and closer together, they can be switched at higher speeds.
However, also of significance in making microprocessors run faster is the ability of
integrated circuit designers to find new ways to exploit the increased transistor resource
on each chip.

5.4 The challenge of designing today’s integrated circuits should not be under–estimated.
With many millions of transistors to be connected in precisely defined configurations,
hundreds of designer–years of effort can be absorbed in developing a single chip. This
makes the cost of design one of the major concerns of the industry, and continuous
effort is expended to increase designer productivity to keep these costs under control.
The two principal techniques employed to improve designer productivity are the
development of more advanced computer–aided design automation tools and
increasing levels of design re–use.

5.5 Progress in design automation has allowed the designer to move from drawing
individual transistor structures, as was standard practice in the 1970s, to the present
approach based upon describing the behaviour of the desired circuit in a high–level
hardware description language, similar to the programming languages used to develop
computer software. Computer programs automatically translate the high–level
description into physical layout, check that the result meets manufacturing
requirements, and generate a model of the circuit that can be simulated to ensure that
the circuit performs correctly.

5.6 Design re–use describes the practice whereby a new integrated circuit is not designed
completely from scratch but, instead, is built at least partially around pre–existing
design components. These pre–existing components may be carried over from a
previous generation of a similar design or they may be bought in. A new design
industry has emerged that develops IP (Intellectual Property) blocks that are licensed to
customers who use these as design components on their own chips. This reduces not
only the scale of the design and verification task that they must undertake themselves
but also the risk of their integrated circuit not working.
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THE ROLE OF ARCHITECTURE IN INCREASING PERFORMANCE
5.7 One of the fundamental architectural techniques employed by designers to increase

system performance is parallelism — performing multiple tasks at the same time. A
microprocessor requires a certain number of transistors. If technological improvements
enable twice as many transistors to be fabricated in a given area, then a chip could
contain two copies of that microprocessor. Working in parallel, they can in principle
deliver twice the performance. However, things are not so simple in practice. Two
microprocessors working in parallel require a different style of programming from a
single microprocessor.

5.8 Indeed, the efficient programming of parallel processors for general–purpose
applications is one of the major unsolved problems in computer science. The
application of the parallelism enabled by increasing transistor resources is therefore a
complex architectural matter, and the solutions adopted vary according to the market
segment, as considered below.

Desk–top computers
5.9 Desk–top computers are expected to deal effectively with a wide range of general–

purpose applications which have been drawn up by the programmer on the assumption
that a single processor will work through the application step by step. The extra
transistor resource now available is employed to make a microprocessor run faster by
increasing its internal parallelism whilst maintaining the single processor model. These
internal parallelism techniques are now highly developed and include:

(a) pipelining — starting to execute a second instruction before the preceding
instruction has finished executing;

(b) superscalar operation — executing groups of instructions at the same time; and

(c) speculation — seeking to anticipate a program’s needs and undertaking computing
on a contingency basis.

5.10 The mass market for desk–top machines provides the economic fuel for the most
sophisticated advances in microprocessor architecture that feed back into
supercomputers, servers and, later, embedded systems.

Servers
5.11 Servers are usually developed from desk–top architectures, but redesigned to be more

robust and also with higher input/output capacity to support their role of running multi–
user databases and similar functions. They often employ a number of microprocessors
operating in parallel to provide higher computing performance; the independent
services requested by the different users allow parallel operation with minimal
interaction between the processors. Increasing transistor resources are, as with desk–
top machines, employed to make the individual processors faster.

Supercomputers
5.12 Supercomputers are expensive machines designed not for general–purpose applications

but to deliver the ultimate performance for particular classes of application. Examples
include the UK Meteorological Office (p 206), where the accuracy of weather and
climate forecasts depends on the geographical resolution of the model. The best
possible supercomputers are needed to maintain a scientific edge. At the time of
writing, the Japanese Earth Simulator was, at 35.86 teraFLOPS44, the world’s fastest
supercomputer45.

                                                                                                                                                                    
44 35.86 million million floating point operations per second.
45 www.top500.org gives details of the current top 500 supercomputers.
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5.13 Supercomputers deliver this performance through the use of large numbers of high–
speed microprocessors running in parallel. The tasks on which they are employed —
such as weather prediction, analysing the outcome of particle physics experiments,
modelling the airflow past an aircraft — all involve routine (even if complex)
manipulation of enormous data sets which can be programmed efficiently onto parallel
machines.

5.14 These tasks are also of sufficiently high value to justify the costs of developing the
specialised programs for parallel operation. The extra transistor resources released by
improved semiconductor technologies are exploited here not only to make the
individual processors faster (again following developments in desk–top machines) but
also to increase the communication capacity between the processors. In what are
nowadays very large machines, the speed of communication between the processing
elements or nodes is a crucial factor in performance.

Embedded computers
5.15 Embedded computers are employed as system components in a very wide range of

products such as mobile phones, printers, digital cameras, washing machines and so on.
Here the microprocessor performance requirement is not effectively open–ended, as
with a general–purpose computer. Once the performance requirement has been met,
there is no merit in making the processor any faster. As Dr Cowburn noted, speed is not
the only parameter by which improved performance should be measured (p 80).

5.16 Increased transistor resources are used to increase the level of integration, reducing the
number of chips required to build the system. At the limit, the entire electronic
subsystem can be integrated onto a single chip. The result is a System–on–Chip (SoC).
This makes products simpler, smaller, more power–efficient and, because of reduced
manufacturing costs, cheaper.

System–on–Chip
5.17 Increasing transistor resources per chip allows more complex SoCs to be built. The

extra transistors can be used to implement one or some combination of the following
techniques46: multiple microprocessors on the chip; a more complex single processor
(following, but lagging behind, the development of desk–top microprocessors) and, as
helpfully discussed by Professor McCanny (p 203), additional special–purpose
hardware to accelerate the processing of specific types of data. As the Institution of
Electrical Engineers (IEE) noted (p 44), all these enhancements improve the functional
performance of the SoC.

5.18 One perspective on the development of new classes of product is that each class
requires a certain level of functional performance in an SoC to enable it to be
manufactured economically. As illustrated in Appendix 10 in relation to mobile
phones, the date on which a class of products is introduced can be seen as
corresponding to the point at which Moore’s Law improvements deliver the necessary
level of SoC functional performance. As noted by the Royal Academy of Engineering
(p 101), third generation (3G) digital mobile phones are only just feasible with today’s
SoC technology.

VERIFICATION AND TEST

Verification
5.19 As noted above, chip designs are very complex, offering many points at which

mistakes might have been made. The economics of chip manufacture rule out an
approach based on the iterative debugging of prototype parts, so it is essential to verify

                                                                                                                                                                    
46 For a fuller discussion of these issues see Mr Ian Phillips’ supplementary memorandum on behalf of the

Institution of Electrical Engineers (p 61).
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that a design will operate correctly before it is manufactured. Techniques are required
that give a very high degree of confidence that a design is correct.

5.20 The principal approach used to verify the correctness of an integrated circuit design has
been simulation. As noted in paragraph 5.5, the computer–aided design tools used to
develop the design can also generate an accurate computer model of its operation
which can be run to check that it has the correct behaviour. However, the complexity of
today’s microprocessors and SoCs is such that verification based on simulation alone is
ineffective. It would take an infeasible time not only to ensure that every possible
scenario had been forecast but also to computer–simulate every outcome.

5.21 As noted by Professor David May (p 89), ways have to be found to verify the
functionality of a design without exploring every possible mode of operation. This
requires mathematical techniques to prove, for example, that an adder will always
produce the correct sum without testing every possible pair of input values. Proof of
correctness based upon mathematical techniques is termed formal verification, and this
plays an increasingly important role in the design of complex integrated circuits.

Production test
5.22 Once a design has been verified, it can be manufactured, but this does not mean that

every chip will be perfect. Notwithstanding very high quality control, defects still occur
in the manufacturing process. The manufacturing yield is the proportion of
manufactured chips that function correctly.

5.23 Defective chips have no value, and it is economically vital to identify and discard
failing parts as early in the manufacturing process as possible, to minimise the
investment that is made in them. This is the purpose of production test. Before the chip
is packaged (adding cost), the bare die is tested. This test must be able to identify any
defect that renders the chip dysfunctional, and it must therefore be able to check, for
example: that every transistor on the chip is operating correctly; that every required
connection between components functions correctly; and that there is no short–circuit
giving an unwanted interconnection. Today’s complex integrated circuits mean that
developing such a test is a formidable challenge for the test engineer.

5.24 The equipment used to apply the test programs to the manufactured integrated circuits
is itself very expensive. The time a chip spends on the tester adds significantly to costs.
It is therefore important that the test is not only thorough, but also efficient. This
requires the designer of the circuit to incorporate features into the design that ensure
that it is readily testable. This is another constraint on the design process.

5.25 As the number of transistors that can be manufactured economically on an chip has
grown, the rise in complexity of the designs has made production testing increasingly
difficult and expensive. However, the increased transistor resource allows sophisticated
test support structures to be incorporated onto the chip at low cost, compensating at
least in part for the growing problem of test.

INNOVATION IN DESIGN AND ARCHITECTURE
5.26 The major thrust in commercial processor development is, as noted above, towards

ever–faster single microprocessors for general–purpose applications. However, there is
active research going on into alternative ways to exploit the huge transistor resource
that CMOS technology is projected to yield over the next decade.

5.27 As noted by Professor May (p 89), on–chip multiprocessing exploits the transistor
resource to implement several relatively simple microprocessors on a single chip47.
Although, as noted in paragraph 5.8, there are major obstacles to be overcome in

                                                                                                                                                                    
47 For example, picoChip — a recently–formed company based near Bath, as mentioned in the

memorandum from Pond Venture Partners (p 212) — is developing a configurable processor for 3G
mobile phone base stations which incorporates over 400 processors on a single chip.
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programming such a system for existing general–purpose applications, recent
developments in computer programming languages make this more practical for
newly–developed applications.

5.28 Apart from embedded SoC designs, microprocessors and their main memory systems
are at present implemented on separate chips. Communication between chips is much
slower than communication on the same chip, so processor–memory communication
can be a significant performance bottleneck. There is research taking place into the
benefits of implementing a high–performance microprocessor and its main memory
system on the same chip.

5.29 For very large and complex chips, chip–wide communication and synchronisation is of
growing concern, and research is being carried out into new approaches. These include:

(a) chip area networks which replicate the concepts of the office computer network at
the level of a chip; and

(b) asynchronous design which removes the need for every action to be synchronised
across a chip.

5.30 The increasing cost benefits of high–volume manufacture are, as noted by the British
Computer Society (BCS), in apparent conflict with the market demand for a wide range
of highly differentiated products (p 42). This leads to a requirement for standardised
chip configurations that are applicable across a wide range of application areas, with
the product differentiation being realised by changes in software and the use of
reconfigurable hardware components. As indicated by Professor May (Q 241), there is
a major challenge for the system architect in extending the concept of universality from
the programmable processor to a general–purpose SoC.

5.31 Taking reconfigurable hardware a step further, another active research area is
concerned with reconfigurable computing. This further blurs the distinction between
the hardware and software in a machine by exploiting the dynamic reconfigurability of
parts of the hardware through the use of electrically programmable logic structures.
The software contains instructions not only (and as usual) about the processing
required but also about the way the hardware should perform the processing. In
principle, this should allow the hardware to be tuned for each application as it runs —
although a great deal of research is likely to be required before the optimum way to
perform such tuning is understood.

Cognitive Systems
5.32 Alan Turing conceived in the 1940s that the universal computer might be capable of

emulating human mental processes, but so far no machine has proved capable of
passing the Turing test48. However, if an ability to play chess is any indicator of
intelligence, it should be noted that the best human chess player has now been beaten
by a computer.

5.33 Researchers in the field of artificial intelligence generally concern themselves with
more modest goals than emulating complete human mental processes. Significant
progress is being made in several areas such as the understanding of natural languages,
machine translation, expert systems (which take knowledge from human experts and
use rule–based mechanisms to incorporate that knowledge into a computer program),
machine learning, and so on.

5.34 There is increasing interest in biologically–inspired computer architectures. This is
partly as a result of rapid increases in the detailed understanding of biological systems
such as brains (in humans and other species). It also flows from frustrations with the
rate of progress in adapting conventional computers to tasks that people find simple,

                                                                                                                                                                    
48 A computer would pass the Turing test if a person communicating with it via a terminal was unable to

determine whether the responses came from a machine or a human operator.
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such as recognising faces or understanding speech. Thus there is growing interest in
well–established fields of research such as artificial neural networks, and newer areas
are also developing such as genetic algorithms (modelling biological evolution) that
adapt software and hardware to a desired function through random mutations and
(imposed) survival of the fittest.

5.35 As mentioned by Dr John Taylor (Q 468), a recently–launched DTI Foresight study
programme into Cognitive Systems49 recognises the mutual benefits to computer
scientists and neuroscientists of pooling their knowledge. Insights into the operation of
the brain may stimulate innovations in computer design that enable machines to
emulate human functions better. In turn, these computer architectures may yield results
that improve understanding of the function of the brain, with obvious potential benefits
to the treatment of mental health problems. Interdisciplinary activity in this area may
revolutionise computing in due course, but these are early days in this work.

                                                                                                                                                                    
49 See www.foresight.gov.uk
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CHAPTER 6: NETWORKING AND APPLICATIONS

INTRODUCTION
6.1 This Chapter considers the benefits of connecting computers into communication

networks, and the consequences of networking for future applications. As computers
become more pervasive and play an ever–increasingly central role in our lives, they
will have to become more trustworthy, more reliable and more autonomous.

NETWORKING

General
6.2 Individual computers are powerful and useful machines, but their potential can be

greatly expanded by connection to other machines. The benefits of such networking
increase with the number of computers that are connected together. The logical
conclusion of this is the internet, which offers a single network50 to connect all
computers in the world.

6.3 The internet has its origins in the US in the late 1960s. The first significant attempt to
employ computers as communications devices was ARPANET51, the Advanced
Research Projects Agency Network of the US Department of Defense. ARPANET was
established as an open computer science research project with no specific defence
objectives. Most of the networking protocols that underpin today’s internet grew out of
this work which engaged many of the best US computer scientists and benefited from
debates on protocols among a wide community. It is one of the clearest demonstrations
in the computer world of the potential benefits of government–supported open
research.

6.4 In the United Kingdom, the early use of the internet was epitomised by JANET (the
Joint Academic Network), established in the 1980s and making the UK academic
community one of the first to enjoy full internet connectivity. The introduction of the
world–wide web52 in the 1990s has, for many users, made the communication
capability of computers as important as their ability to perform calculations.

6.5 Networking connects the user not only to remote information sources, but also to
remote computing resources. Increasingly, the vast set of computers connected to the
internet — most of which are idle at any time — are being seen as an enormous
computing resource looking for useful work to do.

6.6 One of the first projects to exploit this resource was the Search for Extra–Terrestrial
Intelligence (SETI). Data from radio telescopes may contain the tell–tale traces of
intelligent life elsewhere in the universe, but huge amounts of computing power are
required to carry out the analysis of the data. Enthusiasts can register with SETI53 to
make their PCs available, when otherwise idle, to contribute to this communal effort,
and one of them could then be involved in what would be one of the most important
scientific discoveries of all time — that we are not alone in the universe.

6.7 A similar distributed computing project is folding@home54 which enables volunteers to
make their unused computing resource available for the study of protein folding.
Proteins are large molecules that are the workhorse of all biological systems. They are

                                                                                                                                                                    
50 The internet is actually a series of interconnected networks that now jointly span the globe.
51 For a history of ARPANET, see http://www.dei.isep.ipp.pt/docs/arpa.html
52 Based on the hypertext addressing protocols devised by the British physicist, Tim Berners–Lee, while he

was working at CERN.
53 http://setiathome.ssl.berkeley.edu/
54 http://folding.stanford.edu/
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assembled in the cells of animals and plants under genetic control but, before they can
carry out their biochemical functions, fold into complex shapes. Protein misfolding is
implicated in a number of serious diseases, such as Alzheimer’s. However, the folding
mechanisms are little understood, and simulations to improve that understanding (with
potential for better treatments) require a massive computer resource.

6.8 With the recent introduction of broadband technologies, the majority of households in
the developed world will soon have access to the mushrooming global information
resource over the internet at communication speeds of at least half a million bits a
second55. The regulation of this environment is a major challenge for government
agencies, since international differences in what constitutes (politically) acceptable
content are complicated by a communications network that knows no national
boundaries.

Wireless networking
6.9 Increasing computer mobility has led to the demand for networking capabilities to be

extended from fixed–location machines (that can be wired into the internet) to mobile
systems that are with their user at all times. Wireless networking has only recently
advanced to the point where this is becoming practical — “WiFi” networking keeps a
lap–top computer on–line as it is carried around an office or airport; “Bluetooth”
networking allows a personal digital assistant (PDA) to connect to a mobile phone in a
nearby pocket or briefcase and from there, using the digital mobile phone network, to
access email via the internet.

6.10 Future demands for “ambient computing” (see paragraph 6.18) and “smart dust” (see
paragraph 6.19) will require significant further developments in wireless networking.
These technologies assume vast populations of computing systems that are in
communication with each other, largely unsupervised. As Commissioner Liikanen
noted (Q 518), there are global regulatory issues about the radio wavelengths used for
such networking, to which the EU is alert.

The Grid
6.11 A recent DTI initiative has been to encourage the development of “Grid” computing

technology in the UK. Through the development of software to facilitate co–ordinated
use of existing hardware, Grid technology aims to make computing resources available
as though from a utility — any network connection will be able to provide access to
powerful computing, database and other resources. This style of computing is seen as
important for the development of many scientific and engineering disciplines; see, for
example, the evidence from the Central Laboratory of the Research Councils (p 192).
The development of Grid technology to support large–scale scientific collaborations is
funded under the Research Councils' e–Science programme (see paragraph 7.20).

6.12 Grid computing will make use of internet computing resources (such as those
mobilised by the SETI and folding@home projects described above) routinely and
generally available on demand. The development of suitable standards will make the
integration of remote networked resources more thorough and their functionality more
robust, allowing the more sophisticated applications demanded by cutting–edge science
to be supported. However, it should be remembered that the world–wide web was first
developed to support scientific research. It may not be long before Grid technology
advances from serving scientists to providing benefits available to every internet user.

The future of networking
6.13 While computer networking has made dramatic progress over the last decade, there is

still considerable room for progress. Optical fibres have capacities that are much
greater than those seen by typical end users and, as noted by Intellect (p 200), the major

                                                                                                                                                                    
55 At such speeds, the entire text of the Bible could be transferred in about a minute.
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communications bottleneck is the “last mile” — the connection from the exchange to
the home or office, or the wireless link from the base station to the handset.

FUTURE APPLICATIONS
6.14 The technological advances outlined in the previous paragraphs offer the potential for a

wide range of innovative computing applications. While predicting the products that
will succeed in the marketplace in the future is always difficult, it is less risky to give
an indication of the sorts of products that will be enabled by foreseeable developments
in technology. Many of the innovations that are likely to affect our lives over the next
decade or so will grow out of research already planned or under way.

Mobile phones
6.15 3G mobile telephones56 are, at the time of writing, already entering the marketplace.

However, few customers are yet aware of the capabilities these new systems will offer
once the technology and services are fully developed.

6.16 A glimpse of the future can be gleaned from the current market push of current
generation mobile phone handsets with the capability to take, send and display colour
photographs. A few users also exploit the capability of current technology to offer
continuous internet connection (through GPRS technology) and thereby access email
and other internet services on the move. This can be done almost as readily as from a
fixed machine, although data transfer rates are much slower and the costs much higher.

6.17 3G technology will take all this onto a higher plane, bringing the level of service
available to the mobile user much closer to that in the office. Whether or not the
customers will adopt all this new technology remains to be seen, and depends on
several non–technical factors such as the way the products are marketed, the pricing
structure, and so on. The stakes in this are very high. All across Europe, the service
providers paid governments formidable sums for 3G licences (i.e. access to the
allocated radio frequencies). They obviously aim to recover their investment.

“Ambient Computing”
6.18 Looking further into the future, the EU’s 6th Framework Programme emphasises

“Ambient Computing” as a major theme for the next few years of research funding
(Q 517). Whereas mobile phones are used for communication at their users’ request,
Ambient Computing assumes an environment where computer systems are everywhere
and get on with their tasks of sensing, controlling and communicating unaided by
humans.

6.19 Taking Ambient Computing to its logical limit, the “Smart Dust” project about which
we heard during our visit to Silicon Valley57 is a vision of computing so cheap, robust
and miniature that it can be embedded into anything — even paint and wallpaper — to
monitor aspects of the local environment. Wherever it ends up, it finds neighbouring
“dust” to communicate with, building an ad hoc network of communicating systems
and sensors throughout the environment.

Biomedical systems
6.20 Intelligent toilet bowls are already in development58. These perform a number of

biological analyses at every opportunity, providing regular feedback to their users on
their state of health. This is only the beginning of consumer biomedical electronics. In
the future, we may have intelligent sensors that can be swallowed (providing a detailed
report on the state of our digestive systems, for example), injected, inserted, perhaps
even inhaled.

                                                                                                                                                                    
56 See Appendix 10.
57 See Appendix 6.
58 http://news.bbc.co.uk/1/hi/health/1433904.stm
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6.21 The replacement of invasive, labour–intensive examination techniques by simple, off–
the–shelf electronic sensors will make screening much more affordable, leading to
earlier diagnosis via near–patient testing devices and, in many cases, a much better
prognosis. Intelligent drug delivery systems will also give doctors much better control
over a treatment regime, again improving the patient’s condition and minimising
adverse side–effects.

Extended networking
6.22 The examples cited above all illustrate the potential of near–future microelectronics to

enhance the capabilities of SoCs — computing, as it were, in the small. There are also
major opportunities for computing in the large. The continuing improvements in
networking, particularly in the last mile of connection, will continue to enhance
personal communications and accelerate progress towards the global village — all
those with access to computers, whatever their geographical locations, will be near
neighbours.

6.23 Technologies such as the Grid and e–Science will lead to capabilities that could, for
example, give schoolchildren easy access to supercomputing and the ability to examine
atoms in one laboratory59 while controlling a radio telescope in another.

Reliability
6.24 Computers have been a byword for unreliability — “to err is human, but to really foul

things up you need a computer.” The jibe is unfair. Computers are astonishingly
reliable and accurate machines. A PC can faultlessly performs billions of operations a
second for days on end. The frustrating problems that users experience are almost
always a fault in what can be extremely complicated software. As has also been said,
“computers are machines for making very fast and very accurate mistakes.”

6.25 Problems with the reliability and usability of computers are being addressed through
programmes such as IBM’s vision of “Autonomic Computing” (Q 322)60. The human
autonomic system is made up of a large number of largely independent units, each of
which is self–adjusting, self–healing, and responsive to the needs of the other units.
Can computers be built in a similar way, so that they look after themselves far better
than they do at present?

6.26 Another, and more significant, question is the confidence that people have in
computers. We generally accept embedded computer applications in, for example, cars
and aeroplanes without thought. People tend to have more concerns when their
interface with computers is more obvious, such as credit card transactions over the
internet.

6.27 Developments such as the EU’s ambient computing initiative described above would
lead to many aspects of our lives being managed (or at least filtered) through machines.
If such applications are to achieve critical mass, it will be essential for users to have
complete trust in the outcomes. We were therefore both interested and pleased to learn
that an important strand of the EU’s research programme relates to establishing the
conditions for necessary trust in the technology (Q 556).

Human–centred computing
6.28 Reaching the physical or financial limits of CMOS technology in 10 to 20 years time is

likely to have a major effect on the chip fabrication industry. However, the existing
capabilities of the technology — let alone those it will have at maturity — will enable

                                                                                                                                                                    
59 In case this sounds too far–fetched, during our visit to IBM’s Almaden Research Centre in Silicon

Valley (see Appendix 6), we were privileged to operate equipment that enabled the user, sitting at a PC,
to move individual atoms using an atomic force microscope in an adjacent room. The researcher told us
he hoped to provide internet access to this facility in the near future.

60 See www.ibm.com/research/autonomic
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the development of products with capabilities we can barely imagine today. Perhaps
genuine machine intelligence will finally become a reality.

6.29 One thing is certain: most of us in the developed world will be surrounded by
computers wherever we go. We have already passed the point where the personal
computer — that is, one computer for each person — has become a reality. Most of us
now have tens of computers in our PCs, mobile phones, PDAs, video recorders,
microwave ovens, cars, and so on.

6.30 In the future these tens will become hundreds and then thousands. Instead of each of
our computers demanding our personal attention and working in isolation, they will
increasingly integrate with each other to form a community of computers working
together to support us in our daily lives61.

                                                                                                                                                                    
61 During our visit to Silicon Valley (see Appendix 6), Intel’s researchers aptly described this vision as

“human–centred computing”.
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CHAPTER 7: UK INDUSTRY AND THE RESEARCH FRAMEWORK

INTRODUCTION
7.1 This Chapter first sketches out the major transformation of the UK computer industry

over the last two decades. New and world–leading strengths have emerged, although
these are not generally recognised. The Chapter concludes by considering the present
framework for research funding.

THE UK COMPUTER INDUSTRY
7.2 As noted in previous Chapters, the United Kingdom had a prominent role in the

development of computers. Several early computer manufacturing companies formed,
which, through a series of take–overs and mergers, led to the formation of ICL as the
single UK mainframe manufacturer.

7.3 ICL enjoyed a period of business success but, with the rise of the PC and the growing
dominance of the microprocessor as the engine of all computing, the international
mainframe industry went into decline. ICL was bought by Fujitsu, withdrew from
leading–edge manufacture, and now operates as a computer services company.
Recently, the ICL name has been dropped, and this has been seen by many as the end
of UK involvement in the computer industry.

7.4 However, just as the UK’s hardware manufacturing business was declining, a new
wave of companies was forming. These companies were based in the ascendant
microprocessor technology. The first — Inmos62 — envisaged the development of
large parallel computing systems based on arrays of single chip computing elements or
“transputers”. Although the technology was successfully realised, the radical
computing model gained only limited market acceptance63. The company was
subsequently bought by ST Microelectronics and its technology survives today in the
form of the ST20 processor core, which is used in a number of embedded applications.
The Inmos experience left a rich legacy of experienced microprocessor architects
around whom, as noted by the National Microelectronics Institute (p 209), several new
architecture–based companies have formed.

7.5 Also in the early 1980s, Acorn Computers Limited was developing the BBC
microcomputer (which resulted in the first computer–literate generation of UK school
pupils). To enhance their educational computing platforms, they then developed the
32–bit ARM microprocessor. This was much less radical in concept than the transputer
and, serendipitously, was ideally suited to the low–power mobile computing platforms
of the 1990s.

7.6 Acorn’s desktop computing platforms were overtaken by the now ubiquitous PC, but
the microprocessor technology was spun out into a separate company — ARM Limited
— and thrived. It has become the flagship of the UK chip design industry and leads the
world in the design of simple, low–power 32–bit microprocessors for highly–integrated
SoCs.

7.7 Around these core microprocessor companies, others have sprung up. Professor May
commented that “We have a new version of a computer industry, probably quite an
important one, growing in our midst, and we have not noticed yet” (Q 253). From the
developments outlined above, a UK computer industry is emerging which is quite

                                                                                                                                                                    
62 The commercial and political factors surrounding the setting up of Inmos through to the production of

the first transputer chips in 1985 is described in The Inmos Saga — a triumph of national enterprise? by
Mick McLean and Tom Rowland, pub. Frances Pinter (London), 1985. ISBN 0–86187–559–1

63 In part because of the difficulty (as noted in paragraph 5.8) of developing software for general–purpose
parallel processing.
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different in nature from its antecedent. Computing is already pervasive, and is clearly
set to become more so. The industry is thus of great importance as well as economic
significance.

7.8 To enable the UK’s new–style computer industry to be appropriately recognised
and fostered, we recommend that the Government urgently establish a task force
to bring greater coherence to their dealings with the industry, through the
implementation of the recommendations in our Report and otherwise. Further, we
recommend that the Government give wide publicity to the composition, remit
and contact arrangements for this task force.

7.9 A priority job for the new task force will be to ensure that, as a foundation for proper
development of policy, information collection and dissemination at all levels of
Government (including Regional Development Agencies) properly reflect the new–
style UK computer industry.

THE UK ACADEMIC RESEARCH ENVIRONMENT
7.10 UK universities engage in a range of relevant research. Research into semiconductor

manufacturing processes and alternative device technologies usually takes place within
electrical engineering, physics and material science departments; research into design
and architecture of microprocessor systems is normally within the remit of electrical
engineering and computer science departments.

7.11 The university funding regime imposes financial constraints on the scale and nature of
university research activities. In many universities, academic staff numbers are limited
by the demand for undergraduate places in those subject areas. Demand has been
dwindling for places on electrical engineering courses, leading to shrinking staff
complements64 and, in some cases, the closure of departments. Demand for places on
computer science courses is buoyant, though the majority of applicants are seeking
courses in IT rather than in subjects relevant to the design and manufacture of
microprocessors.

FUNDING FOR UK ACADEMIC RESEARCH

The dual–support model
7.12 The present funding arrangements for UK universities are based upon two principal

sources of funding. Funding Councils — in England, the Higher Education Funding
Council for England (HEFCE) — provide baseline funding for teaching, research and
infrastructure. The Research Councils then provide funding for the additional costs of
specific research projects.

7.13 As HEFCE noted (p 199), research funding is linked, on a subject–by–subject basis, to
research ratings that are established every five years through a national Research
Assessment Exercise (RAE). Each subject area in every UK university is given a rating
from 1 (the lowest) to 5* (the highest) on the basis of submitted evidence of research
quality. The higher ratings (particularly 4, 5 and 5*) result in an increased baseline
funding that enables the recipient department to operate at a more favourable
student/staff ratio, giving staff a lower average teaching load and more time to engage
in research.

7.14 Overall, however, the total funding available to universities falls well behind that
which would be required to fund staff salaries and university building programmes at a
rate competitive with comparable groups in industry or universities in other countries.
We will consider staffing further in the Chapter 9, but note here that UK facilities for
academic research are suffering as a result of long–term under–investment. Dr Taylor
commented (Q 22):

                                                                                                                                                                    
64 Even so, as discussed in Chapter 8, there is a crisis in recruiting such staff.
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“We need to increase the volume of research funded in the United Kingdom by
at least 7% per annum above inflation for the foreseeable future so that we can
begin to catch up with the levels of spending in our major competitor countries.
In this current spending review we are faced with under–funding, over–trading,
infrastructure issues, salary issues and the need to continue to increase the
volume in real terms of the work we do.”

Dr Keddie added (Q 22):
“Looking at it from a business science point of view, there is absolutely no doubt
that unless we invest sufficiently in the science base we will not be generating
knowledge fast enough for the business/commercial side of things.”

EPSRC
7.15 The main Research Council funding for UK academic research into semiconductor

process technologies and microprocessor design and architecture is provided by the
Engineering and Physical Sciences Research Council (EPSRC). It receives an annual
budget of £450 million from government which it allocates to a number of research and
postgraduate training programmes, with £300 million going into research project
grants. The areas of primary interest to this Inquiry are covered by the Information
Technology and Computer Science (IT&CS) programme65, with further additional
investment in the underpinning technologies coming from programmes such as the
Materials programme. The IT&CS programme has an annual budget of £67.5 million
and, as noted by Dr Taylor (Q 29), the total annual funding including materials is
around £120 million. The overall balance is more towards work on materials and
devices than it is towards design and architecture.

7.16 The majority of EPSRC funding is allocated through responsive mode programmes
where there is no constraint on or direction given to the area of research. A research
proposal is refereed anonymously by relevant experts, and the referees’ reports are then
assessed by an expert panel which prioritises a batch of proposals. The available funds
are divided between different areas by negotiation within EPSRC, and the projects that
get funded are those at the highest priority that fall within the available funding. The
success rate can be very low — Dr Cowburn noted (p 80) a recent Physics panel where
only 16% of proposals were funded.

7.17 The other main EPSRC funding stream is through managed programmes. Here, EPSRC
identifies a particular priority area for funding through its Technical Opportunities
Panel and the User Panel (Q 48) and invites proposals in that area. As Professor
O’Reilly noted, the historic trend in EPSRC funding has been away from managed
programmes, securing greater vibrancy from an increased proportion of responsive
mode funding (QQ 49 & 50). The Minister indicated that EPSRC was now moving
somewhat back from that, being readier to build up capacity in particular areas (Q 479).

7.18 In addition to these two basic modes of funding individual research projects, EPSRC
also has mechanisms for encouraging particular styles of research such as IRCs
(Interdisciplinary Research Collaborations), the Adventure Fund (a new initiative to
encourage more ambitious blue sky projects), visiting research fellowships, and so on.

7.19 A notable and particularly relevant IRC has been established in quantum information
processing66. EPSRC announced in January 2002 £9 million funding for this over 5
years. This is a significant development in UK support for the radical technology of
quantum computing67.

                                                                                                                                                                    
65 During the course of 2002 the IT&CS programme has been renamed ICT (Information and

Communication Technologies).
66 www.materials.ox.ac.uk/qipirc/
67 See paragraph 4.33(e) and Box 8.
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e–Science
7.20 The Research Councils’ £98 million e–Science programme is an activity across the

various Research Councils to develop the technology and applications that will enable
large–scale science to be carried out through distributed global collaborations enabled
by the internet.

“Such collaborative scientific enterprises will typically require access to very
large data collections, very large scale computing resources and high
performance visualisation back to the individual user scientists.”68

e–Science is the application of Grid technology (see paragraph 6.11) to support
scientific collaboration.

PPARC
7.21 While EPSRC is the major source of UK government funding for research into

semiconductor device technologies and microprocessor design and architecture, there is
also some funding in this area from the Particle Physics and Astronomy Research
Council (PPARC). Particle physics experiments require very high levels of
computation to process their results, and the forecast computational requirements for
planned experiments suggest that they will exceed the capabilities of available
machines in the near future. PPARC has therefore initiated a major activity to develop
an application–specific computing capability to address this requirement (p 24).

7.22 While we note the very demanding computing requirements of PPARC’s research base,
we recognise that the history of special–purpose computer hardware is not
encouraging. The economic momentum behind advances in general–purpose
computing tends to make any gap between the capabilities of general and special–
purpose hardware short–lived.

Government laboratories
7.23 Government Laboratories such as NPL (see paragraph 4.40) carry out research in

specific domains with direct Government funding. Some such laboratories have been
privatised over recent years, but there remain some national facilities maintained
because of their strategic contribution to the nation’s economy, standing or well–being.

Interdisciplinary work
7.24 Interdisciplinary work (in universities and elsewhere) is essential for advances in the

areas of interest to this Inquiry. We note that there are several real or perceived
obstacles to such work. Severe internal competition for resources both between and
within universities may incline departments to retreat to traditional areas where they
believe they can do well and may disincline them from exploring novel areas at the
interface with other disciplines. Furthermore, internal university processes for resource
allocation and cost attribution may make interdepartmental initiatives awkward.

7.25 Computing technology makes demands on the skills found not only in computer
science departments but also in departments for electrical engineering, physics and
mathematics. Future developments are likely to involve ever more diverse departments,
for example in the biological sciences. We recommend that those universities which
wish to be at the forefront of strengthening the United Kingdom’s stake in
computing ensure that their structures and processes encourage interdisciplinary
research collaboration between departments.

7.26 Such difficulties are exacerbated by the belief, widely held within universities, that
interdisciplinary work tends to be harshly graded in the Research Assessment Exercise
by experts in the mother fields. The Funding Councils have in the past declared that
this is not the case but the perception and its damaging consequences remain. In

                                                                                                                                                                    
68 www.research-councils.ac.uk/escience/
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response to a Report by the House of Commons Science and Technology Committee69,
HEFCE have undertaken to examine the problem as part of a wider review of the RAE.

7.27 We applaud the initiatives taken by the Research Councils through the programme for
IRCs and believe that, although the earlier tranche of Interdisciplinary Research
Centres may not have fully achieved the Councils’ original objectives, there were
beneficial consequences for interdisciplinary working with universities. We therefore
recommend that the Funding Councils and Research Councils take further
positive steps to ensure that interdisciplinary work in the field of microprocessing
techniques is not only actively encouraged but also manifestly assessed in an even–
handed manner.

7.28 One of the concerns that led to our Inquiry was that EPSRC had not been quick to
recognise and exploit the synergies that may arise between different parts of its
responsive mode programme. Although this is not a matter that we looked at closely, it
clearly is something that should be done by a pro–active and innovative research
council. Indeed, the DTI and Research Councils should also be actively looking for
ways in which elements of the sometimes over–compartmentalised science base might
usefully be brought closer together in pursuit of interdisciplinary objectives.

EU funding
7.29 In the 1990s, a major focus of EU funding in the microprocessor area was the Open

Microprocessor systems Initiative (OMI), aimed at encouraging the widespread take–
up of SoC technology by European industry. One major UK beneficiary of this funding
programme was ARM Limited, whose evolution from start–up to world–leading player
substantially overlapped the period of OMI funding. As noted by Commissioner
Liikanen (Q 517), the new EU framework programme for information and
communication technology is based on developing the concept of ambient intelligence
— the idea that computing will become all–pervasive.

7.30 There is much anecdotal evidence that UK industry is somewhat reluctant to participate
in EU programmes. This was reinforced by EU officials who noted an interesting
difference between the United Kingdom’s and other Member States’ financial
participation in relevant European programmes (Q 563). Although the UK’s overall
participation is in line with comparable Member States (such as France and Germany),
the distribution of the funding between the various sectors is noticeably different, as
below.

EU average United Kingdom
Universities 24% 52%
Research centres 19% 4%
SMEs 24% 19%
Large companies 28% 21%
Public organisations 5% 4%
Total 100% 100%

7.31 Although there are difficulties in interpreting the EU’s figures, they are consistent with
the general view that there are opportunities for UK industry to do better in accessing
European programmes, with the potential dividend of capitalising on some valuable
opportunities in the international computing business. Accordingly, we recommend
that the DTI should investigate the reasons for and the implications of the
apparently poor participation of UK industry in EU programmes (particularly
those relevant to microprocessing) and, as necessary in the light of the findings, to
take action to encourage greater participation.

                                                                                                                                                                    
69 The Research Assessment Exercise: Government Response, Fifth Special Report Session 2001–02, HC

Paper 995 — the response to the Committee’s Second Report Session 2001–02, HC Paper 507.
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Industrial research funding
7.32 Research does not, of course, have to be publicly–funded. The private sector can have a

significant role. Industrially–funded research may be carried out in universities or
within industrial research laboratories. We were pleased to note that the CBI has
produced a guide on business working with universities: Partnerships for Research and
Innovation between Industry and Universities: a guide to better practice70 (Q 444).

7.33 However, a DTI survey into UK levels of industrial research funding showed that,
except in the pharmaceuticals industry, the levels of research were between a third and
a half of the levels in competitor countries (QQ 163 & 450). As the IoP noted (QQ 165
& 172), reasons for this disparity may be that UK industry management is risk averse;
financial analysts do not view R&D as an asset; and, perhaps most significantly, any
return on the investment is beyond an unreasonably short time–horizon of as little as
three or four years.

7.34 Pay back times elsewhere in Europe can be at least twice that and, as noted by the BCS
(Q 131), US companies take an even longer term view. That was borne out during our
visit to Silicon Valley when we heard that IBM sought a return on basic research over a
period of 10 to 15 years.

7.35 There is, as the IoP noted (Q 172), no penalty for missing opportunities — at least in
the short term. The penalty not only comes much later but can also be obscured by
general company decline. Noting that CBI members found the UK environment for
industrially–funded research in academia generally more favourable than that in the US
(Q 445), we recommend that UK companies and the finance sector should pay
more attention to investing in R&D in the field of microprocessing. This will
enable companies to maintain and develop their markets in the longer term.

AGGREGATE SPENDING ON R&D
7.36 In its written evidence (p 1), DTI supplied a useful international comparison of

aggregate spending on relevant R&D. Not least for its final sentence, this is worth
repeating in full.

“Major European countries spend significant sums on R&D for information and
communications technologies (ICT). The 2001 OECD Science, Technology and
Industry Scoreboard71 shows the major European countries spends as:

US$ billions
Germany 5.7
France 3.8
United Kingdom 2.2
Italy 1.8

“This is such that European spending taken together is comparable with that of
Japan — at $22.2 bn (in fact, the EU15 slightly exceeds Japan) but the US
spends roughly twice this amount ($46.62 bn). The biggest spender on ICT R&D
in Europe in 1999 was Sweden (mainly Ericsson) with Finland being the biggest
spender in GDP terms (mainly Nokia). However, to put these figures in context,
Intel has maintained its R&D spending throughout the recent downturn in the
industry at just under $3 bn per annum.”

                                                                                                                                                                    
70 CBI, April 2001 ISBN 0 85201 553 6
71 See www.oecd.org/EN/document/0,,EN-document-54-1-no-15-17270-54,00.html
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CHAPTER 8: NEW OPPORTUNITIES FOR THE UNITED KINGDOM

INTRODUCTION
8.1 Against the background set out in the preceding Chapters, we now turn to consideration

of the opportunities open to the United Kingdom and ways in which their exploitation
could be better facilitated. This Chapter deals with research and development, but the
points here are complemented by the discussion of skill needs and bringing products to
market in, respectively, Chapters 9 and 10.

8.2 UK industrial success in the area of microprocessing will depend critically on
appropriate ideas and developments coming through from the global research
community. However, the flow is not one–way. Research and, more obviously,
development can often be at its best when industry keeps the researchers and
developers closely in touch with their developing vision of the future market. This
Chapter discusses changes to the current level and balance of research activity to
improve its relevance to UK industry and its potential to deliver economic benefit over
the twenty years on which this Inquiry has focused.

RESEARCH INTO DEVICES AND MANUFACTURING TECHNOLOGIES
8.3 As noted earlier, the United Kingdom no longer has any major ownership of

semiconductor manufacturing facilities. Some foreign companies have semiconductor
manufacturing facilities here but, as Dr Cowburn said (p 80), these are production
facilities and little involved in the development of new technologies. State of the art
fabrication facilities have concentrated in the Far East for sound economic reasons and
it is unrealistic to contemplate securing a substantial UK share of mainstream CMOS
semiconductor manufacturing. In addition, the lead time for developing incremental
improvements of the current CMOS device technologies means that new research to
this end is unlikely to yield major economic benefits.

8.4 Once CMOS reaches its physical or economic limits (as discussed in paragraph 4.17
onwards), any opportunities for further progress in microprocessor manufacturing
technology will have to come from alternative technologies. There is significant
research being undertaken in the UK (and, of course, elsewhere) into alternatives to
CMOS. As noted in paragraph 2.7, it was Professor John Enderby’s suggestion that the
UK’s work would benefit from greater co–ordination and focus that led to the
establishment of this Inquiry.

8.5 That message was repeated in the written evidence from The Royal Society72 (p 221)
which also noted that many alternatives to CMOS were currently being investigated.
That was borne out by all that we heard during our Inquiry, as was the fact that there is
not yet an identifiable winner in the race for an alternative technology to CMOS. This
suggests that funding should be blue sky in nature, and spread across a range of
promising candidate technologies until their potential becomes clearer. We therefore
recommend that, within the funding allocated for research into computing devices
and manufacturing, the DTI and EPSRC should place the emphasis on radical
developments in microprocessor technologies where there is a greater prospect
that UK industry could play a significant role long–term. Further, they should
also ensure that this work has appropriate co–ordination and focus.

8.6 As noted by Dr Cowburn (p 80), the recently–launched UK Research Council’s Basic
Technology Research Programme is a good example of an appropriate funding model.
However, with a success rate of only 2.5% (eight proposals were funded from 229
submissions) many innovative ideas will not have been supported.

                                                                                                                                                                    
72 Of which Professor Enderby is the Physical Secretary.
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8.7 None of the foregoing is to say that there is no part for the United Kingdom in the
global effort to enhance mainstream CMOS manufacture. There will be many
opportunities, particularly for niche contributions. One example is Exitech73, a
successful UK manufacturer of leading–edge development equipment for the
production of semiconductors.

Nanotechnology
8.8 Shortly before our evidence session with the Minister and Dr John Taylor on 3 July

2002, the DTI published a substantial report by its Advisory Group on Nanotechnology
Applications74. This covered a range of topics, some of which were directly or
peripherally relevant to the future of semiconductor technology. As foreshadowed by
the Minister (Q 514), the Government formally accepted the broad thrust of the
Group’s recommendations75. Given the generic importance of nanotechnology for the
development of microprocessing as noted in paragraph 4.43, we were disappointed that
the report had very little to say on microprocessing technology and see this as an
omission. Subject to that, we generally welcome the broad–ranging report, and
particularly the key recommendation highlighted by Dr Taylor (Q 468) that two
research institutes be established to cover this major new area.

8.9 A March 2002 report of the Foresight Programme’s Defence and Aerospace National
Advisory Committee on Electronic Devices and Materials76, recommended the
establishment within the United Kingdom of a state of the art semiconductor
fabrication facility for both standard CMOS and other semiconducting materials at an
estimated cost of £100 million. The Royal Academy of Engineering’s memorandum
(p 101) noted the potential advantages of employing nanotechnology techniques in the
production of microelectronic circuits. The Institute of Physics endorsed this view
(Q 175).

8.10 Because of the significant commonality between nanotechnology and likely future
computer technologies, we recommend that the DTI should include the
exploration of alternatives to CMOS in the remit of at least one of the proposed
nanotechnology centres. Further, we recommend that the DTI should consider
integrating into that centre the semiconductor processing facility recently
recommended by the Foresight Defence and Aerospace Advisory Committee.

8.11 Many developments in nanotechnology and microsystems will, as noted by Scottish
Enterprise (p 227), yield devices that require close integration with microelectronic
systems to provide their control, interfacing and signal processing functions. Similarly,
future computing devices may require integration onto CMOS substrates. The support
of these new technologies will require access to a microelectronic design and
architecture capability that might best be provided as one role of the national centre
proposed in paragraph 8.32.

8.12 A case in point is the National Microsystems Packaging Centre77. This is being planned
by the Northwest Development Agency to provide high–technology companies with
customer–focused R&D in the joint development of advanced microsystem–based78

products. The development of such products will obviously involve a significant
element of microelectronics design. Crucial as that design will be to the success of the

                                                                                                                                                                    
73 See Exitech’s memorandum on p 194.
74 New Dimensions for Manufacturing — a UK strategy for nanotechnology, DTI, June 2002, URN

02/1034.
75 DTI Press Notice P/2002/479, 23 July 2002.
76 See www.foresight.gov.uk
77 www.nwda.co.uk — follow links to “Business Development” and “Innovation”, or search for “nmpc”.
78 Microsystems here are combinations of micron–sized sensors or actuators with electronic functions

manufactured on a single chip.
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products, it is likely to have negligible academic research value and thus be of little
interest to university microelectronics design research groups. However, a national
centre for SoC design could readily accommodate such a service within its operational
remit.

RESEARCH INTO DESIGN AND ARCHITECTURE
8.13 While, as noted above, the United Kingdom no longer has any significant ownership of

semiconductor manufacture, we do have major strengths in integrated circuit design
and architecture. ARM Limited, based in Cambridge, develops microprocessor
architectures for embedding in SoCs, and has established a world–leading position in
the business of licensing these designs. A majority of the mobile phone handsets sold
world–wide incorporate microprocessor technology licensed from ARM, and the same
microprocessor cores are also used (exploiting the universal property of programmable
computers) in a very wide range of electronic products including digital cameras, disk
drives, printers, portable music players, and so on. Sales of products based on ARM’s
technology exceed a million units a day.

8.14 Another leading 32–bit embedded processor core, the ST2079, was also designed in the
United Kingdom in the 1980s. The expertise developed during the development of the
ARM and ST20 cores has, as noted by Professor May (p 89) led to the establishment of
several other UK–based groups developing novel processor architectures currently in
design.

8.15 Other UK design companies such as Globespan Virata, ARC and Amphion
Semiconductor80 control significant IP in the field, and these represent major success
stories. It is important to note that the UK strength in design and architecture is
principally based in a multitude of small companies. ARM Limited — one of the
largest and most visible — has well under a thousand employees. Many other
successful companies are much smaller.

8.16 The United Kingdom has a small but world–class academic research community in the
areas of design and architecture, although the various groups are not well co–ordinated
and links with industry are variable. As listed by the IEE (p 44) and Professor May
(p 92), notable strengths in computer architecture exist at least in the universities of
Bristol, Cambridge, Edinburgh, Loughborough, Manchester and Sheffield. There is
scepticism in some circles that microelectronic system design is a valid academic
research topic. However, the view that such design is simply an aspect of product
development better left to commercial organisations fails to grasp the fundamental
problems posed by complexity in these systems. As tellingly noted by the IEE (Q 112),
the ITRS uses the word “crisis” only once in its several hundred pages — to describe
the problems facing the industry in designing the systems that improving technology
makes possible.

8.17 EPSRC noted in its memorandum (p 20) that
“A design methodology revolution is required… Much greater connectivity is
needed between universities themselves and industry. The United Kingdom is
well placed, with ARM at the forefront, to take a lead provided that there is
increased support for the work on design methodology and advanced System on
Chip design.”

8.18 We fully endorse the message that the United Kingdom has a major opportunity to
contribute to, and benefit from, progress in microprocessor design and architecture if it
can expand and co–ordinate its research and industrial activities in this area.

                                                                                                                                                                    
79 A derivative of the Inmos transputer, see paragraph 7.4.
80 See also the written evidence from the founder of Amphion, Professor McCanny (p 203).
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8.19 It is worth noting that these UK strengths in design and architecture are relevant not
only to the current CMOS technology but, in many cases, are also directly transferable
to alternative technologies should these be developed to the point where they begin to
displace CMOS in some markets. Radically different technologies, such as biological
and quantum computing, are likely to require radical new approaches to design and
architecture, but technologies that replace the CMOS transistor switch with a smaller,
faster and/or cheaper switch are likely to require design and architecture skills quite
similar to those currently deployed to make the best use of CMOS. Any investment the
United Kingdom makes to enhance its strengths in these areas is likely to be
transferable to a new technology that displaces CMOS.

Formal verification
8.20 The United Kingdom is also the recognised world–leader in research into formal

verification and semantics81, and has been responsible for much of the foundation work
in this area: page 17 of the International Review of UK research in Computer Science82

states, “UK researchers wrote the book on semantics.” With the increasing complexity
of integrated circuits, there is a growing need to find mathematical ways to validate
designs.

8.21 Bringing UK strengths in this area to bear on the problem of complex hardware system
design would have the potential to make a major contribution to keeping design costs
under control. This would help manage the design crisis identified in the ITRS and, if
combined imaginatively with UK strengths in design and architecture, could offer
considerable opportunity for enhancing the United Kingdom’s position.

Enhancing activity in design and architecture
8.22 As the DTI (p 14) and others83 have noted, the United Kingdom has recognised

academic and industrial strengths in design and architecture. For example, we have the
lead among EU Member States with 40% of the independent semiconductor design
market. The principal challenge is to reinforce and intensify these activities.

8.23 It is reasonable to question whether or not the research community is providing
adequate support for industry in this area. The weight of evidence is that, while there
are pockets of high–quality research, these are both too few in number and
insufficiently co–ordinated to provide solid support for industry. This problem is
compounded by the fact that the relevant companies are small and the industry is
fragmented, so there is no single large company able to provide a focus for academic
research.

8.24 The IEE recommended (p 44) that:
“there should be more recognition given to the high calibre work in systems
design and architecture and software development that already takes place in this
country’s IT sector, which results in research council funding being more closely
aligned with the industrial strengths of the United Kingdom”.

8.25 The IEE (Q 108) and IoP (Q 167) noted that the balance of funding within the relevant
EPSRC programmes significantly favoured device and manufacturing technologies,
where the United Kingdom has little industrial strength, over design and architecture,
where several UK companies were world leaders. The Royal Academy of
Engineering’s supplementary memorandum (p 110) also observed that “in terms of
EPSRC funding, design has been less prominent [than technology]”.

                                                                                                                                                                    
81 Semantics relates to giving a computer language (for either hardware or software definition) a rigorous

mathematical interpretation and using this to reason about the function of a program.
82 Edited by Fred Schneider and Mike Rodd, published by the IEE in November 2001.
83 See, for example, the comments in the memorandum by the Royal Society of Edinburgh on UK

strengths in parallel processing and computing “mavericks” (p 226).
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8.26 The Minister (Q 469) noted that this perception was, at least in part, due to the fact that
research into devices requires significant capital facilities. The memorandum submitted
by EPSRC detailed the annual running costs of their principal capital facilities. These
include the Microelectronics Fabrication Facility at Southampton University which
costs EPSRC £2 million a year to operate. Although it has a CMOS process, it is not
suitable for fabricating the multi–million transistor chips required for research into
design and architecture. It is used principally for device and small–scale circuit
research.

8.27 There does seem to be a significant mismatch and, accordingly, we recommend that
the Research Councils — in particular, EPSRC — should review the funding for
research into microprocessor design and architecture to ensure that both its level
and its delivery are matched to the strengths and needs of UK industry.

Delivering enhanced funding
8.28 There is then the question of how such funding would be most effectively delivered.

One model, as proposed by the BCS (Q 120) — which saw the possibility of doing
“something splendid with £100 million” — is the distributed approach. This was
successfully adopted for the recent e–Science initiative84 which is based upon one
national and eight regional centres. The merit of such an approach is that it can be
established rapidly by engaging existing resources in the leading university groups to
create a virtual centre of excellence.

8.29 However, we received considerable support for the establishment of a more
substantive, physical, national centre. For example, the Royal Academy of Engineering
noted (p 101):

“Major international collaboration would be beneficial… A major initiative, for
example on SoC architecture, design and implementation, could be very
important in ensuring that the United Kingdom remains at the forefront of such
technology. The establishment of a centre of excellence within the United
Kingdom would help leverage this type of international collaboration.”

8.30 The Royal Academy of Engineering saw IMEC85 as a good example of a national
research institute, but felt it was too late for the United Kingdom to try to get back into
semiconductor manufacture: we should concentrate instead on design and architecture
(Q 288). Support also came from a number of others, for example British Airways
commented (p 191) that:

“Initiatives that bring together industry and academia in more practical
deployments of ideas around the emerging areas of highly pervasive and portable
computing combined with high bandwidth communications capabilities would be
particularly welcome.”

8.31 Sir Robin Saxby was less convinced of the desirability of a research institute (Q 368):
“I am more for linking what we have got and making it work than [for] creating
another ‘Great White Hope’.” His view was that we needed a common vision to drive
research forward and to connect the interested parties: “You need a serious theme to
make a difference.” Sir Alec Broers also noted the difficulty the United Kingdom
historically has had in agreeing the location of a single institution (Q 296).

A national centre For System–on–Chip design
8.32 Computing in all its forms is already of overwhelming importance. As new

applications come on stream (by exploiting present technologies, let alone the projected
improvements), its significance can only increase. The United Kingdom has, through

                                                                                                                                                                    
84 See the Appendix to Annex 2 in the supplementary memorandum from the DTI on p 14.
85 See Appendix 7 for a note of our visit to IMEC.
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the design and architecture industry that has emerged comparatively unnoticed from a
number of uncoordinated sources, a significant stake in the global industry. We see it
as essential to underpin the currently fragmented industry with a clear and dedicated
research infrastructure. So that UK strengths in computer design and architecture
can be maintained and developed within the global market, we therefore
recommend that the DTI and EPSRC should urgently establish a single national
research institute for System–on–Chip design.

8.33 The Royal Academy of Engineering helpfully produced an outline proposal for such an
institute in its supplementary memorandum (p 110). We were pleased to note that,
when we discussed this matter with the Minister, he indicated (Q 469) that EPSRC was
indeed looking into such a centre in order to concentrate UK resources into a place
where critical mass could be achieved.

8.34 To minimise possible turf wars, any new national centre for these purposes would need
to be located off any existing university campus but, to assist in gaining critical mass,
perhaps near one of our major national laboratories. Its site would need to have room
for a spin–off park, and have good physical communications. It should look to funding
from the Research Councils, Regional Development Agencies and EU programmes. It
would also be important for industry to be strongly involved in both the setting up and
operation of the proposed centre, where the aim should be to establish a new style of
institution, learning lessons from the difficulties that have been experienced in previous
initiatives.

8.35 For the centre to succeed, it will need to establish and retain a good body of
experienced researchers. This has been a particular difficulty for university groups
because of the fixed–term contracts commonly used to provide a means of matching
expenditure commitment to income. The centre should be able to offer longer–term
employment opportunities thereby avoiding these problems and ensuring the continuity
of knowledge and experience that it will need.

8.36 The purposes of such a centre should be to:

(a) do development work;

(b) train students;

(c) co–ordinate university research;

(d) co–ordinate EU applications; and

(e) take on contract research and development for industry.

8.37 We would also see advantage in setting up this institute with a strong application focus.
This would require, as desirable, the institute to be of an interdisciplinary nature. It
should draw on academic research for the fundamental insights required to develop
useful prototypes, and industry should take those prototypes through to production.
Care would, of course, need to be taken in selecting an appropriate focus. Possibilities
we advance for consideration are ambient computing (a focus of the next EU
programme — see paragraph 7.29) or, as Sir Robin Saxby noted (Q 357), biomedical
systems which would mesh in well with other UK strengths.

8.38 There is some overlap between our proposal and the Institute for System Level
Integration (ISLI) based in Livingston, near Edinburgh. Opened in 1998, this has, as
noted by Scottish Enterprise (p 227), a mission to “support the growth of systems
design, SLI, SoC and related activities with world–class research, education and
training programmes.” It is a joint venture of the universities of Edinburgh, Glasgow,
Strathclyde and Heriot–Watt and forms an integral part of Scotland’s Alba Centre.
Again as indicated by Scottish Enterprise, this “has at its heart the mission to develop
Scotland as a leading world centre in microelectronic product design and technology.”
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8.39 However, we see our proposal as distinctively different. Rather than a university–based
enterprise, it would be a free–standing centre with both direction and significant
funding from industry. Moreover, it would have a significant core of full–time
professional staff with terms of employment commensurate with its industrial standing.
Above all, it would have an explicitly UK–wide reach.

A national programme
8.40 It is clear that there needs to be a better bridge between academic design and

architecture research and the industry. Our proposed national centre would provide a
clear physical focus for increased and more coherent activity in design and
architecture. Inevitably, it will take a little time to get off the ground. We recommend
that the DTI and EPSRC establish a national programme for design and
architecture, along the lines of the e–Science initiative, for the three–fold purpose
of providing an earlier focus for research and development in design and
architecture; wider support for the institute when established; and a framework
for potentially useful activities not central to the particular focus selected for the
institute.

8.41 To facilitate the early establishment of this national programme and ensure its
continuing relevance, it should be developed from and round the nodes of other
relevant activity. These might include existing research establishments, DTI’s new
nanotechnology centres (as noted in paragraph 8.10) and other relevant initiatives —
perhaps particularly those emerging from Regional Development Agencies86. The
opportunities such nodes should provide for bringing together research, academic,
industry and finance interests should also assist the development of clusters to help
generate greater critical mass for developing the market, as discussed further in
Chapter 10.

SHORT–TERMISM
8.42 It is important that any plans to develop research should, as discussed in paragraph

7.34, recognise the long–term nature of any such activity. Many past initiatives have
had unrealistic expectations of early returns on the invested funding. For example, the
1980s Alvey programme87 was perceived as largely unsuccessful immediately after its
termination. However, as Professor O’Reilly noted (QQ 71–73), there is now a much
more positive view of the benefits the programme brought, ten years after its
conclusion.

8.43 There are numerous examples that demonstrate that, despite the reputation of the
microelectronics industry for very rapid product cycles and its emphasis on short time–
to–market, fundamental research frequently takes twenty years or more to reach
fruition. A case in point is the ARM processor. This was designed in the early 1980s,
but its commercial success was not widely apparent until quite recently. We therefore
recommend that the DTI and EPSRC should explicitly recognise that any new
funding initiative in this area would require sustained long–term commitment.

SUMMARY
8.44 By way of summary, we can do no better than to quote the closing paragraph of the

memorandum by the IEE (p 45).
“The United Kingdom is in a fortunate position of being a significant player in
certain areas of microprocessor design. It also has a small but important cadre of
world–class academic researchers. Current research funding is arguably targeted
more at devices than design and would benefit from a closer alignment with UK
industrial capability. However, the will is there to create a coherent and

                                                                                                                                                                    
86 Such as the Microsystems Packaging Centre noted in paragraph 8.12.
87 See Evaluation of the Alvey Programme for Advanced Information Technology, HMSO 1991.
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competitive academic research capability to support a flourishing UK industry.
Better co–ordination and a targeted programme of support to ensure adequate
manpower and research capability will help ensure that in the next 25 years the
United Kingdom maintains and extends its dominance in embedded and
application–specific microprocessor design. This is a significant field and we are
significant players.”
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CHAPTER 9: MEETING THE SKILL NEEDS

INTRODUCTION
9.1 If the United Kingdom is to contribute to the future development of microprocessor

technology, and reap commercial benefit from this activity, it will require appropriate
numbers of people with relevant skills and experience. The requirements placed on the
education system to deliver appropriately trained students are similar to the
requirements for many other areas of science and technology — a good basic education
in science and mathematics.

9.2 The Roberts Report SET for success88 provided a detailed analysis of these questions,
covering the education system from primary to higher education. The Government’s
detailed response to this report was published at the end of July 2002, just as we were
concluding our evidence taking89. Rather than revisit all these points, here we will
report only the highlights of evidence presented to this Inquiry that relate to this matter.

The skills need
9.3 The memorandum by the IEE (p 44) noted that:

“we produce far too few graduates with the skills in the [microelectronics]
industry sector … the overwhelming complaint from companies is the lack of
skilled staff.”

This view was reinforced by the Professional Contractors Group (p 216):
“Perhaps the biggest problem my business faces is in recruiting people with
sufficient skills.”

9.4 The generic requirements to undertake undergraduate training in the skills relevant to
the microelectronics industry are mathematics and science. Although some
undergraduate computing courses do not require A–level mathematics, these courses
tend to focus on the applications and IT aspects of the subject rather than the design of
the machines themselves. All the 5*–rated computing departments currently require
undergraduates to have good A–level mathematics. We must begin, then, by looking at
the situation in our schools as they are the first step in the skills supply chain.

SCHOOLS
9.5 If UK universities are to increase the supply of graduates in relevant subject areas they

must have a suitably trained source of undergraduate intake. The numbers of school
pupils taking mathematics and science subjects at A–level is, however, declining. This
serious long–term problem has been widely recognised. In addition to the Roberts
Report mentioned above, this Committee commented on these matters in Chapter 6
(“Science Education in Schools”) of our February 2000 Report on Science and
Society90 and in our March 2001 follow–up Report on Science in Schools91. The House
of Commons Science and Technology Committee also published a highly relevant
Report in July 200292.

9.6 Sir Robin Saxby noted his concerns regarding the teaching of science and mathematics
in schools, institutions which industry found it hard to influence (QQ 360 & 365). The

                                                                                                                                                                    
88 HM Treasury, April 2002.
89 See Annex A of Investing in Innovation: a strategy for science, engineering and technology, July 2002

— text available on www.hm-treasury.go.uk
90 Third Report Session 1999–2000, HL Paper 38
91 First Report Session 2000–01, HL Paper 49.
92 Science Education from 14 to 19, Third Report Session 2001–02, HC Paper 508–I.
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small number of girls showing an interest in engineering and technology was also a
major concern for him (QQ 362 & 363). The difference between different countries in
gender demographics suggested that this was a cultural problem rather than some
intrinsic difference in outlook between the sexes.

9.7 The Prime Minister’s explicit acceptance93 that “we particularly need to reverse the
decline in maths, physics and engineering, and make science a career to aspire to, for
girls as well as boys” was very welcome. We strongly support the Government in
pursuing the various policy initiatives aimed at reversing the decline in mathematics
and science subjects in schools.

HIGHER EDUCATION

Staff
9.8 The BCS drew our attention to several studies confirming the crisis in recruiting and

retaining academic staff in computing and electronics (Q 136 and p 60). A 2001 survey
of Deans of Engineering showed that the greatest difficulty in recruitment was in the
computing departments, closely followed by electronics. A survey of computing
departments, also in 2001, showed many unfilled vacancies (blamed principally on
uncompetitive salary levels) and poor student–staff ratios leading to unacceptable
work–loads and consequently retention difficulties. The International Review of UK
Research in Computer Science also highlighted concerns about the difficulty of
recruiting qualified academic staff.

9.9 We recommend that the Government and universities take specific action to
address the crisis in recruiting and retaining university academic staff in
computing and electronics, as highlighted by the BCS.

9.10 There is also concern about the experience brought to their roles by the academic staff
that can be recruited. Professor May noted that “A large number of our engineering
departments actually do not have many people who have ever built anything” (Q 262).
This would be addressed if there were more interchange of staff between industry and
universities, but there were two major obstacles to this.

(a) Salary differentials were a marked disincentive. The IEE suggested a 2:1 ratio
between industrial and academic pay at the entry level (Q 136).

(b) Furthermore, staff from industry did not fit the conventional academic mould. In
particular, industry did not place great emphasis on research publication, and such
staff could fare badly in the RAE evaluation, making them unattractive to the
university.

9.11 Most, but not all, universities choose to follow nationally agreed salary scales for
lecturers and post–doctoral workers; professorial salaries are generally negotiated
locally. Dr Bradshaw of the CBI stated that “we [the CBI] think universities ought to
break out of this national agreement they have got themselves into and concentrate on
getting the right people in the right places” (Q 445).

9.12 However, the fact is that few universities can afford to pay more than the agreed
minimum for each grade. This is because most universities derive the greater part of
their income from Funding Councils on a per capita student basis and paying more
would mean poorer staff/student ratios. Beyond that, in many universities, an ‘all of
one company’ ethos militates against paying more to staff in those disciplines for
which there is strong market demand.

9.13 Post–doctoral positions are a vital strand of research. At present, such positions in
universities are generally on short–term contracts of two to three years and, for this
reason, can be less attractive than industrial positions which are generally not fixed

                                                                                                                                                                    
93 In his speech entitled “Science Matters” at the Royal Society on 23 May 2002.
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term. Some companies wishing to support and utilise university research have to
second some of their own staff for this purpose. It may in future become necessary for
such arrangements — which also have other benefits of increasing interchange between
universities and industry — to be applied more widely.

9.14 Professor Halliday felt (Q 91) that salary disparities were particularly problematic at
the lower end of the scale — 23/24 year olds, post–doctoral researchers, and so on.
Professor O’Reilly also noted that the low success rates in grant applications were a
serious negative factor for junior academic staff (Q 91).

9.15 We recommend that the Government should consult universities and industry
about ways of making the exchange of staff between the sectors more
straightforward and commonplace. As part of this, particular attention will need
to be paid to salary differentials and the current emphasis on the importance of
research output on the basis of publications.

Students
9.16 Despite the buoyancy of student applications for university places in computing

subjects there is still a shortage of graduates with the skills that companies in the
microelectronics design industry are seeking. These include a combination of
electronic design and computing skills, but the majority of students in computing
disciplines receive very little training in hardware–related topics. There is clearly scope
to increase the number of places on university courses that include aspects of both
hardware and software design, perhaps delivered jointly by electrical engineering and
computer science departments.

9.17 We note that companies, particularly larger companies with regular recruitment needs,
are prepared to invest significant effort in forming relationships with universities. As
outlined in the supplementary memorandum from Dr Williams of IBM (p 116) and Sir
Robin Saxby’s comments (Q 357), these relationships are often broad, covering
studentships, research contracts and free or low–cost access to hardware and software
as well as activities directly related to recruitment.

9.18 It is unrealistic to think that every computer engineer or designer will be an
entrepreneur. However, as noted by Sir Robin Saxby, it is important to enable people to
grow in this direction (Q 359). In any case, an understanding of business matters is
valuable even for those who are not entrepreneurially inclined. Apax Partners (p 135)
were among those who encouraged engineers to gain business and financial skills. The
CBI added basic knowledge of IP law to the set of desirable skills for graduates to
acquire in the course of their studies (Q 453).

THE INTERNATIONAL POSITION
9.19 In the foregoing, we have addressed the supply of suitable trained staff through the UK

education system (which includes the university training of overseas students). The
only other source of such staff is through highly–skilled immigration. Apax Partners
noted (p 135) that the US, where there is a more serious shortage of indigenous
engineering graduates than Europe, is highly dependent on that source. As the Minister
noted (Q 502), “there is a global market for talent now, and we need to make certain
that we win in that particular contest.”

9.20 Immigration policy is a complex and politically sensitive topic. Commissioner
Liikanen commented that European national policies are inconsistent and tend to focus
on refugee questions, whereas the US is more concerned with the skill set of the
potential immigrant (Q 530). The Minister noted (Q 501) the recent introduction of the
highly–skilled migrant programme94, which we welcome.

                                                                                                                                                                    
94 See www.royalsoc.ac.uk/funding/merit.htm
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CHAPTER 10: BRINGING PRODUCTS TO MARKET

INTRODUCTION
10.1 As noted in previous Chapters, UK industrial strengths in design and architecture are

distributed across a mix of small and medium–sized companies. Together, these
companies represent a significant force. As noted by the DTI (p 1), the United
Kingdom has 40% of the European market for electronics systems and semiconductor
design.

10.2 The exploitation of research in this environment requires quite different processes from
those which connect university research groups to large, well–established companies.
Similarly, any new industry based on alternative device technologies would have to
develop from scratch. (We are not aware of any large UK company ready and waiting
to adopt such research.)

10.3 The basic elements required to exploit research in these areas are those of
entrepreneurship, venture capital and spin–out companies. These matters have been
studied intensively elsewhere. For example:

(a) this Committee’s March 1997 Report on The Innovation–Exploitation Barrier95;

(b) the Government’s July 2002 Report on Investing in Innovation — a strategy for
science, engineering and technology in July 2002. Many of the matters discussed
in this Chapter are covered at greater length in that report; and

(c) the August 2002 Report from the House of Commons Public Accounts Committee
on Delivering the Commercialisation of Public Sector Science96.

Those Reports contain a mass of highly relevant detail. We cannot replicate that detail
in this Chapter and therefore concentrate on the headline points that have arisen from
our Inquiry.

ENTREPRENEURSHIP IN THE UNITED KINGDOM
10.4 Silicon Valley is often regarded as the ideal entrepreneurial environment, with the

United Kingdom being far behind. However, there are encouraging signs that the
environment has been improving in recent years. The Minister noted (Q 486) that UK
universities spun out almost 200 companies in 1999–2000 — one spin–out for every
US$8 million of research funding. This was markedly up from the average of about 70
spin–outs a year in the previous five years, and significantly better than one spin–out
for every US$50 million of research funding found in the US. Evidence from Apax
Partners, a major venture capital company, indicated that the US can no longer assume
that it is the automatic choice of entrepreneurs. A new global index produced by the
Economist Intelligence Unit put the Netherlands, Denmark and the United Kingdom
ahead of the US which was pushed off the top spot because of a comparatively weak
performance on tax and red tape (p 135).

Intellectual property mechanisms
10.5 UK universities are increasingly aware of the potential value of the IP they create.

While most claim ownership of inventions97 made by staff in their employ, they
typically have exploitation arrangements that are more generous to the inventor than

                                                                                                                                                                    
95 Third Report Session 1996–97, HL Paper 62.
96 Fifty–ninth Report Session 2001–02, HC Paper 689 — which drew on a February Report of the same

title by the Comptroller and Auditor General (HC 580, Session 2001–02).
97 Exceptions include UMIST and Cambridge University, which provide for the inventor to retain

ownership of their IP and, at the time of writing, Cambridge is proposing to change this (amidst
considerable controversy) from January 2003.
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typical industrial contracts of employment. In particular, most universities encourage
inventors to found spin–out companies and allow them to take an equity interest.

10.6 While, as noted by Apax Partners (p 135), the investment community recognises
university technology transfer units are useful and important, there is a great deal of
variation from university to university in how these matters are handled. During our
discussions with representatives of the venture capital community98, we noted that each
university seems inclined to reinvent the wheel. Apart from the variable quality, there
are confusing variations in practice, in part arising from lack of clarity about the
objectives. It would be useful to have a guide on how IP rights should be handled
together with arrangements for exploitation and for involving academics as
shareholders and directors and, most significantly, a pro forma agreement for
university IP exploitation.

10.7 The Minister noted (Q 491) that a report had been published on best practice in
university handling of IP99 and that the Government was “gradually edging them
towards having proper procedures”. We have to say, however, that there can also be
wide variations in the practices of industry and Government Agencies. Most benefit
will accrue from a wider effort to standardise practice. Consequently, we recommend
that the Government should revisit general practice in exploiting intellectual
property, with particular reference to the complex field of computing, and seek to
establish principles that will lead to a greater uniformity of approach between
Government departments and agencies, industry and universities.

Improving the entrepreneurial climate
10.8 One of the most marked differences we found during our visit to Silicon Valley100 was

the positive value placed on experience of failure. As the Minister noted (Q 493), the
Americans do not refer to success and failure but to “success and learning
experiences”. Sir Robin Saxby agreed (Q 367) that a really successful chief executive
had probably learned how to “get it right” from some earlier failure.

10.9 We warmly welcome the Government’s initiative (under the Enterprise Act 2002, the
Parliamentary passage of which coincided with our Inquiry) in changing the basic
approach to bankruptcy to make a distinction between honourable and culpable failure.
We hope the legislation will help overcome caution among the UK financial
community101 and hasten the significant change in culture needed to recognise the
positive value of the experience lodged in those currently branded as failures.

10.10 On specific fiscal questions, we agree with the Minister (Q 499) that the introduction of
R&D tax credits has been a significant enhancement in the financial environment for
small and, more recently, larger UK companies. We note the CBI’s disappointment that
the improvement was effectively offset by the recent increase in employers’ National
Insurance contributions (Q 466). We also note Sir Robin Saxby’s view that the £30,000
limit on approved share option schemes was unreasonably low (Q 379).

10.11 Notwithstanding those points, the United Kingdom was seen generally as having a
favourable environment for start–ups in comparison with competitor countries. But that
should not make us complacent. There is a large agenda for the Government and others
flowing from the Reports noted in paragraph 10.3 above, perhaps appropriately
summarised in 3i’s suggested key recommendations to the UK government to improve
the climate for entrepreneurship (p 139):

                                                                                                                                                                    
98 Public hearing on 26 June 2002, with particular reference to QQ 398 and 406.
99 Managing Intellectual Property: a guide to strategic decision making in universities, AURIL,

Universities UK and the Patent Office, March 2002.
100 See Appendix 6.
101 See, for example, the exchanges in QQ 416 &417.
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(a) prune and focus areas of regulation;

(b) reduce rigidities in employment regulation;

(c) review the education agenda to ensure that entrepreneurial attitudes and
knowledge are part of it; and

(d) share best practice on how to improve the entrepreneurial climate.

UK START–UPS

Senior management
10.12 To be successful, a high–technology start–up company must have not only the

technology but also finance and appropriate senior management. As noted by Dr
Taylor (Q 494), the single biggest problem venture capital and seedcorn fund managers
face in launching companies is finding the management team that understand business
plans, finance, cash flow, and routes to market. The core technical team will usually
come from the university research group or the mother company, but this team will
frequently not have the management and marketing experience to turn their technology
into a successful business.

10.13 The question here seems to be that of establishing critical mass. Where, as in Silicon
Valley, there are many companies in a continuous cycle of starting–up, growing,
establishing markets and going through acquisitions and launching on the Stock
Market, there is a steady turn–over of experienced senior staff. The United Kingdom
has not yet developed to this level, and finding a good chief executive is still a major
difficulty. As demonstrated by Silicon Valley, there are substantial benefits in
clustering, and it was noted by 3i and the Minister (QQ 413 & 498) that what others
have called the Cambridge phenomenon represents one UK cluster that is developing
strongly.

Support needs
10.14 Even in advance of assembling the right senior management, high–technology start–

ups need good support on matters of finance and marketing. We were greatly
impressed during our visit to Silicon Valley102 by the extent to which venture capital
firms there worked alongside embryonic companies in providing that support,
particularly on the marketing front. We are aware that forward–thinking UK venture
capital firms also follow that pattern, but there are two obstacles in the way of this
becoming the norm.

10.15 The first problem is that the available expertise is not always mobilised effectively.
That position would be usefully improved by the concentration of common interests in
the clustering of industry that is beneficial for wider purposes. It would also be useful if
the UK finance industry more generally could complement its undoubted financial
expertise by developing a fuller understanding of high–technology industry. This can
have arcane and abstract products with unusually long lead times — but with
commensurately great potential benefits. The second obstacle is that of finance.
Although the additional support should yield dividends over time, it has an immediate
cost which needs to be better recognised in seedcorn and other start–up funding
schemes than it seems to be at present.

Existing market
10.16 Many advanced technologies take many years to achieve commercial success. Once a

start–up company is established, it can spend money at an alarming rate. As noted by
Pond Venture Partners (p 212), investors therefore expect to see at the outset that the
technology the company is developing meets an existing market need, not some

                                                                                                                                                                    
102 See Appendix 6.
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speculative future need. Apax Partners indicated that venture capitalists expect
significant returns on a 5–10 year timescale; longer term investments such as long–
term fundamental research require government support (p 135).

GOVERNMENT–SPONSORED SCHEMES
10.17 There is a range of schemes encouraging universities to work in collaboration with

established industry. The DTI noted the support for collaborative research through
LINK schemes and Faraday partnerships (Q 487). The Teaching Company Scheme and
Case studentships supported research students working in industry.

10.18 Entrepreneurship is encouraged through various enterprise training schemes (Q 491),
the Higher Education and Innovation Fund (which is £140 million for resources to
handle IP) and the University Challenge Fund (which provides seedcorn funding to
investigate the market potential of university IP). There was some concern that the
University Challenge Fund was insufficient in many cases to take an idea to the point
where venture capital investment could be sought — as Pond Venture Partners noted
(p 212) this would often cost £150–250,000 rather than the £50–100,000 typically
available from the fund for an individual business proposition.

10.19 This leaves a funding gap that must be bridged to take promising research results
through a market evaluation to the point where venture capitalists would take a serious
interest. Confirmation of this gap came from 3i (Q 389) and was also backed up by a
recent survey of university commercialisation activities by the University Companies
Association (UNICO) and the Nottingham Business School. That survey103 found that a
key impediment to spin–outs was the lack of finance for establishing proof of market.

10.20 Against the background of the preceding paragraphs, we recommend that the DTI
should consult Universities UK, the British Venture Capital Association, the CBI
and the Institute of Directors to ascertain: the nature and extent of the funding
gap identified by a number of our witnesses; the lack of suitable managerial skills
available to new high–technology companies; and such companies’ other support
needs.

PUBLIC SECTOR PROCUREMENT
10.21 In addition to its role in setting the policy framework, the Government (both directly

and through its various agencies) is also a major consumer of computing. For example,
the National Health Service (NHS) is already a very large (but uncoordinated) user of
information technology104. As advances are made in, for example, bio–sensing and
diagnostic techniques informed by rapidly increasing knowledge of genetics, there will
be massively increased needs in the NHS not only for computers to manage all the
additional data but also for novel computerised devices for diagnostic and monitoring
purposes.

10.22 The Ministry of Defence will also need a range of better mainstream computing and
novel computerised devices to maintain the Armed Forces’ general preparedness. At
the leading edge of computing, the world–class activities of the Meteorological Office
on weather forecasting and climate change turn crucially on access to very high–
powered supercomputing.

10.23 When we discussed these matters with the Minister, he accepted the need for the
Government to be an intelligent customer, and distinguished this from providing an
easy market or subsidy for the industry (Q 510). The Director General of Research
Councils, Dr John Taylor, reinforced this by emphasising the need for the Government
only ever to buy in competitive mode in the world market (Q 511).

                                                                                                                                                                    
103 www.nottingham.ac.uk/business/research/TechTransfer/
104 As noted, for example, in Chapter 6 of this Committee’s Report on Human Genetic Databases:

challenges and opportunities, Fourth Report Session 2000–01, HL Paper 57.
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10.24 We fully agree that the Government should not be a soft touch, but note that the US
government seems less inhibited about actively stimulating domestic industry (and the
R&D that supports it105). We feel that the UK computing industry could benefit from a
more strategic Government view of procurement. We therefore recommend that the
Government should consider whether the aggregate future public sector demand
for computing capacity, in all its forms, can be articulated and communicated in
ways that better assist not only the public sector but also the industry.

THE ROLE OF THE PRIVATE SECTOR
10.25 We discussed in paragraphs 7.32–7.35 the case for individual companies and those in

the finance sector to attach greater value to R&D. As noted in paragraphs 3.21 and
4.25, the chip technology and design matters at the centre of our Inquiry are not the
products that will capture the imagination of the mass market. They are, however, the
crucial facilitators of those new high–technology mass market products.

10.26 We suspect that this chain of interrelationships — which works in both directions — is
insufficiently understood. Accordingly, we recommend that Intellect106, the British
Venture Capital Association and others they think appropriate should consider
ways of better informing and enthusing UK industry and the wider finance sector
about projected advances in high technology, with the aim of not only stimulating
the necessary long–term support for these advances but also, in a two–way
dialogue, encouraging the development of new products for the global
marketplace.

SUMMARY
10.27 In conclusion, there are many encouraging signs that the environment for

entrepreneurial activity is improving in the United Kingdom, and many universities are
taking effective measures to exploit the opportunities presented by high–tech spin–
outs. The position would be enhanced if there were a greater commonality of approach.
The critical points, however, relate more to the general culture and are therefore harder
to address: the availability of experienced senior management, and the clustering of
entrepreneurs, financiers and technologists to achieve critical mass.

                                                                                                                                                                    
105 For example, the development of EUV lithography and ARPANET, see paragraphs 4.38 and 6.3.
106 The result of a 2002 merger of the Federation of the Electronics Industry and the Computing Services

and Software Association (p 200).
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CHAPTER 11: CONCLUSION

INTRODUCTION
11.1 As we have found, the United Kingdom has substantial but under–recognised strengths

in microprocessing — part of one of the world’s largest industries. Building on these
strengths, there are substantial and exciting opportunities for the United Kingdom.
Action is needed by Government and others as identified in our various
recommendations107 if those strengths are to be maintained — let alone expanded — in
the global market for computing.

11.2 Our detailed recommendations are made throughout this Report, where they are
highlighted in bold type. For convenience, all the recommendations are collected
together at the end of the Executive Summary in Chapter 1. In this concluding Chapter,
we summarise the principal conclusions arising from our Inquiry.

THE NEED FOR EVER GREATER COMPUTER PERFORMANCE
11.3 Demand for computing performance has increased rapidly over the 50 year life of the

computer. We see no prospect of this abating. The need for more accurate modelling —
for example, of the oceans and atmosphere for climate prediction108 or of the airflow
through aero engines109 — creates an insatiable demand at the top of the performance
range for supercomputers of the highest feasible computational performance. As
Fujitsu noted (p 196) it is, even in consumer products, already possible to see how a
hundred times the current performance could readily be employed to deliver higher
quality moving and still images.

11.4 However, sheer speed is not the only factor by which the performance of computers
should be assessed. In many of the latest consumer applications — such as mobile
telephony — low power and functional performance110 are equally important. (In
passing, it is worth noting that mobile telephony is not only a consumer application. As
the Ministry of Defence noted (p 207), secure communications in the military domain
rely on increasing mobile computing performance.)

THE CURRENT UK POSITION
11.5 There are significant UK industrial strengths in the design of microprocessors and

related components. This seems not to be widely recognised, probably because the
companies (most of which have developed only recently) are generally small and
diverse in their activities. Academic strengths are in evidence too, although the activity
in universities is limited to a relatively small number of groups that can claim to be
world–class in their research activities.

11.6 As far as mainstream CMOS semiconductor manufacturing is concerned, the United
Kingdom (like many other countries) no longer has a significant presence, and there is
no realistic prospect of this position changing. However, as CMOS technology matures
over the next 15 years or so, we see room for alternative technologies — particularly in
niche areas. When new technologies are introduced, there is an opportunity for new
players to gain a foothold in the market, and the United Kingdom has promising
research activities in alternatives to CMOS. These research activities should continue
to be supported but with better co–ordination and focus. As the winning technology has

                                                                                                                                                                    
107 As repeated in paragraph 1.24.
108 As described in the memorandum by the Meteorological Office (p 206).
109 As described in the memorandum by Rolls Royce (p 218).
110 The complete performance of the integrated system, as opposed to just the microprocessor within it.
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still to emerge, resources should be allocated broadly in response to promising lines of
research.

BUILDING ON STRENGTHS
11.7 The existence of a thriving UK design and architecture industry is a major strength

upon which future policy should aim to build. Maintaining and developing this industry
requires not only a robust base of appropriate academic research but also depends on
the availability of a suitably skilled workforce. Both of these need attention if the
industry is to maximise its potential to contribute to the UK economy in the coming
years.

11.8 One of our key recommendations is for the establishment of a national research
institute to provide an appropriate focus for a new industry/university collaboration on
research and development. The brief for the institute to pursue SoC initiatives might
usefully be given greater impetus by pursuing particular challenges — for example, in
ambient computing or biomedical systems. This new institute should also be supported
by a wider networking programme, on the lines of the e–Science initiative.

11.9 It is also essential that more attention should be paid to the supply of skills and IP into
the UK design and architecture industry. The expansion and better co–ordination of
academic research in this area (which will lead to the expansion of postgraduate
research training) and the expansion of Masters–level training will both contribute
directly to satisfying the needs of industry.

THE NEED TO IMPROVE EXPLOITATION
11.10 As the UK design and architecture industry is characterised by a dynamic and diverse

mix of small and medium–sized companies, a major mechanism for the exploitation of
research is through start–up companies. Typically, these may be spun out from other
(larger) companies or from universities. Alternatively, they may be started by
independent individuals.

11.11 Whatever the origin of such start–ups, however, there is a requirement for an
entrepreneurial culture where technologists, entrepreneurs and financiers mix and
network on a regular basis. The establishment of clusters of start–up companies in a
localised area, as is happening in the Cambridge and Bristol areas in the United
Kingdom, will enhance the opportunities for economic benefit that we found so evident
in Silicon Valley.

ENCOURAGING THE MARKET
11.12 The chip technology and design matters at the centre of our Inquiry are at a remove

from the new high–technology products that will capture the imagination of the mass
market. The role of chip technology and design in facilitating those products, and the
long lead times involved, are insufficiently understood. Leaders of the UK computing
industry and those who help fund the ground–breaking developments should do more
to inform and enthuse the rest of industry and the finance sector about the possibilities
and, in a two–way dialogue, the way that they can be realised.

11.13 The public sector is an enormous user of computing power in all its forms, and its
procurements are significant events in the market. We think the Government should
develop a more strategic view of the positive influence aggregate public sector
computing needs could have on the market and the R&D on which the market depends.

THE DIFFICULTY OF MAKING PROJECTIONS
11.14 Our Inquiry has attempted to look ten to twenty years into the future. The dominant

CMOS chip technology still has some years of development to come before either the
fundamental properties of matter will make further progress impossible or, before then,
manufacture becomes too expensive. On the technical side, the global industry’s
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Roadmap (the ITRS) makes projections that extend out almost to the end of the twenty
year period. In the past, these projections have been met — and, in some cases,
surpassed.

11.15 While it may be possible to project the development of computer technology with some
degree of reliability ten or more years ahead, it is much more difficult to predict the
development of high–technology products — not to mention the evolution of the
industries that manufacture them. This is amply illustrated by the case study of mobile
phones in Appendix 10. Who, in 1980, would have confidently predicted that:

(a) there would be European dominance of the industry;

(b) a microprocessor designed by a UK company would be integrated into over 75%
of handsets; and

(c) UK mobile phone users would be sending each other a billion text messages every
month?

WHAT THE FUTURE HOLDS
11.16 What is abundantly clear, however, is that computing’s integral place in every aspect of

our lives will extend. That will result from both evolutionary and radical developments.

Evolutionary changes
11.17 On the evolutionary front, the dominant and already powerful CMOS chip technology

will mature into a relatively inexpensive workhorse. Some advances in raw computer
speed (or, for the same speed, improvements in power consumption) will flow from
continuing miniaturisation down to the ultimate CMOS transistor, but most of the
developments needed here are already in train. Many more improvements in computing
performance will flow from better design and architecture, in which the United
Kingdom has considerable world–class strength.

11.18 There will also be evolutionary advances in the applications and devices with
embedded computing — and we cannot emphasise strongly enough that the consumer
market is driven by these rather than the enabling technology. Improved applications
and devices are not necessarily dependent on any advances in either chip technology or
design. Evolutionary advances in those areas would doubtless encourage improvements
in applications and devices, and revolutionary changes (such as the effective
implementation of artificial intelligence) would seem bound to lead to new products.

11.19 We have seen the potential of near–future microelectronic technology to deliver
pervasive computing devices that are everywhere around us: unobtrusively monitoring
the state of buildings, vehicles and appliances; and quietly communicating with each
other so that we can access the information we want, whenever and wherever we want
it. Some of these devices may be on or even inside us, monitoring us to improve the
quality and lower the cost of our health care.

Revolutionary change
11.20 In the longer term, such systems may be able to anticipate our wishes, requiring far less

explicit instruction than today’s machines require for even the simplest of tasks.
Computing would then become an information utility — like other household utilities,
simply on tap when needed and used with little or no thought about the delivery
arrangements. Through evolutionary change, the way we live may be revolutionised.

11.21 The prospects for revolutionary change in chip technology seem less certain. In our
view, the new technology would have to offer significant advantages of one kind or
another over the established CMOS — at least in niche areas — to stand a chance of
success. At the moment, quantum computing seems the most radical breakthrough area.
However, merits are not always easy to spot in the short term and may, indeed, be
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different from those for which the research was devised. There are several
revolutionary possibilities that are worth pursuing.

SUMMARY
11.22 Our lives are already heavily dependent on computing and will become more so. There

seems nothing unrealistic in the aspirations we heard from a number of witnesses to
develop ambient or pervasive computing. Moreover, these could be achieved within
even the current chip technology.

11.23 The United Kingdom can either consolidate and expand its contribution to this global
growth industry or watch others overtake us. We are clear that there are opportunities
here which the country would be foolish to miss.
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APPENDIX 2: CALL FOR EVIDENCE

The following Call for Evidence was issued on 13 February 2002, inviting written
submissions by 8 April.

1. The Science and Technology Committee of the House of Lords has appointed Sub–
Committee II, chaired by Lord Wade of Chorlton, to conduct an Inquiry into Innovations
in Microprocessing.

MATTERS ON WHICH EVIDENCE IS INVITED
2. Incremental refinements to existing microprocessor technology (coupled with

improvements in architecture and software) continue to yield remarkable increases in
computing speed. However, better approaches may be available and, if the demand for
ever greater speed continues, will be needed as the physical limits of present technologies
are reached.

3. The Sub–Committee would welcome comments on the matters outlined in the preceding
paragraph and, in particular, on the following questions.

a.What are the main drivers for increasing computer speed? Is there any reason to expect
that the demand for increasing speed will abate?

b.What are the physical limits to the speed of processing based on present techniques?
When are these limits likely to be reached?

c.What are the most promising alternative techniques and technologies for achieving ever
greater processing speeds over the next 15 to 20 years? What expertise does the United
Kingdom have relevant to these?

d.Are there significant roles for the United Kingdom in future developments? What
international collaborations would be beneficial? What actions should be taken by the
Government (through innovation policies and otherwise), publicly–funded research
bodies and the private sector?
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APPENDIX 3: WITNESSES

The following witnesses gave evidence. Those marked � gave oral evidence.

� 3i Group plc
Professor N M Allinson, UMIST

� Apax Partners Holdings Ltd
British Airways

� British Computer Society
Central Laboratory of the Research Councils

� Dr Russell Cowburn, University of Durham
� Confederation of British Industry
� Department of Trade and Industry & Office for Science and Technology
� Engineering and Physical Sciences Research Council
� European Commission

Exitech Ltd
Fujitsu Ltd
Higher Education Funding Council for England
Infineon Technologies

� Institution of Electrical Engineers
� Institute of Physics

Intellect
Professor Simon Jones111, Loughborough University

� Professor David May, University of Bristol
Professor John McCanny112, Queen’s University Belfast
The Meteorological Office
Ministry of Defence
National Microelectronics Institute

� National Physical Laboratory
� Particle Physics and Astronomy Research Council

Pond Venture Partners
Professional Contractors Group
Rolls–Royce plc

� Royal Academy of Engineering
The Royal Society
The Royal Society of Edinburgh

� Sir Robin Saxby, ARM Holdings Ltd
Scottish Enterprise Network
Professor Sir Maurice Wilkes, University of Cambridge

� Dr Robin Williams, IBM Almaden Research Centre, California

Some of these organisations and individuals were also among the many people whom the
Sub–Committee met during the visits and seminars summarised in Appendices 4 to 7.

                                                                                                                                                                    
111 Professor Jones, since October 2002 of the University of Bath, was also a member of the IEE team that

gave oral evidence on 1 May 2002.
112 Professor McCanny was also a member of the BCS team that gave oral evidence on 1 May 2002.
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APPENDIX 4: VISIT TO NPL

1. Members of the Sub–Committee visited NPL at Teddington on 6 March 2002, to see
something of the technologies involved in the development and fabrication of computer
microprocessors and to discuss issues with NPL experts.

2. The visiting party consisted of Lord Wade of Chorlton (Chairman of the Sub–
Committee), Lord Flowers, Lord Freeman, Lord Hunt of Chesterton, Lord Methuen, Lord
Oxburgh, Lord Patel and Baroness Wilcox. The party was supported by the Sub–
Committee’s Specialist Adviser (Professor Steve Furber) and Clerk (Mr Roger Morgan),
and the Select Committee’s Specialist Assistant. Dr Sarah Pearce of the Parliamentary
Office for Science and Technology was also present.

INTRODUCTION
3. The Committee was welcomed to NPL by Dr Bob McGuiness, Managing Director, and

Dr Kamal Hossain, Director of Science and Technology. Dr McGuiness outlined NPL’s
role as the United Kingdom’s national laboratory for physical standards. As such, its
work was in the field of metrology — the science of measurement. International co–
operation was vital if there were to be agreed world–wide standards. Alongside NIST in
the US and PTB in Germany, NPL was one of the most respected national standards
laboratories in the world.

4. NPL was founded in 1900 as a traditional government laboratory. In 1995, it became a
GOCO — a government–owned, contractor–operated institution. 65% of its income came
from government (via the DTI); the remaining 35% was competitively earned. Dr
McGuiness said that the amount and high standard of the construction work on site (state
of the art buildings specifically designed for metrology, with humidity and temperature
control and vibration stability) was a testament to NPL’s past success and future
ambition.

PRESENTATIONS
5. Graham Peggs outlined the progress of technology in the semiconductor industry.

Consumer demand was the main driver for more powerful computers, with the main
attention on wireless technologies, real–time graphics manipulation, games and gadgets.

6. Computer chips were immensely complex structures containing tiny components. The
tolerances of error and variation were very small; metrology was a vital element in the
manufacturing process. Measurement techniques had to stay ahead of the required
manufacturing precision — measurements needed to be about ten times as accurate as the
performance tolerances.

7. The semiconductor industry was unusual in producing a forward projection of targets and
problems for the industry as a whole. This ITRS “Roadmap” was published and updated
with a remarkable degree of consensus — 2,500 firms were involved in the production of
the 2001 edition. The ITRS set specific, quantified manufacturing objectives to allow the
industry to keep pace with Moore’s Law but anticipated that the physical limits of current
approaches to metrology would prevent the industry making progress beyond 2011.
Radical breakthroughs would be needed if progress were to be maintained.

8. John Gallop gave an introduction to computing and disruptive technologies. He outlined
the three limits constraining the ultimate performance of microprocessors:

a. Thermal — Speed could be increased as the electrical energy required to write
each bit of information was reduced. However, to avoid random errors, that
energy had always to be significantly greater than the temperature–related energy
of the environment.
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b. Quantum — Continuing to reduce the energy involved in writing each bit would
eventually result in the flow of so few electrons that the uncertainties inherent in
quantum physics came into play. The onset of such conditions would mean that
the time taken to write a bit could be reduced further only if the energy required
to do so were increased.

c. Power dissipation — Increasing either the density of components on a processor
or the speeds at which operations were carried out increased the amount of waste
heat. To avoid damage through overheating, the energy required to write each bit
had to be reduced as density and speed of operation increased.

9. Dr Gallop then described some areas of science that could lead to dramatic alterations in
computer processor technology:

a. single electron transistors that would reduce the energy involved in each
processor operation;

b. spintronic devices that could use the properties of both charge and spin of
electrons to make logic gates;

c. molecular scale electronics that would allow very small circuits to be constructed
by self–assembly rather than lithography;

d. biological computing (using protein chemistry to store and process information)
might produce compact but relatively slow processors; and

e. quantum information processing, which was attracting world–wide research
interest, although as much for cryptography as for general computing.

10. Such technologies were in their infancy, and would require enormous investment before
they could have a substantial impact on computer processors. It was probable that, while
new technologies would be excellent for certain aspects of information processing, they
would have drawbacks for others. The most likely path of development was to continue
with the standard CMOS technology at the heart of a processor, but with different
components based on alternative technologies built in — making a system on chip.

TOUR OF LABORATORIES
11. The Sub–Committee then visited various laboratories to see some of the highly

specialised equipment, some of which had been made at NPL, that was needed for very
small–scale metrology. During the tour, there were five brief presentations.

12. Dr J–T Janssen showed how reducing the diameter of wires — essential to
miniaturisation of components on a processor — changed the behaviour of electrons. At
diameters over one micron the behaviour was classical, demonstrating the familiar
properties of current and voltage dictated by Ohm’s law. As diameters reduced, these
classical properties began to break down. At a diameter of 0.1 micron — approaching the
wavelength of electrons — quantum effects began to emerge, and it became possible to
conduct electrons one by one.

13. Chris Hunt discussed the role of interconnectors in microprocessors. As the density of
components on a chip increased, so did the density of input/output (I/O) interconnectors.
The physical barriers to getting more I/O connections on a chip using current approaches
would soon act as a limit to the rate of increase. Another problem was the dissipation of
waste heat from working microprocessors. New substrate materials were being developed
to stop processors overheating as the density of components continued to rise.

14. Martin Seah gave a presentation on analytical metrology at the limits, which outlined
some of the techniques employed to measure surfaces and structures on the nanometre
scale. Auger Electron Spectroscopy, X–ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy, Secondary Ion
Mass Spectroscopy all provided excellent results, but the ITRS indicated that the limits of
their resolution would be reached over the next 10 to 15 years. At present, many of the
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instruments (many made in Germany) had markets in both semiconductors and
biotechnology. More refined or new instruments might be needed to address the post–
CMOS technologies and this was a factor which UK manufacturers would watch closely.
The potentially small demand for the refined or new measuring devices would make this
a tough market for existing — let alone new — manufacturers.

15. Graham Peggs and John Gallop then expanded on some of the themes from their earlier
presentations with demonstrations of some of the experimental facilities at NPL. The
results of experiments using scanning tunnelling microscopy (STM) and atomic force
microscopy (AFM) to measure and manipulate individual molecules were shown, and
some of the properties and potential applications of carbon nanotubes were discussed.

16. Although it was not physically possible directly to measure distances smaller than the
wavelength of the light or other energy illuminating the object, NPL had developed ways
of using X–ray interferometry (XRI) to measure even smaller distances. Working
together with the German PTB, NPL had developed a combined STM/XRI nano–scale
metrology tool with a wide range of potential applications in the future development and
manufacture of microprocessors.

DISCUSSION
17. In a general discussion over lunch with Dr McGuiness, Dr Hossain, the various presenters

and other NPL colleagues, the following main points were noted.

a. The ITRS noted a wide range of metrology issues that, starting in 2003, currently
had no solution.

b. Metrology was essential not only for manufacture, but also throughout the
innovation and development stages.

c. Maintaining the momentum of Moore’s Law would require radical new
approaches on various fronts. (The term disruptive technologies had undesirable
negative overtones.)

d. NPL had some of the leading expertise in relevant areas of metrology, although
this was found in a variety of rather separate projects rather than in a co–
ordinated effort applied to microprocessing. This reflected the position in the
country as a whole where there seemed to be no mechanisms to draw together the
relevant expertise.

e. The US was the dominant country in terms of research in relevant areas. Taken
together, European countries played a strong role — almost matching US
research effort. In the United Kingdom, there were some signs of lack of
coherence in research efforts applied to microprocessor development, and better
mechanisms for encouraging industrial exploitation were needed.

f. In addition to Dr Hossain’s involvement in the 13 March seminar, the NPL team
would be happy to discuss these issues in an on–the–record public hearing113 if
that would be helpful.

18. Members endorsed the Chairman’s thanks to Dr McGuiness and his NPL colleagues for
their hospitality and for a most stimulating and informative day.

                                                                                                                                                                    
113 They did so on 29 May 2002.
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APPENDIX 5: SEMINAR HELD AT THE ROYAL SOCIETY

1. To enable the Sub–Committee to get a good understanding of the scientific and technical
issues underpinning its Inquiry, a seminar was arranged at the Royal Society, London on
13 March 2002.

2. Members of the Sub–Committee present were Lord Wade of Chorlton (Chairman of the
Sub–Committee), Lord Flowers, Lord Hunt of Chesterton, Lord Lewis of Newnham,
Lord Methuen, Lord Patel and Baroness Wilcox. They were supported by the Sub–
Committee’s Specialist Adviser (Professor Steve Furber) and Clerk (Mr Roger Morgan),
and by the Select Committee’s Specialist Assistant (Dr Adam Heathfield). Dr Sarah
Pearce of the Parliamentary Office for Science and Technology was also present.

PRESENTATIONS
3. The day began with a series of presentations, summarised below.

Background
4. Professor John Enderby, Physical Secretary of the Royal Society, outlined the areas

where fundamental physics could soon begin to act as a brake on the pace of hardware
improvement. According to the ITRS, limits of the materials used in CMOS
microprocessors would start to be reached in 2008 — currently a red brick wall in the
Roadmap.

5. Quoting the evidence given by the US National Science Foundation to the House
Research Committee Hearing on “Beyond Silicon” in 2000, Professor Enderby
introduced the relevant areas of research that would be involved in finding ways around
the physical constraints — computer science, physics, mathematics, biology and
engineering. A new science was emerging from the interface of these normally separate
areas.

The demand for computing power
6. Professor Tony Hey, Director of EPSRC’s e–Science Programme, spoke about the

demand for computing power, with particular reference to the prospect of handling a data
deluge from large–scale scientific work such as particle physics at CERN, genome
sequencing, and Earth observation. Different types of computing would be called for:

a. Capability Computing — for large–scale problems requiring supercomputers
consisting of many individual processors operating in parallel; and

b. Capacity Computing — for large numbers of separate problems, each of which
could be addressed by an individual processor.

7. Companies such as British Aerospace were interested in capability computing to run
models of complex fluid dynamic systems. Other areas of science — from protein
structure investigation to weather and climate modelling — would require similar
facilities. The supercomputers able to address such problems, such as IBM’s BlueGene
project, would always have a market, but never one of large numbers. There would not be
significant commercial opportunities for the United Kingdom in this sector.

8. Large particle physics experiments needed greater capacity computing; indeed it was
expected that forthcoming projects at CERN would create such an increase in the rate of
data production that the capacity to analyse it would need to outstrip Moore’s Law
growth. Professor Hey discussed the proposal to address this capacity limitation — the
Grid. This would allow researchers to interconnect scattered computing resources and
apply them to various analyses of data, essentially internet–scale distributed computing.

9. The major challenge to make the Grid a viable proposition was the development of
middleware — agreed methods and procedures to enhance interoperability and efficient
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use of processors. This was the central aim of the e–Science programme. Professor Hey
believed that significant commercial opportunities would arise in creating this
middleware. The United Kingdom should also look to the huge market for personal
mobile devices for other opportunities to play on its strengths.

The role of architecture
10. David May, Professor of Computer Science at Bristol University, discussed the role of

architecture in improving computer performance. Increasing processor speed and using
more transistors did not always provide a corresponding increase in operating speed.
Insufficient attention to architecture design meant that general purpose performance had
lagged behind the potential suggested by Moore’s Law. The ITRS was, in fact, explicitly
based on maintaining the industry’s progress in line with Moore’s Law, enabling either
function and performance to be increased at constant cost or (of greater commercial
importance) to provide the same performance at reduced cost.

11. Economics already required very high volumes of chip fabrication, and the current
business model was becoming increasing difficult to maintain as design and mask–
making costs escalated. Rather than making a range of different chips for different
applications, with each type being produced in relatively small numbers, it might become
necessary to have generic chips made in larger quantities, using software to tailor them to
particular applications.

12. Improvements in architecture alone could have significant impact in improving
performance for the end user and should be pursued energetically. The principal area
where advances were needed was in parallel computing, where many processors were
applied concurrently to a single task.

13. Other complications arose from the difficulties in verifying that increasingly complex
processors worked correctly. Without advances in formal verification techniques, it was
likely that an ever–greater number of devices would be faulty and unreliable. There were
also limitations in wire technology: while transistors were getting faster, the
interconnecting wires were not, thus restricting the speed at which information could be
moved.

14. The United Kingdom had strengths in many areas relevant to the inquiry: high
complexity microelectronic design; simple, efficient architectures; programming
languages and tools; theory and practice of concurrency; and formal verification. The
Government should support activities in these various areas. Particular attention should
be paid to creating the clusters of large research teams with industry links that computer
architecture research required, and to setting up more degree programmes which spanned
architecture, software and verification. More and more people with these cross–cutting
skills would be needed.

Materials options
15. Bruce Joyce, Emeritus Professor of Physics and Senior Research Fellow at Imperial

College, described the possibilities for pursuing hardware developments in entirely new
ways. He outlined some of the research that was under way in single electron transistors,
spin resonance transistors, and quantum dots. Some of these were still at a very early
stage of development, and none had got beyond proof of principle demonstration
experiments. There was a considerable gap between the current state of knowledge in
these technologies and any practical applications.

16. However, continuing research was needed in these and more general areas of materials
science; serendipity would probably have a large part to play in creating a worthwhile
successor to CMOS technology. An initiative to support fairly fundamental research
whilst maintaining a focus on the overall objective of new processor technologies would
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be useful. The Science and Engineering Research Council’s 1985 Low Dimensional
Structures and Devices Initiative114 provided a good model for such an exercise.

Metrology
17. Dr Kamal Hossain, Director of Science and Technology at NPL, noted that CMOS chip

fabrication required very accurate measurements of position and surface conditions. For
example, oxide layers on silicon wafers had to be 1.5 nm (or about 8 atoms) thick, with
tolerances of only an atom or so. Significant advances in metrology techniques at the
atomic scale were essential for solving many of the problems identified in the industry’s
Roadmap.

18. Metrology helped the semiconductor industry to improve process control and production
efficiency; to reduce time to market; to reduce manufacturing costs; and to improve
product reliability. Metrology was also an essential tool for innovation and development.
The US and Japan had national programmes in general nanotechnology, and the
fundamental role of metrology was emphasised in both.

19. At present, NPL were working with a variety of techniques including atomic force
microscopy, scanning tunnelling microscopy and surface spectroscopy to measure
dimensional characteristics, physical properties and chemical composition on a close to
atomic scale. The objective was to develop reliable new techniques that could be
transferred from one laboratory to another and thus form the basis of future measurement
standards. Such developments would provide the necessary metrology tools for effective
manufacture of new generations of microprocessors. Dr Hossain saw the United Kingdom
as well placed to lead in the development of the metrological infrastructure required to
allow the momentum of Moore's Law to be maintained.

Nano–scale computing
20. John Pethica, Professor of Materials Science at Oxford University, discussed the limits of

existing technology for microprocessing speed and issues arising from nano–scale
computing and quantum information processing. There was burgeoning world–wide
interest in nanotechnology, in particular regarding novel physical properties and
functionalities of ultra–small structures and their potential synergies with biomolecules.
Many areas of nanotechnology had potential applications in future microprocessors.

21. Professor Pethica identified some factors other than physical limits that would limit the
speed of future processors. The first was cost — the semiconductor industry was
accustomed to the exponential decrease in the cost per operation or unit of memory.
However, the cost of new manufacturing plant to make processors with smaller
components was rising very rapidly, and technology away from the leading edge might
become more valuable. Application limits would also apply — the appropriate approach
to microprocessor design would ultimately depend on the applications.

22. In any case, silicon would remain the basis of microprocessing for the next 10–15 years.
The industry investment in silicon technology was immense and would not be abandoned
overnight. New technologies for microprocessors were likely to be like silicon but better
or provide greatly changed costing or use radically different operating principles, such as
quantum information processing. The range of options when considered in the long term
was vast. The field could be narrowed since it was improbable that technologies that
needed to operate at very low temperatures, were very bulky or were unlikely to integrate
well with silicon would take off.

23. The United Kingdom had strengths in photonics, Silicon/Germanium and quantum
computing. While the last was potentially the most interesting, it was important to note
that the many papers published on the subject illustrated only the relevant principles;
practical applications were a very long way off.

                                                                                                                                                                    
114 Summarised in the SERC’s 1992 Review of the Initiative, ISBN 1 870669 73 8.
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24. Professor Pethica closed by contrasting the structures fostering the development of
innovative high–technology companies in the United Kingdom and in the US. He saw an
urgent need for the UK Government to develop an integrated strategy to encourage new
businesses in the microprocessing sector.

DISCUSSION
25. In a wide–ranging discussion involving all the presenters together with

� Sir Robin Saxby and Mike Muller, respectively Chairman and Chief Technology
Office of ARM;

� Dr John Taylor, Director General of Research Councils;

� Gavin Costigan, EPSRC and PPARC liaison officer at the Office of Science and
Technology; and

� Dr Tim Scragg of the Communication and Information Industries Directorate,
DTI,

the following main points were noted.

a. CMOS technology had a long life left in it. It had received enormous cumulative
investment world–wide, and would remain the basis for producing
microprocessors for many decades — even if future rates of progress became less
than predicted by Moore’s Law. Any new technology seemed bound to
supplement CMOS rather than replace it.

b. The development of modern computing had been based on the abstraction of
software and applications from the hardware on which they ran. The bulk of
improvements in computer performance to date had come from hardware
developments. Future improvements might rely to a greater extent on better
architectures and more adept software. For users of the technology, the rate of
progress in performance might equal or exceed that delivered to date by better
microprocessors.

c. General market demands were for cheaper, smaller and faster devices —
normally in that priority order. Reducing the cost of microprocessors whilst at
least maintaining levels of performance would allow more widespread use of
microprocessors, perhaps even in disposable applications — again increasing
benefits that users could derive. CMOS technology was likely to offer the only
route to cheaper devices.

d. The ITRS identified many currently unsolved technical barriers to continuing the
Moore’s Law trend in CMOS technology over next ten years or so, not least in
metrology. Provided IP were safeguarded, there could be substantial financial
returns for those who found the best solutions to these problems. However, as the
United Kingdom was no longer involved in silicon chip manufacture, the
manufacturing implementation would be in the US and Japan, or the increasingly
dominant Taiwan, Korea and China.

e. Even so, the limits of CMOS miniaturisation were in prospect beyond about
2010. Below a certain size, the performance of individual components would turn
on atomic level variations in composition rather than the aggregate properties on
which CMOS technology relied. In any event, continued miniaturisation would
also, at some point, expose CMOS microprocessing to unacceptable quantum
uncertainties and random thermal effects.

f. Substantially different concepts would be needed to take miniaturisation beyond
those limits. Some devices had already been demonstrated but were a very long
way from practical application. Others were still at a mainly theoretical level. The
United Kingdom had expertise in many relevant areas. Again, there could be
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substantial financial returns for those who made practicable advances, although it
would be unrealistic to think that the United Kingdom could use any innovation
in these fields to break back into capital–intensive manufacturing capacity. (It
would, however, be important to maintain some UK or European hardware
capability to underpin necessary research and development.)

g. Blue skies expertise was spread across academic disciplines, without any apparent
co–ordination as regards possible future microprocessing technologies.
Interdisciplinary collaboration seemed not to be a natural state, and there was
much to be learnt from previous Research Council activities that had brought
different disciplines together. The Low Dimensional Structures and Devices
Initiative and the Interdisciplinary Centres had been particularly effective, and
could provide working models for a future programme in microprocessing.

h. Work at the interface between computer science, physics, biology, mathematics
and engineering seemed likely to hold good prospects for developing valuable
technologies. In this and other cases, however, the time (and finance) needed for
development between any initial innovation and the market should not be
underestimated.

i. Many of the largest commercial opportunities for the United Kingdom seemed
likely to arise in software, architecture, chip design and metrology in which the
country already had significant but perhaps under–recognised skills. Such
opportunities would arise irrespective of the precise nature of the underpinning
hardware.

j. Some of the opportunities that would arise could be taken up and exploited by
single UK businesses. In that connection, the United Kingdom was slightly
behind the US in producing commercial spin–offs from academic research. This
arose from a combination of differences between general cultures, the taxation
system (especially as applied to venture capital), and the attitude and experience
of academics.

k. Other opportunities, and any requiring large–scale technological change, could be
exploited only with substantial international collaboration. Given the American
and Far East domination of microprocessor manufacturing, securing the necessary
critical mass for UK or other European initiatives could be problematical. The EU
could have a crucial role to play in promoting UK and European ideas.

26. Members endorsed the Chairman’s thanks to all the participants for their help in
clarifying the issues for the Inquiry in this complicated field, and to Professor Enderby
and the Specialist Adviser for their work in setting up the event. The participants said that
they too had found great value in the sharing of knowledge throughout the day.
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APPENDIX 6: VISIT TO SILICON VALLEY

1. On 10–12 June 2002, the Sub–Committee visited Silicon Valley, the concentration of
computer–related business some 40 miles to the south of San Francisco, California which
has helped give the US its leading role in microprocessing matters. The purpose of the
visit was to enable members to discuss with a range of US experts not only the
exploitation of CMOS technology to its limits but also possible post–CMOS technologies
— all with a view to better equipping the Sub–Committee to consider further UK
contributions to the global computing industry.

2. The visiting party consisted of Lord Wade of Chorlton (Chairman of the Sub–
Committee), Lord Methuen, Lord Mitchell, Lord Oxburgh and Lord Patel. The party was
supported by the Sub–Committee’s Specialist Adviser (Professor Steve Furber) and Clerk
(Mr Roger Morgan), and by members of the British Consulate–General in San Francisco.

STANFORD SEMINAR (Monday 10 June, morning)
3. The visit began with an academic seminar arranged with the assistance of and at Stanford

University. (This was essentially a US counterpart of the seminar held at the Royal
Society on 13 March115.)

a. James Plummer, Dean of Engineering at Stanford University, welcomed the Sub–
Committee and other participants to the University. In setting the scene for the
seminar, he noted the technical challenges set out by the ITRS if CMOS technology
was to be exploited to its theoretical minimum gate–length of 20 nm over the next ten
to fifteen years. He saw the challenges as essentially manufacturing questions which
were intrinsically soluble, although there remained a question about the costs
involved in implementing the solutions. There would be potential for non–CMOS
devices, but he felt the dominance of and investment in silicon technology meant that
new devices would be successful only if they offered significant new markets. None
would be a straightforward replacement for silicon which had defined and constrained
our thinking about systems. In the meantime, enormous opportunities seemed to be
presented by better design and utilisation of CMOS technology.

b. Dr Larry Dalton of the University of Washington described his work on organic
electro–optic technology. This was entirely compatible with CMOS and enabled
direct Internet and other communication access at enormous speeds of up to 100
GHz. The work had been funded by NSF grants and had led to great interest within
the US and elsewhere. A framework for exploiting the IP was proving more
complicated than anticipated. Work was still in progress on that.

c. Dr Meyya Meyyapan, Director of the NASA Ames Centre for Nanotechnology,
outlined NASA’s grand challenge of using revolutions in electronics and computing
to create small (less than 10 Kg) autonomous or thinking spacecraft for exploration
within the Solar System. Effectively, this required the development of teraflop
computing within the dimensions and power consumption of present laptops. NASA
was pursuing a number of nanotechnology initiatives which might help solve the
formidable problems in meeting that challenge.

d. Dr Evelyn Hu of the University of California at Santa Barbara noted that the death of
CMOS had been predicted for many years. It was, however, clear that the physical
limits of CMOS technology were now in prospect. She agreed with Dean Plummer
that the development of CMOS might ultimately be constrained by economics rather
than manufacturing capability. Spintronics, molecular electronics, quantum
computing and self–assembly all seemed to hold some prospect for leapfrogging over
the CMOS limitations. Although success was far from guaranteed, their time might

                                                                                                                                                                    
115 See Appendix 5.
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come and it was essential to maintain a portfolio of research balanced between
exploiting CMOS to the maximum and potential new approaches. Work on the latter
might, in any case, usefully feed back into the further development of CMOS — with
which, in any case, it seemed likely that any new technologies would need to be
integrated to at least some level.

e. Dr Erich Strohmaier of the Future Technologies Group at the Lawrence Berkeley
National Laboratory surveyed the field of supercomputing. Advances had been
phenomenal: current laptop computers would have made the list of the top 500
supercomputers only eight years ago but annual performance in supercomputers had
been growing by a factor of about 1.8 a year. Further progress was possible through
technological and design improvements —and was needed to meet developing needs
for large–scale modelling. One of the constraints on supercomputer development (and
on computers more generally) was the interconnect problem. Super–fast processors
could not be used to their maximum unless data transfer in and out was radically
improved.

f. Dr Sung–Mo Kang, Dean of the Baskin School of Engineering at the University of
California at Santa Cruz described the University’s Centre for IT Research in the
Interest of Society (CITRIS) established in partnership with Industry and Government
to explore matters of mutual interest. Noting the potential for wide–ranging
applications offered by further refinements in CMOS technology, he outlined the
need to match further miniaturisation with appropriate low–power techniques.

g. Professor James Demmel of Berkeley University described the grand challenge
accepted by CITRIS to develop low–power miniaturised sensors with built–in
wireless networking (“smart dust”) which could be used for a variety of purposes.
The data gathered from these devices (and, to avoid data overload, filtered by the
collecting networks) could be used for a variety of social policy purposes, for
example, in relation to energy efficiency, environmental matters and health care.
CITRIS was confident that the technical challenges could be met by using state of the
art CMOS technology, and had already produced some prototypes. There remained
some issues about the political framework within which such wide–spread monitoring
would be acceptable and in relation to handling the IP arising from the project.

4. In a brief concluding discussion, the following main points were noted.

a. There was a great deal of life left in CMOS technology to be exploited both through
technical advances and better design and architecture.

b. Nevertheless, the physical and economical limits of CMOS were in prospect.
Proportionate resources should be applied to blue–skies research on successor
devices.

c. Generally, business had too short–term a view of research and development. Public
funds would continue to be required to underpin the essential basic research.

d. Commercial impact came about not from technical advances themselves, but from the
products they facilitated. Developments were often better driven by grand challenges
than specific technical objectives. In this regard, biotechnology seemed a promising
field.

SANDIA NATIONAL LABORATORY (Monday 10 June, afternoon)
5. Dr Mim John, Vice President of Sandia National Laboratory, and her colleagues outlined

the work undertaken at the Sandia and other National Laboratories to develop extreme
ultra–violet lithography (EUVL). The National Laboratories concerned were originally
established for defence purposes and this was still their main activity. In recent years,
however, they had diversified and the EUVL project was one of a number of non–defence
activities.
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6. There had been awareness since the early 1990s that the present generation of lithography
technology would, at some point, fail to provide the resolution required for the fabrication
of chips with ever smaller components. EUV, in which the Laboratories had some
expertise from earlier basic research was one of four possibilities contemplated by
semiconductor interests, the others being X–rays, ion beams and electron beams. EUVL
had become the front runner.

7. EUV was easily absorbed. EUVL had therefore to be conducted in a near–vacuum and
with appropriately–surfaced reflective mirrors in place of the transmissive mask and
lenses of present machines. A novel business model had been developed with leading
microprocessor companies (including Intel and IBM) to develop the technology. This
ensured not only that the risks were spread but also that there would then be a sufficient
market for the resulting technology. A prototype machine had been completed and had
met all the specifications. EUVL offered such advances in lithography that it would be
“good to the end of silicon”.

INTEL (Tuesday 11 June, morning)
8. Dr David Tennenhouse, Intel’s Vice President for the Corporate Technology Group and

Director of Research, and his colleagues traced the development of computing from the
early scarcity of machines to today’s position where one person had to interact with many
computers and computerised devices. They saw the future as truly ubiquitous and
human–centred computing in which those many computer devices would be networked
and interfaced so that they served rather than overwhelmed the user.

9. The technical challenges of ubiquitous computing could, in Intel’s view, be met entirely
by further development of CMOS technology — although there remained a number of
substantial challenges, not least in managing power consumption/heat dissipation. Design
considerations would become even more important, and it was a matter for concern that
universities’ computer design research had declined in the US and elsewhere.

10. The key obstacle at present was the non–technical matter of enabling users to treat
computers as a trusted client. The need was not just to develop the technology, but the
products which it facilitated. The key driver would be enabling the user’s intuitive and
natural interaction with personal and embedded computers, leading to truly personal
computing.

IBM (Tuesday 11 June, afternoon)
11. Dr Robert Morris and Dr Robin Williams116, respectively Director and Associate Director

of IBM’s Almaden Research Centre, and their colleagues together with Dr David Cohn,
Director of IBM’s Austin Research Laboratory, surveyed IBM’s wide–ranging research
programme. They noted, as others had done, that the limits of CMOS technology might
be dictated by economic rather than technical barriers and that, as CMOS reached its
limits, there were substantial challenges to be overcome, particularly in power
management. Nevertheless, CMOS would remain a formidable technology facilitating the
development of many new and improved devices.

12. IBM’s research was addressing not only the further exploitation of CMOS and related
technologies of memory and interconnect, but also non–CMOS technologies, including
nanomagnetics and nanotechnology117. They had achieved 7–qubit quantum computing
using specially designed molecules in which the quantum states were manipulated and
measured using magnetic resonance techniques. Other technologies would be needed to
achieve useful numbers of qubits. With associated advances in programming, quantum

                                                                                                                                                                    
116 From whom the Sub–Committee had heard oral evidence at its hearing on 22 May 2002.
117 On the day of our visit, IBM’s Zurich Laboratory announced the prototype Millipede, a nanotechnology

device (using punched card principles) that offers storage densities about 25 times greater than current
hard disks.
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computing could quite simply rewrite the rules for computing, particularly in the field of
encryption.

13. Generally, IBM saw the possibility of market saturation for client computers, but scope
for an explosion of embedded computing. CMOS and associated technologies had largely
become commoditised. Value remained to be extracted from the areas of design,
architecture, software and services.

FINANCE (Wednesday 12 June)
14. Richard Irving118, Founder Partner of Pond Venture Partners Ltd; Michael Wishart,

Managing Director of the Investment Banking Division of the High Technology Division
of Goldman Sachs; and Nick McKeown, Associate Professor of Electrical Engineering
and Computer Science at Stanford University (and co–founder of the successful internet–
related Abrizio Inc) outlined the financial and legal structures within Silicon Valley that
facilitated the lively technology transfer from academia and spin–out from other
companies.

15. Combined with general culture (in which failure was widely seen as a positive and useful
experience), the village–like atmosphere meant that there was a good understanding in all
quarters of others’ needs and perspectives. This was reinforced by wider public dialogue
about developments in technology. While many venture capital firms in the United
Kingdom and elsewhere had excellent financial judgement, Silicon Valley firms were
characterised by a good understanding of the technological issues as well. This enabled
entrepreneurs to extract maximum value from the infrastructure that such firms provided.

16. The computing industry was global, but had a substantial nexus in Silicon Valley. It was
not self–promotion to make the point that UK and other non–US companies wishing to
break into the global market would benefit from a presence in Silicon Valley. In return,
Silicon Valley provided not only a range of expertise, but also CEOs and others with
invaluable experience of developing high–tech products.

THANKS
17. At each event, the Sub–Committee thanked the hosts for their hospitality and others

involved for the opportunities to explore the various issues. All those visited said that
they too had found great value in the exchanges.

18. On departure, the Sub–Committee warmly endorsed the Chairman’s thanks to Roger
Thomas, British Consul General for San Franciso and the surrounding area, and his staff
— particularly Dr Sharima Rasanayagam and Dr Henry Mahncke (respectively Consul
and Vice–Consul for Science and Technology) — for their help in setting up the visit and
their excellent support throughout the programme.

                                                                                                                                                                    
118 Pond Venture Partners also submitted written evidence to the Inquiry, see page 202 of Volume II.
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APPENDIX 7: VISIT TO IMEC

1. Many of those who gave evidence to the Inquiry commended IMEC (the Inter–university
Microelectronics Centre) at Leuven in Belgium as an outstanding example of a successful
interdisciplinary microelectronics research centre. On 15 July 2002, the Sub–Committee
visited IMEC to learn about the institution.

2. Members of the Sub–Committee making the visit were Lord Wade of Chorlton
(Chairman of the Sub–Committee), Lord Methuen, Lord Mitchell, Lord Oxburgh, Lord
Patel and Baroness Wilcox. They were supported by the Sub–Committee’s Clerk (Mr
Roger Morgan), the Select Committee’s Specialist Assistant (Dr Adam Heathfield) and
Lucy Joyce of the British Embassy. This team was welcomed to IMEC by its President
and Chief Executive, Professor Gilbert Declerck.

INTRODUCTION
3. Professor Marc Van Rossum presented an overview of IMEC and its work. The Centre

had been established in 1984 as part of the Flemish Government’s wider programme for
strengthening the regional microelectronics industry as traditional industries declined.
The Government’s initial investment had been €62m, and the institution had opened with
150 staff.

4. IMEC was now the largest independent microelectronics research centre in Europe. It had
870 staff on the payroll (about half of whom were on permanent contracts), drawn from a
wide range of nationalities, 110 PhD students and 270 industrial residents. Its annual
budget was some €120m, of which 75% was earned from industry or EU research
contracts which typically lasted 3–4 years. The remaining 25% was met by Government
grant, explicitly linked to IMEC’s remit of performing R&D, ahead of industrial needs by
3–10 years, in microelectronics, nanotechnology, design methods and technologies for
ICT systems.

5. The Centre saw the impending limits of Moore’s Law scaling more as the maturation of
the technology (which was being funded by the market) rather than its end. While the
shrinking of transistors might stop, CMOS technology would not only continue but also
retain enormous potential for new applications. Many of those applications were likely to
relate to the development of ambient computing. That would increasingly involve
wireless networking, for which it would be essential to have global standards. If and
when new technologies came on stream, it seemed likely that CMOS technology would
remain the backbone of most microprocessing and also be the platform on which those
new technologies would be anchored.

DISCUSSION
6. However, the principal purpose of the visit was not the technology, but the managerial

and institutional arrangements that had led to IMEC’s success as a centre of excellence in
microelectronics R&D. The discussion that began with Professor Van Rossum continued
when the group was joined by Professor Declerck; three Vice Presidents from the
Management Committee, Mr Eric Daenen (Human Resources), Dr Luc Van den Hove
(Silicon Process Technology) and Mr André Vinck (Budget and Finance); and Associate
Vice President Professor Roger De Keersmaecker. It was noted that the principal success
factors were the following.

a. Continuity of policy. The original IMEC concept had been developed in close
collaboration with the Flemish Government, from which there had been a continuing
commitment over many years. The Government had met the start–up costs in 1984
and had provided the great bulk of funding in the Institution’s formative years. Direct
government grant had now settled at what seemed the optimal value of 25%
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(annually, some €30m or about 5% of the Government’s budget for R&D). Funding
levels were agreed for five year periods.

b. The managerial boards. IMEC had a three–tiered managerial structure:
� the Board of Directors of 10 members: 3 from industry119, 4 from Flemish

universities and 2 independent members appointed by the Flemish Government —
together with two non–voting advisers from the Flemish Government;

� the Management Committee of 10 people from IMEC, chaired by the President;
and

� the Scientific Advisory Board of 10 members: 6 from Europe, 2 from the US and 2
from Japan.

This division of responsibilities meant that each tier could be optimally constituted for
its tasks.

c. Focus on programmes. Rather than project–based work, the longer–term and wider–
ranging more generic programmes enabled a variety of different partners to get
involved, and made it possible to adapt the research to rapid developments in
microelectronics.

d. A wide reach of partnerships. Rather than having an established pool of member
organisations, partners for each programme were assembled from around the world,.
This facilitated studies at the convergence of different technological disciplines —
which is where the most fertile areas for innovation were found. Boundaries within
universities often made such widely interdisciplinary studies effectively impossible.

e. Industrial Affiliation Programmes (IAPs). While IMEC’s longer–term blue–skies
research normally involved university partners, a significant part of its activity was
more D than R — i.e. dealing with technologies that had not only shown potential for
growth, but also had started to show real increases in their use or market penetration.
Research teams for the IAPs pursuing such issues were typically a mix of IMEC staff
and people from the partner companies. Results from the main research was always
shared between all participants, although provision could also be made for
confidential supplementary research.

f. Spin–offs. IMEC’s close involvement with industry through IAPs meant that most
developments found their way to market through those companies. There had,
however, been some spun–off enterprises. IMEC’s main contribution to these was the
IP for which it typically took a 20–25% stake in the company. Given the limited
venture capital market for high–tech products in the region, IMEC had started its own
incubation fund, and would consider investing up to €200,000 in a start–up company.

g. The workforce. The balance between visionary academics and output–focused
industry people was vital, as was the right mix and turnover of employees. IMEC had
a different balance from that found in most universities. The importance getting the
right workforce was recognised by the status given to Human Resources, the Head of
which was a member of the Management Committee.

CONCLUSION
7. In conclusion, it was noted that an institution like IMEC took a long time to establish. To

succeed, it needed to be world–class in what it did — and, in at least some respects, to the
best in the world. While it would seem difficult to establish a successful duplicate
institution in the United Kingdom, many of the factors that had led to IMEC’s success
could be relevant in setting up other technology centres.

8. Members joined the Chairman in thanking Professor Declerck and his colleagues for a
most useful and interesting visit, and in wishing IMEC continuing success.

                                                                                                                                                                    
119 The Chairman, elected by the Board, had always been one of the industry representatives.
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APPENDIX 8: ABBREVIATIONS AND GLOSSARY

3G ......................... Third generation
ALU ...................... Arithmetic logic unit
BCS....................... British Computer Society
CITRIS.................. Centre for IT Research in the Interest of Society, University of California
CMOS................... Complementary Metal–Oxide–Semiconductor
CPU....................... Central processor unit
CRT ...................... Cathode ray tube
CS ......................... Computer Science
bn .......................... billion
DTI........................ Department of Trade and Industry
DSP....................... Digital Signal Processor
EPSRC .................. Engineering and Physical Sciences Research Council
EU......................... European Union
EUV ...................... Extreme ultra–violet
FET ....................... Field–effect transistor
GDP ...................... Gross Domestic Product
GSM...................... Global System for Mobile communications
HEFCE.................. Higher Education Funding Council for England
ICT........................ Information and communication technology
IEE ........................ Institution of Electrical Engineering
IMEC .................... Inter–University Microelectronics Centre, Belgium
IP........................... Intellectual property
IRC........................ Interdisciplinary Research Collaboration
ISLI ....................... Institute for System Level Integration, Livingston
IT........................... Information Technology
IT&CS................... Information Technology and Computer Science
ITRS...................... International Technology Roadmap for Semiconductors
LCD ...................... Liquid crystal display
mm ........................ millimetre
nm ......................... nanometre
NHS ...................... National Health Service
NPL....................... National Physical Laboratory
OECD ................... Organisation for Economic Co–operation and Development
OMI....................... Open Microprocessor Systems Initiative
p ............................ page number in the accompanying volume of evidence
PC ......................... Personal computer
PDA ...................... Personal digital assistant
PPARC.................. Particle Physics and Astronomy Research Council
Q ........................... question number in the accompanying volume of evidence
qubit ...................... quantum bit
R&D...................... Research and development
RAE ...................... Research Assessment Exercise
RISC ..................... Reduced instruction set computing
SETI...................... The Search for Extraterrestrial Intelligence project
SLI ........................ System level integration
SoC ....................... System–on–Chip
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UK......................... United Kingdom
US ......................... United States of America
UV......................... Ultra–violet

VERY LARGE AND VERY SMALL NUMBERS
1. Modern computer technology involves both very large and very small numbers. To avoid

long names or large numbers of decimal places, these are normally indicated by use of
standard prefixes. For example, a millionth of a second is referred to as a microsecond
and a millionth of a metre is a micrometre (also sometimes referred to as a micron).

2. These prefixes cover the very large to the very small as in the following table. The
difference between each step is a factor of a thousand.

Prefix Symbol Quantity Number Notation
Tera– T million million 1000000000000 1012

Giga– G thousand million 1000000000 109

Mega– M million 1000000 106

Kilo– k thousand 1000 103

one 1

Milli– m thousandth 0.001 10-3

Micro– µ millionth 0.000001 10-6

Nano– n thousand millionth 0.000000001 10-9

Pico– p million millionth 0.000000000001 10-12

Femto– f thousand million millionth 0.000000000000001 10-15

3. It is obviously easier to say “3 gigahertz” (a measure of computer speed) than “three
thousand million hertz”. For calculations and some other purposes, however, it is
necessary to write down the numbers. If written in full, 3 gigahertz would be
3,000,000,000 hertz. However, the conventional way of writing such a large number is 3
x 109, being three multiplied by 10 to the power 9 (10 multiplied by itself nine times) or a
thousand million.

4. Such power notation is also used to simplify very small numbers. A minus power
represents one divided by the number that would be generated by that power if positive.
For example, 10-9 (referred to as “10 to the minus 9”) is one divided by 109 or one
thousand millionth. 5 nanometres (being five thousand millionths of a metre or
0.000000005 metres) may thus be written as 5 x 10-9 metres.

DIMENSIONS
5. Individual elements on a modern computer chip are best measured in nanometres (nm),

of which there are one thousand million to the metre, the standard metric unit of length.
(The now less–used Ångström unit is one tenth of a nanometre.)

6. To illustrate such very small distances, a ream (500 sheets) of standard paper is 50
millimetres thick. 10 sheets are thus a millimetre and a single sheet is 100 micrometres
thick. A nanometre is one thousandth of a micrometre. If it were possible to make paper
only one nanometre thick, it would take one hundred thousand sheets (200 reams) to
equal the thickness of one sheet of ordinary paper.

7. Computer chips are manufactured in layers, some of which are only 1.5 nm thick. Atoms
in a silicon crystal are about a fifth of a nanometre apart, so such layers are only 7 or 8
atoms thick. Critical horizontal measurements can be as small as 5 nm or 25 atoms.
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SPEED
8. A computer’s actions are synchronised by high–frequency pulses from its clock. The

standard measurement of frequency is the hertz, being one event per second. Modern PCs
operate at clock rates in the gigahertz range, that is at over a thousand million (109)
cycles per second. To say that a computer works at 1 gigahertz is exactly the same as
saying that it completes each event in 1 nanosecond (10-9 seconds).

9. Each step of a computer’s operation is one of those events. However, delivering a
program instruction (for example, retrieving data, processing it and storing the result)
involves several steps. A measure of a computer’s operating speed is the millions of
instructions per second (MIPS) with which it can deal.

10. Calculations involving fractions are more complicated than dealing with integers. For
some applications, users need to know a computer’s speed in handling floating point
operations per second (FLOPS).

11. Early computers completed each operation before turning to the next so their speed in
MIPS was always less than their clock rate. Modern machines not only handle a number
of instructions in parallel but also begin the next batch of instructions before the previous
batch is finished. Their speed in MIPS or FLOPS can thus exceed their clock rates.

STORAGE CAPACITY
12. The basic unit of computer data is a binary bit — which will have the value of either one

or zero. (What a bit represents is dictated by its context.)

13. A block of 8 bits is called a byte. Modern computers handle “words” of 32 or 64 bits
simultaneously.

14. Computers’ data storage capacity is now normally measured in megabytes and gigabytes
— and even in terabytes.
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APPENDIX 9: TECHNICAL BACKGROUND TO COMPUTING

1. Chapter 3 outlined sufficient of the key concepts to provide a grounding for the
discussion later in the Report. This Appendix explores some of the technical background
to electronic digital computing in greater detail.

2. As noted in the body of the Report, computers have become ubiquitous because they are
universal. Ways have been found to reduce almost every tasks to numbers. Computers
can then be programmed to do anything for which a suitable program can be devised. To
understand the ways in which a computer’s silicon chip can process numbers, it is
necessary to start with some basic properties of matter.

MATERIALS AND ELECTRICITY

The composition of matter
3. In classical times, the Greeks deduced that all matter was composed of atoms or tiny

particles which could not be further sub–divided. The work of Ernest Rutherford and
others in the 1920s showed that atoms are made up of smaller parts. The sub–atomic
world is perplexingly strange and not yet fully understood. For the purposes of this
Appendix, however, atoms can be envisaged as a nucleus surrounded by a cloud of
electrons.

4. The nucleus is made up of positively–charged protons together with, in all but the lightest
elements, some neutral neutrons. That positive charge is balanced by the surrounding
cloud of negatively–charged electrons, one for each proton in the nucleus. It is the
number of protons in the nucleus and the balancing electron shell that give each element
its distinctive properties. There is, however, no distinction at the sub–atomic level: an
electron in an atom of, say, iron, is no different from an electron in an atom of sulphur.

Electricity
5. In some elements, the electrons form a tight shell round the nucleus. In others, the

electrons are held less tightly and, under appropriate circumstances, are able to pass
between atoms. The flow of electrons through a chain of atoms constitutes an electric
current. The flow of water provides a useful analogy. Imagine running a bath. First of all,
there has to be some pressure in the system. For electricity, the pressure comes from the
magnetic force (from a dynamo or generator) or chemical force (from a battery or fuel
cell) with which the electrons are pushed and is measured in volts. Because this pressure
exists even if no current is flowing, voltage is sometimes referred to as the potential
difference.

6. The bath tap is the switch in the circuit: when it is turned on, water flows. The power of
the system (measured in watts) is obtained by multiplying the force (voltage) with which
electrons are pushed by the rate at which they flow (i.e. the number per second) as
reflected in the measure of amps. That flow is reduced by resistance in the circuit.
Electrical resistance is measured in units called ohms. The electrical equivalent of the
total volume of water delivered to the bath is the total number of electrons — as reflected
by the measure of coulombs.

7. Individual electrons move relatively slowly. However, the effect of the current is felt at
the other end of the conductor much more quickly: each electron pushes the next one
along. Even so, an electrical signal does not propagate instantaneously. Its speed is
substantially less than the speed of light (the fastest anything can travel) and is a
significant constraint in the design of microelectronic circuits.

8. Current electricity, as described above, needs to be differentiated from static electricity.
Under certain circumstances (normally involving friction of some sort), atoms in a
substance can be stripped of some electrons. The effect of atoms seeking to regain their
lost electrons can be felt as a static electric charge or field.
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Conductors and insulators
9. Elements which permit the flow of electricity are called conductors. All metals conduct

electricity, as do some non–metallic elements such as carbon. Elements which do not
permit such a flow of electrons (for example, sulphur) are called insulators. Chemical
compounds (in which atoms of different elements are bound together by shared electrons)
may also be either conductors or insulators.

Semiconductors
10. Between conductors and insulators, there is a third category of materials which,

depending on the circumstances, can act as either conductors or insulators. These
materials may be either elements (such as silicon, provided it is in crystalline form120) or
compounds (such as gallium arsenide).

11. The conductivity of semiconductors can be substantially altered by doping them with
small traces of other substances. These dopants make the semiconductor either richer (n–
type) or poorer (p–type) in free electrons — that is, electrons that are not tightly bound to
the nuclei and are therefore available to conduct an electric current.

TRANSISTORS
12. Transistors are, as described in paragraph 3.13, combinations of doped semiconducting

materials through which the flow of electricity can be regulated by a control input at the
gate. In early (bipolar) transistors, the control input was a small current. In modern field–
effect transistors (FETs), the control is by an electric field (see paragraph 8 above)
generated by a voltage or potential difference at the gate. As this field is exerted through
an insulating layer, no current actually flows in exercising the control of the main current
through the transistor.

13. Transistors, like the thermionic valves they have largely replaced, allow the current
flowing through them to be controlled smoothly from zero to the maximum permitted by
the circuit into which they are connected. With a few minor exceptions (for example, to
deal with the input or output of sound), the transistors in microprocessors are used as
simple switches. They are either off or on depending on whether the current flowing
through them is at either zero (or close to zero) or the maximum (or close to it).

BINARY NUMBERS
14. Our normal counting system uses a base of ten. That is, any number can be represented

by a combination of the ten digits zero to nine set out in columns. By convention, digits
in the right hand column represent units. Moving to the left, numbers in each succeeding
column are worth ten times the preceding column — units, tens, hundreds, thousands and
so on. The number written 107 is one 100, zero 10s and seven units.

15. Computers operate with binary numbers, that is numbers with a base of 2. Any number
can be represented by digits zero and one arranged in columns in which the right hand
column is for units and each succeeding column is worth twice the value of the preceding
one. The number 107 in base ten is, in binary notation, written as 1101011 being one 64,
one 32, zero 16s, one 8, zero 4s, one 2 and one unit121. Thus any number may be
represented by a series of transistorised switches that are on or off. This avoids the
potential for inaccuracy there would be in having to differentiate between a transistor
being, say, either 60% or 70% on.

                                                                                                                                                                    
120 i.e. the atoms have settled into a regular three–dimensional lattice.
121 There are various conventions — beyond the scope of this note — for also dealing with fractions,

negative numbers and very large numbers.
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COMPUTER LOGIC
16. Moreover — and crucially — calculations with binary numbers can be undertaken by the

application of simple logical rules rather than any arithmetical skills. Consider, for
example, the addition of two single digit numbers represented by A and B.

Addition in base 10
17. In everyday base 10 numbers, A and B could be anything from 0 to 9 and the sum could

be anything from 0 to 18. The answer could thus have 0 to 9 units with either 0 or 1 tens.
(In a larger calculation, the latter would be carried over for the next stage of the addition.)
To perform this addition, an operator needs either to know (in computer terms, this would
mean searching a provided look–up table) that, say, 7 added to 9 gives the answer 6 units
with 1 in the carry column or to work from first principles by counting out 7 units and 9
more units and then counting off the total. If that count was less that 10, that would be the
total with 0 for the carry over. If the count reached 10, the carry over would be 1 rather
than 0 and the count would then be restarted to establish the number for the units column
of the answer.

Binary addition
18. In binary numbers, the digits A and B could only be either 0 or 1. The only four possible

input positions are as set out below, together with the answers in each case.

INPUT ANSWERS
A          B               Sum    Carry
0 0 0 0
1 0 1 0
0 1 1 0
1 1 0 1

19. While a computer could be designed to undertake this addition either by using a look up
table or from first principles (as described in paragraph 17), it is more straightforward to
obtain the answers by logical operations.

Boolean logic
20. Those logical operations are called Boolean algebra after the 19th Century English

mathematician George Boole. His highly influential book, An Investigation Into the Laws
of Thought, on Which are Founded the Mathematical Theories of Logic and
Probabilities, published in 1854, laid the foundations for absolute rigour in logical
thinking.

21. Logical statements are either true or false. The train of a logical argument can be written
down using four operators.

(a)  NOT operates on a single input and reverses it. If A is true, NOT A is false.

(b) AND operates on two inputs. A AND B is true only if both A and B are true. If one or
both are false, A AND B is false.

(c) OR also operates on two inputs. If either A or B is true (or, indeed, if both are true),
A OR B is true. A OR B is false only if both A and B are false.

(d) XOR (exclusive OR) is a constrained version of OR. A XOR B is true only if one or
other of A and B is true. A XOR B is false if A and B are either both true or both false.

22. If false and true are represented by the digits 0 and 1, the required answers in paragraph
18 above can be achieved by applying Boolean logic to the inputs A and B:

(a) Sum = A XOR B; and

(b) Carry = A AND B.
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23. In practice, it is of course rare for additions to involve only two single binary digits or
bits. Applying the same general principles, however, more complicated Boolean formulæ
can be derived to deal with additions where it is necessary also to take account of the
carry over from a previous stage in the addition. Equally, Boolean formulæ can be
derived to deal with subtraction, multiplication and division.

Logic gates
24. Boolean logic can be replicated by transistors connected together so that the output of one

controls the gate of another and so on. Two transistors are needed to build an inverter or
logic element that will output 0 if its input is 1, and vice versa. (This is the NOT function
referred to above.)

25. Six transistors are needed to build either an AND logic element whose output is 1 only if
both of its inputs are 1, or an OR logic element whose output is 1 if either or both of its
inputs are 1. An XOR logic element may be constructed from two NOT, two AND, and one
OR logic elements: A XOR B is identical to (A AND (NOT B)) OR ((NOT A) AND B) where,
by convention, the expressions within the deepest levels of brackets are dealt with first.

Abstraction
26. Such logic elements are called gates — not to be confused with the control gates of

individual transistors. Their configuration is well–established, and microprocessor
designers do not have to worry about how to design, for example, an AND gate (let alone
the transistors from which it is made). For design purposes, an AND gate can be regarded
as a black box with two inputs and one output. The output will be on only if both the
inputs are on.

27. The mechanics of a computer (the hardware) are characterised by levels of such
abstractions. A typical hierarchy might be:

(a) transistors;

(b) logic gates and memory cells;

(c) single–bit adders;

(d) multiple–bit adders;

(e) arithmetic logic units (ALUs);

(f) central processor units (CPUs);

(g) integrated circuit chips;

(h) circuit boards; and

(i) the computer or other product.

SOFTWARE
28. Computers and microprocessors are multi–purpose machines. They can do a wide variety

of things, effectively limited only by the ingenuity of those writing the instructions for the
machines (also known as programs or, in contrast to the hardware, the software) and
arrangements for interfacing the computer with the real world. However, the division
between hardware and software is not absolute. All hardware has at least some functions
built in at the design stage. At the very least, the machine needs to await its first
instruction when it is turned on, to be able to recognise that instruction when it arrives
and be equipped to perform the intended action.

29. In practice, computer designers simplify the programmer’s task by generally building in
wide range of arithmetic and other functions that can be executed by relatively simple
program instructions. This does, however, add to the complexity of both design and
operation. An alternative approach is Reduced Instruction Set Computing (RISC) where
the designer limits the built–in routines to the essential minimum. Generally, such a
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computer will run faster although more complicated routines will require more
programming and thus more instructions to execute.

Machine code
30. The machine code (a series of standard length binary numbers) that controls the step by

step operation of computers is highly detailed. A sequence to add together the numbers
stored in two memory locations and store the result in a third location might be as below.

Code Action122

00100110 ........ Copy the number stored in the memory location specified by the next
two numbers into the CPU register A123.

11011010 ........ First part of memory address.

01011101 ........ Second part of memory address.

00100111 ........ Copy the number stored in the memory location specified by the next
two numbers into the CPU register B.

10011110 ........ First part of memory address.

11010101 ........ Second part of memory address.

00011011 ........ Add the numbers in CPU registers A and B, and copy the result into
the memory location specified by the next two numbers.

11011011 First part of memory address.

01011111 ........ Second part of memory address.

High–level language
31. In the early days of computing, code had to be written as a string of numbers as in the

first column above. Apart from being laborious, it was very easy to make mistakes, any
one of which would have unexpected and often catastrophic consequences for the
application. It was not long before software was written which enabled programmers to
write in more natural (although highly structured) high–level language, letting the
computer work out the consequent machine code.

Hierarchy of software
32. In the same way as hardware (see paragraph 27 above), software has a hierarchy of

abstraction. Once written and found to be robust, program elements or modules do not
need to be reinvented. They can be reused without any thought about their internal
structure, thus simplifying the generation of new applications which nowadays typically
require tens of million lines of high–level programming languages.

Algorithms
33. At a high level of abstraction within the overall program (or any constituent module) is

the algorithm — the problem–solving logic that is implemented by the detailed
programming. While the programming will be specific to the processor on which the
software is to be run, algorithms are not.

34. For example, a common task in computing is to sort items into order. The simplest way of
doing this is to work through the list item by item, compare each one with the next one
and, if they are in the wrong order, swap them over while noting that a swap has been
made. On reaching the end of the list, the process is repeated until no swap has to be
made showing that the list is in right order.

                                                                                                                                                                    
122 The code results in the action indicated only because that is what the designer has built into the device so

that the necessary interconnections are switched on in response to the input.
123 Or, to be absolutely precise, set the series of transistorised switches in CPU register A on or off (see

paragraph 15 above) in the same pattern as found at the specified memory location.
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35. While this bubble sort124 is easy to program, it is very inefficient for more than a few
items. There are other sorting algorithms offering greater efficiency for longer lists.
Although more complicated to understand125 and program (and may consume more
machine resources while they are running), they are worth implementing in appropriate
cases.

36. Picking the right algorithm — which may mean developing a new one — is thus a crucial
part of software development. (Algorithms are also an integral part of the routines a chip
designer builds into the hardware, as discussed in paragraphs 28 and 29 above.)

IMPLICATIONS FOR THE USER
37. Thanks to the skill of programmers and the evolution of user–friendly and more intuitive

interfaces between user and machine (facilitated by the increasing power of
microprocessors which can now deal with many millions of instructions per second), it is
not necessary to know any of the above to use computers. Users can benefit from the
many sophisticated applications available, without concern for their delivery.

38. However, this highly desirable ease of use means that it is easy to ignore the astonishing
range of technical and intellectual achievements that computers embody.

                                                                                                                                                                    
124 So called because items bubble up through the list on each pass.
125 In some cases, requiring substantial mathematical expertise.
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APPENDIX 10: MOBILE PHONES

1. Future demands for microprocessing will increasingly be for embedded applications —
that is, dedicated and often very sophisticated microprocessing technology operating
products in ways that are generally invisible to the user. A good example of an embedded
application is the mobile phone, the development of which over the last two decades is
outlined below.

A BRIEF HISTORY OF MOBILE PHONES
2. The first generation analogue mobile phone system was introduced in the United

Kingdom in 1985, and was called Total Access Communication Technology (TACS). A
typical early phone weighed around 5 kg, cost several thousand pounds and had a battery
life of less than a day (or one hour’s talk time). As this was an analogue system, rather
than digital, phones did not require a Digital Signal Processor (DSP) chip. However, the
first single–chip DSP had been produced in the late 1970s, making a fully digital system
economically viable.

3. In Europe, a group of 26 national phone companies began developing a digital standard in
1982. Agreed in 1991, the Global System for Mobile communications (GSM) second
generation standard was introduced in the United Kingdom in 1992. This standard is used
by current UK mobile phones and allows text and data transmission as well as simple
voice telephony. By March 2002 there were nearly 700 million GSM customers world–
wide126. Early GSM phones typically weighed 500g and had around 12 hours of standby
battery life. Today, they weigh as little as 60g, have standby times of up to 10 days and
talk times of up to five hours.

4. The next few years will see the introduction of third generation (3G) mobile phones.
These will allow higher data rates than GSM, so users can more easily access internet
pages or send photographs using their mobile phones. The first 3G networks started in
Japan and the Isle of Man in late 2001. 3G poses new challenges for mobile phone
processor design, in order to meet these higher data rates and increased functionality
while remaining low cost and low power.

5. Current mobile phones typically contain two processors. A DSP deals with applications
such as extracting digitally coded speech from the signal received by the phone and
decoding it. A RISC processor (such as those developed by ARM) manages the interfaces
with the outside world, including interacting with the mobile phone network and
controlling the screen and key pad. These two processors may be integrated onto a single
chip.

POINTS TO NOTE
6. A number of useful points can be illustrated by mobile phones and their use of

microprocessors.

a. It is difficult to predict the future. Nearly 75% of the UK adult population now own a
mobile phone127 and a large proportion of these include embedded processors
licensed by ARM, a British company. Twenty years ago, it would have been difficult
to predict the growth of the mobile phone market, let alone the major role the United
Kingdom would play in embedded processors. Even on shorter time scales,
predictions are difficult. For example, in April 2000, the Stewart Report128 suggested
that the number of UK mobile phone subscribers might rise to 45 million within 5

                                                                                                                                                                    
126 GSM Association.
127 Oftel, Consumers’ use of mobile telephony Q8 February 2002.
128 Mobile Phones and Health, Independent Expert Group on Mobile Phones, Chairman Sir William

Stewart.
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years. This figure was actually reached by early 2002129. Similarly, the rise in text
messaging was entirely unexpected — but over a billion text messages are now sent
each month in the United Kingdom130.

b. Mobile phones show how processor requirements vary depending on their
application. Their processors must operate at low power (for longer battery life), be
small and low cost. Successful embedded processors, therefore, are not necessarily
those with the greatest processor speed but those that balance these requirements.

c. They are a mass market product. So, although embedded processors may not be used
for cutting–edge research on specialist supercomputers, they are required in vast
numbers for an increasing array of day to day applications. It is these high–volume
products which will have most impact on the economy.

d. They illustrate how developments in the market can be facilitated by, but not
necessarily driven by, technology. The rise of second generation mobile phones in
Europe is often attributed to European regulation introducing the GSM standard
across the continent, rather than specific technological or market attributes.

e. Finally, mobile phones demonstrate the importance of pleasing the customer.
Although mobile phones for voice and text are extremely popular, data services
(using Wireless Application Protocol or WAP technology) have been considerably
less successful than predicted by operators. Such issues will become more significant
with the next (third) generation of mobile phones, which will allow mobile internet
access. UK operators paid £22 bn for licences to use the radio spectrum for these 3G
mobile phones, but it remains unclear how popular such services are likely to be —
and hence, how and over what time scale this investment is to be recouped.

EUROPE/US DIFFERENCES
7. It is worth noting that the development of mobile telephony is more advanced in Europe

than in the US. This is the result of interacting factors. The early US lead led to
substantial investment in first generation analogue networks using a wider range of
frequencies than in Europe. The demand for better services that would attract investment
in improved infrastructure is, however, constrained by US regulatory requirements which
may lead to the person being called bearing a charge for receiving the call (as for
international calls within Europe). Consequently, pagers are still widely used in the US131

where users tend to switch on their mobile phones only when they want to make an
outgoing call.

                                                                                                                                                                    
129 Oftel Mobile Market Update, Q4 2001/02 (January to March 2002).
130 Oftel Mobile Market Update, Q4 2001/02 (January to March 2002).
131 Unlike Europe, where they have been largely superseded by mobile phones.
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Table 59b EUVL Mask Requirements
2006
70nm

2007
65nm

2010
45nm

2013
32nm

2016
22nm

Wafer minimum half pitch (nm) [A] 70 65 45 32 22
Wafer minimum line (nm, in resist) 40 35 25 18 13
Wafer minimum line (nm, Post Etch) 30 25 18 13 9
Overlay 25 23 18 13 9
Wafer minimum contact hole (nm, after etch) 80 70 50 35 25
Generic Mask Requirements
Magnification [B] 4 4 4 4 4
Mask minimum image size (nm) [C] 160 140 100 72 52
Image placement (nm, multi-point) [D] 15 14 11 8 6
CD Uniformity (nm, 3 sigma) [E]
   Isolated lines (MPU gates) 4.5 4 2.5 2 1
   Dense lines DRAM (half pitch) 11 10 7 5 3.5
   Contact/vias 12.5 11 8 5.5 4
Linearity (nm) [F] 11 10 7 5 3.5
CD mean to target (nm) [G] 5.5 5 3.5 2.5 1.5
Defect size (nm) [H] 55 50 35 25 15
Data volume (GB) [I] 324 486 1644 5550 18736
Mask design grid (nm) [J] 4 4 4 4 4
EUVL-specific Mask Requirements
Substrate defect size (nm) [K] 39 37 32 27 23
Mean peak reflectivity 65% 65% 66% 67% 67%
Relative reflectivity uniformity of the mask (% 3sigma) [L] 1.5% 1.3% 0.9% 0.7% 0.5%
Peak reflectivity uniformity (% 3sigma absolute) 0.69% 0.61% 0.42% 0.33% 0.24%
Reflected centroid wavelength uniformity (nm 3sigma)
[M] 0.06 0.05 0.05 0.04 0.03

Minimum absorber sidewall angle (degrees) 85 85 85 85 85
Absorber sidewall angle tolerance (± degrees) 1 1 0.75 0.5 0.5
Absorber LER (3 sigma nm) [N] 5 4 3 3 3
Mask substrate flatness (nm peak-to-valley) [O] 80 75 50 45 30
Maximum aspect ratio of absorber stack 1 1.1 1.3 1.5 1.7
Substrate form factor 152 x 152 x 6.35 mm
Strategy for protecting mask from defects Removable pellicle and thermophoresis during

 exposure

White—Manufacturable Solutions Exist, and Are Being Optimized

Yellow—Manufacturable Solutions are Known

Red—Manufacturable Solutions are NOT Known

YEAR OF PRODUCTION

THE INTERNATIONAL TECHNOLOGY ROADMAP FOR SEMICONDUCTORS:  2001


